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PUNITIVE DAMAGES: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
A. Mitchell Polinsky and Ste~en Shavell°
The imposition of punitive damages is one of the raor~ controversial features of the
American legal system Trial and appellate courts have struggled for many years to
d~elap coherent prln~iples for addressing the questions of when punitive damages should
be awarded~ and at what level In this Article, Professors Palinshy and Shavell use
economic reasoning to provide a relatively simple set of princlples for answering these
questions, given the goals of deterrence and punishment. With respect to the deterrence
objectiw, on which their Article focuses, they argue that puni|ive damages ordinarily
should be a~arded iA and only if, an in}urer has a significant ~hance of escaping
liability for the harm he caused. When this condition holds, punitive damages are
needed to offset the detorrence-diluting effect of the chance of escaplng llabilil~ (They
mention as well u deterrence rationale for punitive damages that does not rest on the
possibility of escape from liability -- that punltiw damages may be needed to deprive
individual~ of the soclally illicit gains that they obtain fiom malicious acts.) Professors
Polinsky and Shavell also discuss the tension between the implications of the deterrence
objective and present punitive damages law, including the law’s emphasis on the
reprehensibility of a defendant’s conduct and on a defendant’s wealth. With respect to
th~ punishment objective, Professors Poflnsky and Shavell stress that the imposition of
punitive damages on corporations may fall to serve its intended purpose (altholtgh the
imposition of punitive damages on individual defendants accomplishes punishment in a
stralghtformard manner). Punitive damages against cml~oratlans may be ineffective
primarily because the payment of punitive damages awards by corporations often does
not lead to greater punishment of culpable employees, but instead punishes the
corporation’s shareholders and custoracrs.

L

INTRODUCTION

more controversial features of the American legal system
O isnetheof the
imposition of punitive damages. Courts have struggled for
years to develop a rational set of principles for the imposition of punifive damages,’ legislative bodies have passed or considered a variety of
* A. Mitchell Poliusky is the Josephine Scott Crocker Professor of Law and Economic, Stanford Law School. Steven ShavelI is Professor of Law and Economics, Harvard Law School. Research for this Article wa~ supported by Exxon Corporation. ~xxon is appealing a punitive
damages judgment agalrmt it in the Exxon Valdez oil spill litigation; we have ~erved as consultants to E~cxon in connection with this litigation.) The vievTs expressed below are our own and do
not necessarily represent those of Exxon. We received helpful comments on an earlier draft of this
Article from Janet Alexander, Daniel Capra, Richard Crasweil, Peter Diamand, Aaron Edlin, Jill
Fisch, Jesse Fried, Victor Fuchs, Robert HaiI, Louis Kapiow, Daniel Klerman, Thomas Krattenmaker, Richard McAdaras, Ivan Png, Kenneth Simons, and participan~ at seminars given at a
number of law schools. We aiso benefited from research a.~istanee from Jennifer Btosnahan, Patrick O’Rellly, Janlne Scanea~ltJ, Debra Volland, and Sherri Lynn ~Vo]son.
] The United States Supreme Court’s struggle to devdop coherent principles in this area is
exemplified by the skeptical views expressed by various Justices on the rationality of punitive
damages. Most recently, in BMWofNo~h America, Inc. ~. Gore, rr6 S. Ct. x589 (I996), Justice
scalia, in a pointed dissent, described the Court’s gaideposts for a~seszlng punitive damages as
aprovid[ing] no real guidance at alL" Id. at x613 (Scalia, J., dissenting); ~ee a!~o TXO Prod. Corp.
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statutes to remedy perceived problems with punitive damages,z academic commentators have debated the theory behind, and significance
of, punitive damages,3 and the press has expressed strongly divergent
v. Ali|~ce Resources Corp., 5o9 U.S. ~43, 4~5 (z993) (O’Connor, ~., ~nfing) ~[T~e l~k of
~e~ ~id~ce heigh~ ~e ~k ~at ~bi~n~, p~ion, or bi~ ~1 ~pl~ ~p~siona~ delibcrafi~ ~ ~e b~ for ~e jug’s ver~c~; id. at 46~7 ~nnedy, ~., conce~g in p~ ~d
conc~g in ~e jud~ent) (~g ~at ~e Cou~s v~e fo~u~on of a
s~d~ for punitive d~ag~ aw~ ~ unsa~f~to~ ~d ~at ~[t]h~ ~e ~ ~ew, f~ from
imposing me~in~l, law-~e r~ on ju~ exc~s, ~uld become ~ fickIe ~ ~e p~ce~ it
d~i~ed ~ supe~d. Fu~e~or% it might We ~e ~l~ion of judki~ ce~nW where none
in f~t ~.~ Cm~m~ quo~on ~ omit); Brown~g-Fe~ ~dus., ~c. v. K~co Dispose,
~, 49~ U.S. ~57, ~Sx (~989) ~nn~, J., ~n~ng) ~Wi~aut s~tu~ (or at le~t commonlaw) s~d~& for ~e de~afion of how 1~ ~ awed of p~ifive d~ ~ appropda~ in
a Oven c~e, ju~ ~e le~ l~gely ~ ~dv~ ~ m~ng ~ impo~ ~d po~nfi~ly
~fing, de~ion.~. J~fi~ Brenn~ ~o no~d ~at ~e ~¢~o~ ~ic~y ~ven ~ jurors,
which ~ ~em to co~ider ~e ch~c~r ~d we~ o£ ~e d~end~t ~d ~e nature of ~e
defender’s conduc~ pro~de ~ce ~at ~ ~sc~cely bet~r ~ no ~id~ce ~ ~1.~ I&
~ The s~ to w~ we ~ rde~g ~e ~ner~ly ~m~ at ~u~g ~e number of punitive d~ag~ d~ ~d ~e level of punitive d~ a~. No~bIy, m~y s~ have ~~ le~sla~on ~po~ng I~i~ on ~e ma~itude of punifi~ d~ag~ aw~. Ano~er ~e
$~tuto~ tefo~ implemented by sever~ ~ ~ ~e pa~t of a ~cfion of pu~five d~es
m a sm~ agen~ m~er ~ to ~e pl~. Such le~lafion obvio~ly ~uc~ ~e in~nfive
bring suit for punitive d~ag~ ~ut d~ not impo~ a ceiling on defend~’ pa~en~). For a
l~t of cu~nt ~d propped s~tu~ on pu~five d~ag~ caps ~d p~ent of punitive d~ag~
~ s~ ag~ see G~ ~6 S. C~ ~ ~6i~o (Gi~burg~ J., ~sen~n~; ~c~ L
ROBERT W. ~~ & Lore S. NUGE~, P~TI~ D~ES; A STA~-BY~TATE
TO LAW ~ ~CE (~99~). A~, one s~ h~ p~ le~l~fion ~ui~n~ ~st-~M ~vi~w
of punitive dm~ aw~. See MO~. CODE ~. ~ 27-I-22 I(7~C) (I996),
Ad~fion~y, ~ p~ of i~ to~ r~o~ effo~, Con~ h~ ~nsldered ]e~sl~fion curb~g punitive ~ag~. Sever~ bfl~ have ~en proposed ~i~g pu~five d~ recove~ to c~ in
which ~e pl~n~f c~ demo~a~ by ~¢le~ mud con~nc~ e~dence ~at ~e d~end~t ~played a ¢o~dous ~diffe~nce to ~e~. See H.~ 9S5, ~o#~ Cong. ~ ~oI(a) (1995); H.~
zo4~ Cong. ~ 8(a), (¢) (~99~); H.~ 9~7, ~o4~ Cong. ~ 6(c)(x) (I995). Most of ~e bills have p~
posed so~ so~ of cap on p~five d~ ~ d~ c~ use~ly $~5o,~ or ~ree ~ ~e
pl~£f~s economic ~ju~ whichever ~ ~a~r. 3ee H.~ 956, ~o4~ Cong. ~ ~o~) (I995);
955, ~o4~ Cong. ~ 8(b) (~99S); H.~ 917, ~o4~ Cong. [ 6(c~) (~99~); H~ zo, ~o4~ Cong.
~ zo3(c)(~) (x995). The propo~d to~ refo~ le~Iafion ~ ~ewed in No~, ’~mo= Se~" ~g~io~ The Bi~h ofNeoc~si~I T~ Rely, ~o9 ~v. L. ~v. ~765, ~76~ (~996); see ~o
Nell A. ~v~ Sense, 6~37, A~es ~a~ow P~i~i~-D~ges C~b, N.~ ~s, May
1995~ at Rio (repo~g ~at ~e House of Repr~en~fiv~ void ~ limb punifiv~ d~ag~ to ~e
~r of $~5o~ ar ~ree ~ ~e ~ono~c ~, ~d ~at ~ Sena~ void for a n~rower pro~s~ ~at would limit p~ve ~ only ~ p~duc~ ~abHi~ c~ to $~So,~ or
~ce ~e mo~t of economic ~ag~ ~d p~ ~d suffering d~).
3 Wi~ ~pect ~ ~e ~eo~ of p~ve d~ag~, ¢omme~m~ ~ve ~eed~ for
about ~e relev~ of ~e we~ of ~e defe~d~t Com~, e.g., ~I Rus~ & Thom~
~. U. L. ~v. Is69~ 13x7-~8 (1993) (~dors~g ~e sc~ing of punitive d~ag~ W defend~~
we~ beca~ l~er s~cfio~ ~e req~d ~ influ~ce ~e ~¢h ~ ~e ~or), wi~h ~nne~ S.
We~[h~ ~8 ~. LEG~ STY. 4~$, 4~5 (~989) (conclu~g ~at a "defender’s we~ ~ i~elev~t to
~e go~ of debug soci~ly ~d~i~le conduct ~d ~ ~ impro~r consideration in
¯ e b~ for re~bufionS, a=d Cl~ce Mo~, P~ni$i~e D~age~ ~ T~ C~e~, ~ ~. L.
~v. xI73, ~I9~ (~93~) (no~g ~at evid~ce of a defen~t’s west, "~s~ of ~ng ~e j~
~ ~ a proper ver~c~ may pr~ju~ ~ ~t ~e d~t ~d prevent ~
jud~ent~. Ad~fion~y, co~m emph~ ~ferent g~ ~ ~elr co~idemfio~ of pu~-
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opinions about the merits of punitive dsrnages.¯

rive damages. Compare, e.~, Thomas C. Gailigan, Jr., Aug~nented Awards: The Efficient Evolutlo~ of Punitice Damages, 5r LA. L. R~v. 3, 6-I4 (x99o) (proposing a system of extracompensatory
damages based solely on deterrence), and Dan B. Dobbs, Ending Punishment in "fPunlti~" Damages: De~’~nce-Megsured R~acdles, 40 ALA. L. R~v. 83r, 853-63 (x989) (same), with Mare Galanter & David Luban, Poetic Justice: Punitive Damages and Legal Pluralism, 42 Ar~. U. L. REv.
~393, x432-4o, 1447-5z (z993) (discussing both punishment and deler~ence goals), and David G.
Owen, The Moral Foundalions of Punitive Daraages, 40 ALA. L. Pd~V. 705, 713 (x989) (same), and
Jacqneline Perczek, Note, On Efficiency, Punishraenfi Detecrence, and Fairness: A Su~ey of Pu-

(same).
The empirical importance of punitive damages is also the subject of dispute among academle
commentators. A number of commentators suggest that punitive damages are widespread and
problematic. See, e.g., Dorsey D. gilts, Jr., Punlti~ Damages, Due Process, and the Jury, 40
L. R~v. 975,975-77~ 987-88 (I989) (arguing that Ucourts ... have continued to uphold ever larger
awards in cases in which defendants’ conduct falls far short of the intentionally injurious behavior that traditianalIy characterized punitive damages casas~) (footnote omitted); Peter Huber,
Fault Punishment, 40 AI.A.L. REV. xo37, Io37-4~ (~989) (~As the new tort revolution has taken
hold, courts and juries have deveIoped an even sharper, and for plaintiffs more lucrative, sense of
outrage."); John Calvin Jeffries, Jr., A Comment on ~h~ ¢ogttltutlonality of Punitive Dmnage$,
VA. L. Rgv. ~39, x39 (z986) (arguing that °punitive damages are out of contreln); see atzo ERIK
1PfOLLER, NICHOLAS M. PACE & STEPHEN J. CARROL~ l~Nrrrvz DA~AOF~ IN FINANCIAL
IN~b’Ry ~URY VERDICTS ~S’-~7 (Institote for Civil ]ustice~ RANI) Corp.~ No. MR-888-ICJ~ ~997)
(finding that~ in ]awstdts concerMn~ finandal injury~ the percentage of verdicts ia which pnnltive
damages were awarded fell between the period xg$~-xg89 and the per~od zg~o-z994~ bat that the
average award and the portion of all damages represented by panltiv~ damages rose); MARK
PETER_cON, SYAM SARMA & 1VIICHAEL SHANLEY, PUNITIVE DAMAGES: EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
(Ir~stitute for Civil Justice, RAND Corp.~ Ne. R-33~z-ICJ~ ~9~7) (concluding that pun~tlve damages awards for business/contract cases are increash~g, while punitive damages awards for persensl i~jury cases are stable). Others suggest that the fraction of cases in which punitive damages
are awarded is not slgnhqcant. See Stephen Daniels &Jeanne Marfm~ Myth and Reality ~n
~zz Pa..~a~es, 7~ ~. L. R~v. ~, 6~-62 (I9#o) (ceacludtug that the magniCude of the punitive
damagas problem is overstated by reformers~ WiI|iam M. Landes & Richard A. Posuer~
T.igh~ o~ ~unifi~e D~magef, REGuLATION~ SepL-OcL I986~ at 33~ 33 ~suggestir~g that "the incidence of punitive-damage awards may be exag~erated~); Michael Rustad, I~ D~fer~e of
Damages ~ ]~odu~t~ [.~biHt:p: Testing Tor~ A~eedote$ wi~h t~m#i~dcsl Data, 78 IOWA L. REV.
24 (z99~) (concluding that there are very few punitive damages awards |u product l~abBity cases).
These and other stodJes are reviewed by Marc Galanter~ geaI World Torl~: Aa A~|idote to Anecdote, ~ M~. L. Rsv. xo93, xz~6-4o (z996). The most thorough, recent empirlca] study of punitive damages also emphasizes this point. See Theodore Eisenberg~ ~ohn Goerdt~ BHan Ostrom~
David Rottman & Martin T. Welts, The P~’edi¢~ability ~Pw~t~ D~mage~, ~6 ~. L~AL STUD,
6~, 6~a--~S, 63~ (~997). ~t #ee A. Mitchell Polinsky, A~’e P~=iti~ Da=age~ Realty
Pr~d~c~b~ a~ Ra~ior~/~ A Cam~ ~=~ oa E~en~’,~g et a/., ~6 ]. LEGAL STOD. 663, ~64-71 (~997)
(expIalning in part that the study by Eisenberg et a]. may understate the significance of punitive
damages by iguorin~ the effects of such damages on se[tiements).
~ am#are C~aifi~g C~dt ./~#ti~e~ N.Y. TnviEs~ Apr. 8~ ~99~, at ~ (noting that "[p]unl~ve
damages are often the best deterrent to destructive corporate behavior~ and arguing against
trari[y low Iimits on awards), a~d Editorial, ST. P]STERSBURG TIMES, May ~3, ~996, at I4A
nltive damages clearly have a pIace in society. They are designed to punish and awaken."), and
Lo=f ,Shado~# efthe E~on Fa!d~, N.Y. Tnm~, Sept. ~i, x994, at A~ ("[TJhe jury.., dearly understood that only a sizable civil penalty would accomplish the purpose for which panlt[ve damages ace designed: to penalize flagrant wrongdoing and deter others from similar gross
gence.~), with Trio/ Lawyer~’ Tt~m~h, WASS. POST, Mar. xg, I996~ at Ax5 (storing that
~0]agislation is needed bemuse ptmitive damages are v~Idly unpredictabIe~ so arbitrary as to be
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Our goal in this Article is to develop a coherent and relatively simple set of principles for determining when punitive damages should be
awarded and, in circumstances in which they are appropriate, what
their level should be. We separately consider two social objectives: deterrence and punishment,s Our methodology is economic in the sense
that we organize our inquiry around an examination of how rational
parties will respond to the threat of ptmitive damages, and whether
their response will promote, or fail to promote, social welfare.6
The analysis of the deterrence objective comprises the first and major part of the Article. Our conclusions in this part flow from the
sic principle that, to achieve appropriate deterrence, injurers should be
made to pay for the harm their conduct generates, not less, not more.
If injurers pay less than for the harm they cause, tmderdeterrence may
result- that is, precautions may be inadequate, product prices may
be too low, and risk-producing activities may be excessive.
Conversely, if injurers are made to pay more than for the harm they cause,
wasteful precautions may be taken, product prices may be inappropriately high, and risky but socially beneficial activities may be undesirably curtailed.
It follows from these observations that a crucial question for considerafion is whether injurers sometimes escape liability for harms for

unfalr¢), and Sue?Just Say No, WALL ST. J., Sept_ ~8, I994, at AI8 (noting that punitive damages
suits =have widespread, silent ce~ts in frivolous filings being ’settled out’ and legitimate business
activities cur~!ed for fear of exposure to jury risk"), and No Paint, No Gain, ~Ecot~oI~ST, May
zS, ~996, at 67 (arguing that the current punitive damages sys~ra yields "bizarre" and excessive
awards that keep useful products off the United States market and chill research and development of new products).
s Deterrence and punishment are traditionally said to be the g~als of punitive damag~.
City of F/ewport v. Fact Concerts, Lnc., 453 U.S. 247, 266-67 (r981) (~Punitive damages
intended to... punish the tortfeasor whose wrongful action was intentional or malicious, and to
deter him and others from similar extreme conduct_"); Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 4r8 U.S. 32.5,
35o (3974) ("[Ptmifive d~mages] are ... private fines levied by dvll juries to punish ~eprehensible
conduct and to deter its future occurrence.").
6 The concept of rationality in individual dedsionmaking is discussed, for example, in Amartya Sen, Ra~iong/Beha~iour, in 4 T~m N~.w PALGRAVe: A DICTIONAR~ OF ECONOMICS 68--76
¢John Eatwell, Murray Milgate & Peter Nexvraan eds., ~987). The notion of social welfare is reviewed, for instance, in DAVID M. K.R~PS, A COURSE ~q ]~ICROECONOI~IC THEORY 1149-82
(r99~), and Amm’tya Sen, Socla~ C]~oiee, in 4 THE NI~W PALGRAVE: A DIC’I~ONARY OF
ECONOMICS, b’gp~’zl, at 382-93. Social welfare is determined by the well-being of individuals.
Thus, social welfare generally rises if individuals’ wall-belng rises, and falls ff individuals’ welb
be’rag falls. In particular, social welfare reflects the deterrence objective of punitive damages, for
the avoidance of harm preserves the well-being of persons; and social welfare reflects the punishment objective of punitive damages, for the punishment of wrongdoers may be desired by individuals. We shonid add that, from the viewpoint of economics, no objective basis exists for saying
that a specific formulat~an of social welfare (such as u@_litarianism, which defines soda] welfare as
the sam of individuals’ utilities) is correct_ Any measure of social walfare can be studied to determine what social policies or Iegal rules are best with respect to that measure, ttowever, certain
relatively simp|e measures of soda] welfare are often investigated for anal3fdcal convenience.
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which they are responsible. If they do? the Ievel of liability imposed
on them when they a~’e found liable needs to exceed compensatory
damages so that, on average, they will pay for the harm that they
cause. This excess liability can be labeled "punitive damages," and
failure to impose it would result in inadequate deterrence. In summary, punitive damages ordinarily should be a~varded if, and only if,
an injurer has a chance of escaping liabillty for the harm he causes,a
This principle often will have transparent implications for the circumstances in which punitive damages should be awarded in practice.
Consider a company that is responsible for trucking toxic waste to a
dump site where it will be charged disposal fees. To reduce its fees,
suppose the company allows some of the waste to leak onto the highway, because it knows that the leak is unlikely to be noticed and
traced to its source. Under our analysis, punitive damages obviously
would be called for becanse of the significant chance that the company
will escape liability for the harm it caused. Alternatively, suppose the
gross negligence of the firm that is responsible for treating the waste at
the dump site leads to a substantial and highly visible spill from the
firm’s waste storage tanks. Punitive damages would not be appropriate because the f’wm is unlikely to escape detection and liability for this
harm.

When an injurer has a chance of escaping liability, the proper level
of total damages to impose on him, if he is found liable, is the harm
caused multiplied by the reciprocal of the probability of being found
liable. Thus, for example, if the harm is $xoo,ooo and there is a
twenty-five percent chance that the injurer will be found liable for the
harm for which he is legally responsible, the harm should be multiplied by I/.25, or 4, so total damages should be $4oo,ooo. Because the
injurer will pay this amount every fourth time he generates harm, his
average payment will be $ioo,ooo (= $4oo,ooo/4).9 Thus, on average,
the injurer will pay for the harm he causes, and appropriate deterrence
will result_ Once the proper level of total damages is calculated in this
way, punitive damages can be determined by subtracting compensa7 We discuss below several reasons that in~urers might be able to escape liability: the diffieLdty of detecting harm, the inability to identify the injurer, problems in proving that the injurer is
liable even ff he can be identified, and the plaintilf’s failure to sue because of the costs of litigation, See i~,fra p. S88.
s We say "ordinarily~ because we discuss circumstances in which it might net be desirable or
neces-~ary to impose punitive damages even if a chance exists of escaping liabillty (punitive damages might not be desirable when the probabillty of escaping liability is low, see infra pp. S95-96~
and they might not he nece~sm-y when harm occurs to purchasers o£ produet~, see infra section
III.J). We also discuss reasor~ that punitive damage~ might be desirable even if there is no
chance of escaping ilability (specifically, when the injurer’s act is malicious, ~ee infra p. 875 and
section HI.A).
9 We are presuming here that the injurer engages in repetitive conduct. Our point, however,
applies even if the injurer commits the harmful act only once. It is still true then that the probabiIity-discounted or "expected" value of what he pays is $~0o~ooo. 8e* infra note 46.
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tory damages from the total. In the example, because compensatory
damages would equal the harm of $zoo,ooo, punitive damages would

equal $3oo,ooo (= $400,000 - $TO0,O00).
If punitive damages are needed according to this theory, we believe
that courts and juries often will be able to obtain enough information
about the likelihood of escaping liability to apply the theory reasonably
well. We will discuss how our analysis relates to several leading punitive damages cases,zo and we will provide model jury instructions that
can be used to aid jurors in applying the principles that we develop.
We also will relate our analysis of the deterrence rationale for punitive damages to the criteria commonly applied by courts in imposing
such damages. Importantly, we will explain that the reprehensibility
of a corporate defendant’s conduct generally should not be a factor in
deciding whether, and to what extent, to impose punitive damages for
purposes of promoting deterrence (although the reprehensibility of the
conduct of a person who is a defendant may be relevanL to punitive
damages and deterrence). In addition, we will argue that the wealth of
a corporate defendant presumptiveIy should not be taken into account
in determining the level of punitive damages (although again the conclusion may be different in the case of a person who is a defendant).
We also will consider other aspects of punitive damages policy from
the perspective of deterrence, including the appropriateness of caps on
punitive damages, the relevance of potential harm for punitive damages, the insurability of punitive damages, and the importance for punitive damages of the distinction between victims who are customers
of an injurer and victims who are strangers to the injurer.
One further observation about our analysis of deterrence is worth
noting. We ordinarily assume that the benefits that injurers derive
from engaging in the conduct that gives rise to harm is included in the
calculation of social welfare. We also will discuss, however, the possibility that such benefits should not be included -- notably, when a
wrongdoer derives pleasure from his victim’s suffering. We will explain that, if the injurer’s benefits are excluded from social welfare,
punitive damages may be needed for proper deterrence even when
there is no chance of escaping liability.~
In our discussion of the second objective of punitive damages -punishment -- we focus on the assumption that the underlying goal of
society is to penalize especially blameworthy individuals. Achieving
this goal is reasonably straightforward if the defendant is a person
who has been found to have acted culpably -- after all, imposing punitive damages on that person punishes him. But if the defendant is a
corporation, imposing punitive damages on it may or may not lead to
See inf~ section ILD,
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the punishment of blameworthy individuals within the corporation, for
a variety of reasons that we will discuss. To the extent that such individuals are not punished, imposing punitive damages on the corporation does not advance the punishment goal. Moreover, we will explain
that much of the sting from imposing punitive damages on corporations may be borne by individuals who are usually not thought to be
culpable, namely, shareholders and customers. In the fight of these
points, we conclude that the extent to which imposing punitive damages promotes the punishment goal may be significantly different
when defendants are corporations from when they are individuals, and
that the importance of punitive damages as a form of punishment may
be considerably attenuated for corporate defendants.
The plan of our Article is as follows. In Part lff, we review the
economic theory of deterrence and develop the basic principIes determining when punitive damages should be awarded, and at what level.
We also apply these principles to certain aspects of punitive damages
law and legislation, as well as to several prominent punitive damages
cases. Part IH relates the basic principles to a number of criteria that
are employed by the courts to determine the appropriateness and magnitude of punitive damages awards, and also examines a variety of
other factors and policies that bear on punitive damages. Part IV discusses the punishment goal of punitive damages. Part V briefly summarizes our main points.~2 An Appendix contains the model jury instructions for use in awarding punitive damages.
12 Our artide builds on many other contributions. The general point that, to achieve proper
deterrence, sanctions must be imclated if injurers can escape liability dates at Ieast from Bantham~
see J~R~MY Bi~N’rHA~, P~nci#les of Per~ Law, in ~ TH~ WORKS OF J’EP.Et,fY BENTHAM 365,
4ox-o2 (John Bowrlng ed., I962) (183~--~3)$ and has been applied to the subject of punitive
ages by many commentators. The first explicit references to the factor of escaping liability as a
justification for punitive damages apparently are I~CHARD A. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
LAW 77--78 (IS, ed. ~972), and Dorsey D. Ellis, yr., Fairness and Efficiency in the Lau7 of Punltive
Damages, 56 S. CAL. L. 17~v. x, 25-26 (x982}. This justification for punitive damages has been
developed most thoroughly by Robert D. Cooter, P=nltlve Damages for Deterrence: When and
How Much?, 40 .AI.A.L. P~v. xI43, II49-66 (~989) [hereinafter Cooter, Dete-fr~n~e].
In addition to the works cited in the previous paragraph, there are many others in which punitive damages are considered using economic analysis. Those in print include Darryl Biggar,
Model ofPuniti~ Damage$ in Tor~, x$ I~r’L REV. LAW & ECON. x (I99~)~ Js.mes Boyd & Daniel
E. Ymgberman, Noncom#ensatory Damages and Potential lnsalven~y, 23 7. LEGAL STUn3.
(x994); Bruce Chapman & Michael Trebilcock, Punitive Darnagas: Divergence in Search of a
,lunate, 40 ALA. L. l~v. 74I (x989); Robert D. Co~ter, Economic Analysis of Punltive Damages,
56 S. C~J~. L. R~v. 79 (~98~) [hereinafter Cooter, Economic Analysis]; Richard Craswall, Damage
Muttitffierz in Markeg aYela~ionshi#s, 25 J. LI~GAL STUB. 463 (x996); Andrew F. Daugbety & Jennifer F. Reinganum, Everybody Out of the Poo~" Produc~s Liability, Punitive Darnage~ and Corn.
#etition, x2 J.L. ECON. & O~G. 4to (x997) [hereinafter Daugbety & Reinganum, Produet~ Liability]; David Friedman, An Eeonami~ Ex#tana~ion of Punitive Dar~ages, 40 ALA. L. l~v:
(~989); Galligan, supra note 3; David D. Haddock, Fred S. McChesney & Menahem Spiegel, An
Ordinary Economi~ RaffonaleforE~traordinary Legal Sanctions, 78 CAL. L. l~v. x (~99o); Jason
S. Johnston, Punltlw Liability: ,4 New Paradigm of F_fficiency in Tor~ Law, 87 COLU~. L.
~385 (x987); Marcel Kahan & Bruce TUckman, Special Levies on Punitive Damages: D~eon~ling,
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BASIC THEORY

In this Part, we summarize the basic principles of the economic
theory of deterrence and explain what these principles imply for the
use of punitive damages. By deterrence, we mean what is often called
general deterrence, namely, the effect that the prospect of having to
pay damages will have on the behavior of similarly situated parties in
the future (not just on the behavior of the defendant at hand).1~
We should add that the basic theory that we are about to review is
the standard theory of deterrence, on which economically oriented
scholars widely agree.14 As noted, we wiI1 usually make the convenAgency Problems, and Liti~alion Exptnditurcs, ~5 II~r’I. ~v. LAw & Eco~. xT~ (x995); W~fi~
~ L~d~ ~ ~d ~ Posner, An Ec~om~¢ Th~o~ oflnte~ti~l
ECON. x27 (I981); George L. ~ I~il~ty ~ ~iti~ Damage,
(x989) ~e~in~r ~ l~r~ili~y]; Geo~e L. ~ Puni~i~ Da~g~ ~nd En~e
i~y, 56 S. CAL. L. ~V. ~23 (I982); ~ul H. ~b~, John E~ C~fee & ~k E Gr~y, B~ v
Gor~ M~ig~ing The ~niti~e ~conomics of ~ni~i~ Da~g~s, 5 S~. CT. ECON.
~nt unpublished ~c~ include J~ Boyd & D~iel E. ~gbe~, Do
ag~ ~omo~ De~ence? ~. ~o, 1996) (~pub~hed m~uscdp~ on file ~ ~e H~d L~w
S~ool Libra); Andrew E DauOeW & Jennifer E ~g~um, Setfl~ De~ence ~d ~e
Economi~ of ~ifive D~ R~o~ ~. x997) ~ep~ent of Economi~ &
mln~fion, V~derbilt U~ive~iW Working ~r No. 97-Wv4~ ~erein~er D~gheW & ~nora, Set~ment]; Pe~r Di~ond~ Effid~ Effe¢~ of ~nifi~e D~ {Sept. x997) ~epartment of Economy, M~h~et~ ~fi~ of ~c~olo~, Wor~ng Paper ~o. 97-x7) ~ein~r
Di~ond, Efficien~ Effect]; Pe~r Di~ond, ~ng Pun~ment ~d Efficien~ Conveys in
Puni~ve D~ag~ for RecH~ D~g~ of ~ to O~e~ (Oc~ ~997) ~ep~ent
nomi~, M~h~ ~fit~m of Te~olo~, Wor~g Paper No. 97-~9)
Pun~hment ~d Effid~]; Kei~ N. Hylton, Pu~five D~ag~ ~d ~e E~nomic Theo~ of
P~fi~ ~ec. ~997) (unpubl~hed m~ph on file ~ ~e H~d Law School Lib--};
AI~ O. Syk~, Consfitu~o~g P~ifive D~ag~ ~ec. ~997) (enpublhhed m~ph on file
wi~ ~e H~d L~v School Lib--).
Our ~ea~t of de~nce ~d punitive d~s is mo~ comprehen~ve
e~ller economic~ly o~en~ ~c~, ~d our ~y~ of cer~n ~u~ ~at h~ve been co~dered
p~vlo~ly ~ffe~ from what h~ b~ ~t~n. Mo~ver, our examination of pun~hment
punitive d~ag~ h subs~fi~ty ~ffer~t from w~ ~ Iound ~ ~e ligature on pu~five
ag~. We ~c~ ~e ~laOo~hip ~tiveen our Ar~c]e ~d ~me of te pr~e~g fi~re in
no~ ~4, 48, 95, z18, x31, ~6~, ~83, 194, ~o5, 2o7, lzo, ~44, ~d 272.
13 Gener~ de~ence may be con~d wi~ ~pec~c d~t~en¢e, which
imposition of ~ ~cfion on a p~ ~11 have on ~ p~W’s ~tu~ ~ha~or. S~ g~ne~lly
B~t, su~ no~ z2, at 396 (cohering p~l~ ~d ~er~ de~ence); HE~ERT L.
PACER, ~E L~ OF TH~ C~ S~ON 3~8 (~8) (~sig speci~ ~d gener~
de~n~ ~ j~ons for c~n~ pe~ment).
~4 ~e ~eoW of de~en~ ~ ~e elabo~Oo~ o~ ~e df~t on ~on~ ac~ of ~e po~ible
im~fion of s~cfions ~or ~ola~ons of l~w -- w~ ~r~t ~cul~ in de~l by Jeremy ~en~,
see BENT~, su~ no~ x2, at 36~-58o, ~d h~ been d~¢doped in~nslvely in
de~, sfimuI~d l~gely by ~ ~po~t ~cle by G~ S. Becket, C~me ~d Pun~t~en~: An
Economic A~o~h, 76 J. PoL. ECON. x69 (1968). Th~ literature is s~es~ed ~d su~eyed
for ex~ple, ~. CA~-~L & N.H. ST~, C~, ~ Po~c~
(I979); WIL~ A. L~c~ & ~C~L D. W~£, C~ ~ ~c Po~c~ (1982);
DA~ J. ~, ~B Eco~o~ OF CP~ ~ LAW E~ORC~ (~983). For a collection
of more ~¢ent con~bufio~, up ~ ~99~, see Bm~oG~ OF ~W A~ ECONO~CS 5o4~6
~oude~jn Bouc~ & Gent De Gent e~., x992).
Beonning ~ G~O C~, ~ C~ OF ACC~BE~ (~97o), m~y ~rs h~ve
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tional assumption that the benefits that injurers obtain from engaging
in the conduct that gives rise to harm are credited in social welfare,ms
Thus, for example, we will assume that the time saved by a speeding
driver, or the cost saved by a company that chooses not to purchase
certain pollution controI equipment, constitutes a social benefit that is
to be weighed against the harm from speeding or polluting. We will
consider the implications for punitive damages of the alternative assumption -- that the benefits from harmful conduct do not count in
social welfare -- when we examine the reprehensibiIity criterion in
section
We first discuss deterrence in a very simple setting in which a party
will be sanctioned whenever he causes harm. We then discuss the
situation in which parties sometimes escape sanctions for harms for
which they are responsibIe. It is in this latter case, as we indicated
above, that damages exceeding harm should be imposed, and punitive
damages thus used.
A.

Optimal Damages When the Defendant Is Found Liable with
Certainty

The central point that we want to explain here is that, ff a defendant will definitely be found liable for the harm for which he is responsible, the proper magnitude of damages is equal to "the harm the
defendant has caused.1~ If damages are either lower or higher than the
harm, various socially undesirable consequences will result, as described below. We first illustrate these points when liability is strict -applied the general ~enry of deten’ence to the subject of tort liability. For an integrated presentation of this literature, see WrLzz~ M. LAtrDES & R~CHARD A. POSNER~ THE ECOHOMXC
STRUCTL~RE OF TORT LAW (Z987}~ a.~d STI~VEN SHAVELL, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT
LAW 0987).

It This a~umpfion is conaistent with a standard definition of social welfare employed in deterrence theory, in which ~oclai welfare equals the benefits that parties obtain from their acfivltie~,
ie~ rations costs (including th~ expease o£ precautions taken to avoid harm, the harm that doe~
occur, and any costs ass~miated with the use of the legal system).
Note that this definition of social welfare does not incorporate the compensation of victims as
a social benefit, even though most individuals consider compeasation to he a social goal. Accounting for the compensation goal in measuring social welfare would be relatively straightforward, but doing so is unnecessary for our purposes for several reasons. First, and most irnportantly, punitive damages are generally extracompeasatory; thus, whether or not they are paid
typically does not affect fulfillment of the compensation objective. Second~ victims o£ten have
insurance -- so-cal~ed "first-party~ insurance -- that compensates them for their losses, at least
partially, so that the extent to which it is necessary to reIy on the liability system to achieve the
compensation goal may be Iimited. Third, the insurance system is generally a much less expensive way to achieve compensation than the llabiIity system. See~ e.g, DON D~’~V~ES, DAVID DUFF
& MZC~EL Tm~nn~cocK, EX~LO~a~O T~ DO~ OF ACCW~NT LAW: TAg.U~ "rile
S~RIOUSLY 4~x-z4 (z996) (summarizing empirical f’mdings concerning the relative cost of the
surance system and the liability system in providing compensation to accident victims).
]6 Readers familiar with the economic logic supporting this claim may want to proceed d|~
rectiy to section
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an injurer is supposed to be liable for any harm caused17 -- and then
when Iiabflity is fault-based (in which case our conclusions are somewhat qualified). We assume for the purpose of this discussion that
harm is properly measured.Is
There are a number of reasons why it is best for damages to equal
harm under strict liability. One concerns the level oftn’ecautlons taken
by parties when engaging in their activities. We interpret the term
"precautions" very generally. For example, it can refer to safety devices -- such as valves to release excess pressure on tanks used to store
dangerous chemicals -- or to the actions of individuals that reduce
harm -- such as inspecting the brakes of trucks. AdditionaIly, and
importantly, precautions include the variety of ways in which firms
monitor and screen their employees -- such as an airline testing its
pilots for their use of controlled substances. Any action that reduces
the risk or the level of harm constitutes a precaution under our interpretation.
If damages equal harm, potential injurers will in theory have socially correct incentives to take precautions. Specifically: they will be
induced to spend money on precautions ff the expenditure is socially
worthwhile in the sense that the expenditure reduces the harm by a
greater amount. Suppose, for example, that by spending $5o,ooo on a
precaution, a firm can prevent a harm of $~oo,ooo. It is socially desirable that such a precaution be taken. If the level of liability is equal to
the harm of Szoo,ooo, a firm will be led to spend $SO,Ooo to prevent
harm. But ff the level of liability is less than $~oo,ooo, a firm might
not take precautions when it should. For instance, if the level of liability is only $3o,ooo, then a firm would not take the precaution
costing $5o,ooo, even though this precaution is socially desirable.19
Conversely, ff damages exceed harm, firms might be led to t~ke sociaily excessive precautions. A socially excessive precaution is one that
costs more than the reduction of harm produced by it. In the previous
example, suppose that the precaution costs $25o,ooo instead of
$5o,ooo. Such a precaution would be socially excessive because it
would be wasteful to spend $25o,ooo to avoid a harm of Szoo,ooo. Yet
if damages exceed harm, a firm might be led to take the precaution.
Assume, for instance, that punitive damages of $2oo,ooo are added to
the compensatory damages of Szoo,ooo, so that the firm’s total damages will be $3oo,oo0 ff it does not take the precaution. Because the
lz For ease of analysis, we will presume that is~ue~ of contributory negH~nce do not
Is We ~¢~ below ~e po~ibiHW ~at compe~ato~ ~ag~ do not co~ecfly reflect
h~ ~at actu~ly occu~ed. Sea i~fia section ~L. We ~ obse~e ~at ~e to~ ~ h~
caused by ~ adve~e event includ~ ~fi~fion cos~. See iufia no~ ~68. For simplici~ ~ ~ll
not ~e ~h ~finem~t into ~co~t in ~ H.
z9 ~ ~ ~ple, ~d ~ ~vse ~ ~e ~m~der of ~e ~e, we consider ~fively Hmple
fact situation. The pfin~pl~ ~at ~ ~pl~ ill~ apply ~ mo~ compHca~d ~d
isfic ~rcu~c~.
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cost of the precaution is $250,000, the firm will be led to take it, even
though the precaution is socially wasteful.
Although the notion of excessive spending on precautions might
seem counterintuitive to the reader, it is quite real, and often recognized as such. For example, commentators frequently make reference
to "defensive medicine," by which is meant physicians’ wasteful use of
tests and diagnostic procedures in response to the threat of liabiIity.2°
On reflection, it is not difficult to imagine that excessive expenditures
could be made on safety precautions in almost any context. Consider,
for instance, how much could be spent on cement traffic dividers for
city streets (suppose that all streets had dividers), on additional personnel to monitor employees’ safety practices at off refineries (each
employee at a refinery could be accompanied by another watching
over his activities), or on sensors to detect switching problems on raiIroad tracks (a costly sensor might be installed on every switch on every
track).21
In our numerical examples, we have discussed precautions as if
they would completely eliminate the risk of harm. However, everything we have said applies to situations in which precautions reduce,
but do not eliminate, the risk of harm. In particular, the proper magnitude of damages continues to be the harm the defendant has
caused.~2 This level of damages again induces potential injurers to
take appropriate precautions, but the determination of appropriate
precautions now involves a comparison of the cost of the precaution
with the reduction in the expected harm that resuIts if the precaution is

20 Some studies show this to be an important phenomenon. S~v, e.g., Daniel Kessler & Mark
McClellan, Do Dacto~ Practice Defe~i~ M~di¢i~?, zz~ Qua’. EcoN. 3~;.~, .386 (r996) (finding
that malpractice ~reforms that directIy limit liability.., reduce hospital expenditures by
percent~ with no aconscqnential differences in mortality or the occurrence of serious complications’); Roger A. Reynolds, John A. Rizzo & Martin L. Gonzalez, The Coxt of Medical Professlo~al Liability, 257 JAMA 2776-8~ (~987)(finding that defensive medicine has generated substantial costs). Other studies, however, have not found support for the notion of defensive
medicine. Se~, e~g., Laura-Mac Baldwin, L. Gary Hart, Michael Lloyd, Meredith Fordyce &
Roger A. Rosenblatt, l~efe~w Medi¢i~ a~d Obst~l~i¢s, ~74 .IAlVIA x606, ~6v9 (]995) (finding no
evidence of "an association between the malpractice claims experience or ~xpasura of individual
physicians and an increase in the use of prenatal resourees or cesar~m deliveries for the care of
Ioxv-risk obstelzic patients~).
~] For example, the Federal Railroad Administration has studied proposals for sensor systems
to prevent derailments on railroad bridges, but it concluded that they xvould cost as much as
$40,00o per bridge to install. Overall, the cost could be billions of dol]a.rs for installation and $60
million more per year for operation and maintenance° Se~ Richard P~r~z-Pefia, Rail
S~i~ D~ba~ Abou~ S~or~, N.Y. T~F.S, Nov. sg, r996, at BL The Federal Railroad Administration determined that the cost was too high because of the low frequency of railroad accidents
that occur oa bridges. ~e~
2~ This proposition assumes that individu~ds are zi~k n~,~Cra!. We discuss the meaning of this
assumption, and the justification for making it beinw. S~e infr~z pp. 886-87.
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taken, where expected harm refers to the harm multiplied by the probability of its occurrence3a
Note that, even when proper precautions are exercised, some accidents will occur because of residual, hard-to-eliminate risks. For example, even the safest automobile tire may blow Out and cause an accident_ That a blowout occurs does not necessarily mean that the
manufacturer took inadequate precautions in the design and manufacture of the tire. Likewise, even ff employers screen and monitor employees with appropriate vigilance, occasional employee misbehavior
wi!l still occur, possibly egregious in character.24 It Ls important to
stress that such misbehavior does not necessarily signal a lack of
proper oversight by the employer.2s
Let us now turn to a second reason that it is best for damages to
equal harm. This reason concerns the extent to which individuals and
firms participate in risky activities -- what we wiI1 refer to as their
level of aetlvity.26 A party’s level of activity affects the magnitude of
expected harm, whatever precautions the party takes when engaging
in the activity. For example, the more miles a person drives -- his
level of activity -- the greater the number of accidents that he is likely
to cause, whatever his level of care when he drives. (Of course, the
more care he takes when driving, the lower will be the expected number of accidents per mile driven.) Similarly, the more units of a risky
product a firm produces and sells -- its level of activity -- the greater
the number of accidents that will be caused by the product, whatever
are its safety features.
2a For example, ff a harm of Sxo,ooo occom with a probability of ~o%, the expected harm is
$2o~ (= 20% x $~o~ovo). This expected harm also can be interpreted as the average harm per
instance of some conduct that, each time it occurs, has a 20% chance of causing a $Io,ooo harm.
More generally, the expected harm is the sum of products of em:h possible magnitude of harm and
its probability. Thus, ff *here is a 20% chance of a Sxo,ooo harm, as well as a 5% chance of a
$3o, ooo harm, the expected harm is $35eo (= (20% x $~o,ooo) + (S% x $3o,ooo)).
24 An example may clarify this point. Suppose that 3% of the applicauts for employment at
frrn axe =rotten apples~ who will misbehave on the job and cause a Szoo, ooo accident; that by
spending $500 per applicant ou investigafin[ the applicant’s background it is possible to detect
one-third of the rotten apples; that by instead spending $4ooo per applicant on more intensive
screening, it is possible to detect two-thirds of the rotten apples; but that it is impossible to detect
the remaining one-third of the rotten apples. In this exaznple, it is socially desirable for the firm
to spend $5oo per applicant on screenin[. A firm spending this much would have a z% chance of
detecting a rotten apple 0aecause one-thlrd of the 3% of rotten apples in the applicant pool axe
identified) and of thereby avoiding a: Sxoo,ooo harm. In other wo~ds, it would reduce the expected harm by Sxooo (= x% × $~oo,ooo) per applicant screened in this way. It is not socially
worthwhile, however, to spend $4000 per applicant, because spending this higher amount would
reduce the expected harm by only $2ooo (= 2% x $ieo,~oo) per applicant. Significantly, whichever amounL is spent, there will still he at least a z% chance of employee misconduct.
2s In the example in the previous footnote, the occurrence of employee miseouduct does not
necessarily imply tha~ the employer’s screening activity was improper because, under the best
available screening process, atleast ~% of the rotten apples will remain undetected.
26 The distinction between level of activity and level of care to be expl~ned here was fir~t emphasized by Steven Shaveli, S~rlct Liability Versus Negligence, 9 ~- L~(;AL STUD. ~
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If damages equal harm, potential injurers will have the socially
correct incentives to engage in risky activities. In particular, they will
engage in an activity if and only if the benefit they derive exceeds the
additional harm caused by their decision to engage in it. If damages
equal harm, an individual will tend to participate in an activity such
as hunting ff and only if the benefit he obtains from this activity exceeds the expected accident costs that hunting imposes on others.
Likewise, a firm will produce a product if and only if the product’s
value, as reflected in the willingness of customers to pay for it, exceeds
the full costs of its production, including accident Iosses. Specifically,
ff damages equal harm, the cost of production will include the harm.
To cover its costs, a firm will have to sell its product at a higher price
-- a price that reflects the average harm caused per unit of output.
Therefore, consumers will only buy the product if they value it more
highly than its full cost of production, including the harm. Their consumption of the product will therefore be socially correct. In other
words, the fact that the product price will rise in response to the firm’s
liability costs is desirable because, if damages equal harm, this price
increase appropriately discourages consumers of the product from, in
effect, causing an excessive number of accidents by consuming too
much of the product.
It follows that, if damages are less than harm, parties will engage
in activities to an excessive extent -- that is, they will engage in activities even when the benefits are outweighed by the harms caused.
Conversely, if damages exceed harm, parties may be led to curtail their
activities to an inappropriate extent- to refrain from engaging in
them even when the benefits exceed the harms caused. In particuiar, a
firm might be induced to withdraw its product from the marketplace
even though consumers place a higher value on the product than its
full cost of production, which includes the average harm caused by the
product.
The preceding possibilities -- engaging excessively or inadequately
in activities that cause harm -- are realistic. For instance, some studies indicate that much of the harm from automobile pollution is not reflected in the price of gasoline or automobiles.27 Hence, individuals
wiI1 tend to drive too much.2a Conversely, some evidence suggests that
manufacturers of certain socially desirable products -- for example,

27 ~g~, e.g., Kenneth A. Small & Camitla Kazimi, On the Costs ofdlr Pollulionfror~ Molor
Vehicles, ~9 J- TP.ANSP. ECON. & POL’y 7, 27 (~995) (demonstrating that an addilional tax of
about 50% on the price of gasoline xvould be required to account for air pollution costs).

28 Se~ JA~.~ ]. Y~cK~Nzm~ RO~R C. DOWER, & DONALD D.T. CHEN, THE GOING RATE:
TO DRrVE 5 (i992) (UThe net effect of [federal and state] policies is ~o
make driving seem cheaper than it really is and to encourage the excessive use of automobiles and
trucks.~).
WHAT I’T P..EALLY ~OSTS
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childhood vaccines -- may have stopped selling their products because
of the prospect of damages exceeding harm.z9
We have now explained the fundamental reasons that damages
should equal harm under strict liability. We next discuss why we assume that damages should equal harm under the negligence rule.
By definition of the negligence rule, ff a potential injurer fails to
take proper precautions -- does not meet the negligence standard -he is said to be negligent and must pay damages,z° The economic interpretation of the proper negligence standard involves comparing the
cost of ta_.king the precaution with the expected reduction in haxm that
results from taking it: if the former amount is less than the latter, the
precaution should be taken and the failure to do so is negligent.3~ It
would be negligent not to take a precaution costing $5o,ooo that would
prevent a harm of $~oo,ooo.
29 A number of articles have discussed the withdrawal of products from the marketplace in
response to actual or prospective liability costs (including liability insurance premiums). See
DEWEES, DUFF & TREBILCOCK, SU~I note ~5, at 24i-4~ (z996) (discu~ing the reduction of vaccine manufacturing because of the expansion of liability); W. KL~ Vmcus~, R~FORlVmqo
PRODUCTS LLqdgaZ’r~ 8 (~99~) (noting product Hability litigation has forced some companies to
stop producing private airplanes); Louis Lasagna, Th$ Chilling Effect of Product LiabilRy on
Drug D~dopmen$, in Tl~ L~A~mrrg MAZE: Tl~ LVWACT OF LL~VLrr~ L~W ON SAF~r~
~OVATIOIq 334, 3~7-41 (Peter W. ~Iober & Robert E. L/tan eds.0 199~) (describing the litigation
that led to the voluntary wlthdrawai of the anti-morning sickness drug, Bendecfin); Robert Martin, General Avia$ion Manufacturing: A~ Indgs$~ Under Siege, in THE LL~TY MAZE: THE
IMl~^c’r OF L~ILrrY LAW ON SAFI~Y AND IN~OVATION, SUpra, at 478, 478 (concluding that
product liability litigation ~threatens the very existence~ of the corporate and private airplane industry). These discussions do not address the question whether the reduction in productive acilvity was dee to the imposition of damages exceeding harm. However, if, as some commentators
believe, product liability is socially excesaiva, $e$, e.g., PETER W. ~LIBER, LIABILITY: THE LEGAL
I~VOLLrrION AND ITS CONSE(~L~NC~ 9-z~ (x988) (arguing that the sharp increases in tar
awards in the I98vs have led to the curtailment of socially beneficial activities such as vaccinatlans, ambulance services, and waste cleanup), such reductions in the availability of preduc~s may
be partially attribuhable to excel,sire damages.
~o Se~ RESTAT~:~ST (SECO~rD) OF TORTS § ~8~ (~965) (°[N]egligence is ... conduct which
falls below the standard established by law for the p~otectlon of others against unreasonable risk
of harm2 (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)); l~oss~g ~ K~ETO~ O~ T8~ L~w
o1~ Towrs, § 5x, at ~69 (Dan B. Dobbs, Robert g. Keeton, W. Page Keeton & David G. Owen eds.,
5th m::l. i984) ("[N]egligeace is not necessarily the absence of solicitude for those who may be adversely affected by one’s actions but is instead behavior which should be recognized as involving
unreasonable danger to others.~)o
~x Judge Learned Hand’s algebraic formula for determining the due care standard encapsulates the economic interpretation of the negligence ~ule. In his opinion in Unitvd StaZe$ z~ Carroll
Taming Go., ~59 F.ad x69 0d Cir. x947), Judge Hand said that a party is negligent if he fails to
take a precaution whan the burden of the precaution is Iess th~n the reduction of the expected loss
occasioned by taking the precaution ~ in other words, if E < PL, where B is h~e burden of taking
the precaution, P is the probability of the loss if the precaution is not taken, and L is the magnitude of the loss. S~ i& at x73. For further development of this idea, see, for example, John Prather Brown, Tamgrd ~n Economic Theory of Liability, z J. L~o~d. S’rvv.
William M. Landes and Richard A. Pusher, Tk~ Positive Economic Theory of Tor~ La~, ~5 GA. L.
Rgv. 85z, 89z-9o~ (~98x)(arguing that judicial practice is consistent with the economic interpretation of the negllgeace rnle).
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Under the negligence rule, if damages equal harm, potential injurers will be led to comply with the negligence standard (assuming that
it is chosen properIy) and thus to take appropriate precautions. If a
precaution costing $5o,ooo would prevent a harm of Sroo,ooo, the
threat of having to pay damages of $~oo,ooo for not taking the precaution would induce a party to spend $5o,ooo on the precaution. However, if damages are less than harm, the negligence standard might not
be met and underdeterrence would result. In the example, if damages
are only $40,000 (even though harm is $Ioo,ooo), the party would not
be led to take the precaution costing $5o, ooo.a2 Conversely, if damages
exceed harm, a potential injurer will have a stronger motive to meet
the negligence standard than if damages equal harm. If damages are
$200,000 (even though harm is $Ioo,ooo), a party will have a greater
incentive to spend $5o,ooo on the precaution than if damages are
Sroo,ooo. But he will not take more precautions than are required to
meet the negligence standard, assuming that the negligence determination is not erroneous. In the absence of errors, a party has no incentive to do more than satisfy the negligence standard, even if the damages that would be imposed if negligence is found far exceed the harm,
because there is no chance that such damages will be imposed against
him.
Realistically, however, errors will occur in the negligence determination, which suggests that damages exceeding harm could lead to excessive precautions. For several reasons, parties attempting to act nonnegligently may be found liable under the negligence rule. Notably,
they may inaccurateIy assess what the negligence standard is, or courts
may inaccurately observe the parties’ behavior and f’md them negligent when they were not. Because of the risk of mistakes, parties may
well have an incentive to take greater precautions than they otherwise
would have, in order to reduce the chance that they will incorrectly be
found negligenL~3 If, as a result, they take socially excessive precau~z Note that damages must be sufficiently less than the harm before the party would find it
worthwhile to act negligently. Lf damages exceeded the $5o~0oo cost of the precautionj the party
woald be induced to take the precaution even if damages were less than the harm of
ss Although parties will generally reduce the chance of being found negligent by mistake by
taking greater care, they will not necessarily take more care than they would if there were no mistakes in the determinatlen of negligenee. The reason is that, to the extent that there is a random
component in the assessment of care, the exercise of greater care will be only partially rewarded.
For instance, if hv.l~ the time a party’s care is not observed and courts make a guess about its
lard, increasing the level of care would benefit the party only ball" the time. The condition under
which parties will take greater care is, roughly, that the assessment ol care is not too imprecise.
For details, see John E. Calfee & Richard Craswell, Some Effeds of Uncertainly on Compliance
~ith Legal Standards, 70 VA. L. R~V. 965 (r984), and Richard CraswelI and John I~. Calfee,
tervence and Uncertain Legal Standards, ~ J.L. EcOr¢. & ORG. 279 (~986}. See also SI~L~kVELL, SUpra note x4, at 93-99 (arguing that injurers wilI exercise more than due care in the presence of errors in the assessment of their level of care}. But see Mark F. Grady, A New Positive Economic
Theory ofNegllgenc¢, 9z ¥~LE LJ. 799, 8~7-~x (I983) (showing that, under a different but plausible interpretation of the negligence ride, mistakes will not cause parties to take excessive care);
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tions, raising the level of damages imposed on them will only exacerbate this problem.
Next, consider the relationship between da_ro.ages and the level of
activity under the negligence rule. In this regard, observe that, in the
absence of mistakes, the negligence rule may result in parties participating in risky activities to a socially excessive extent.34 This excessive
participation results because, once a party takes the precautions required by the negligence standard, he will not be found liable for any
harms that he causes. For example, a person who drives with reasonable care will not be found negligent, and therefore will not have to
pay for any harm caused by his driving; consequently, he will drive
more than is socially desirable. Or a manufacturer that takes appropriate care in the design of its product will not be liable under a negligence rule for harms that result if its product nonetheless turns out to
be flawed; as a result, too much of the product will tend to be produced
However, because non-negligent parties sometimes will be found liable by mistake, they will sometimes bear damages. In principle, this
erroneous imposition of liability could mitigate the problem that the
negligence rule may induce parties to participate in risky activities to
an excessive degree. However, finding parties negligent by mistake
may result in their bearing damages in excess of the harm they have
caused,-~6 and thereby discourage their participation in the activity to
an inappropriate extent_ This effect, if it occurs, will be exacerbated
by raising the level of damages.
This discussion of the negligence rule shows that the optimal level
of damages is not as easily determined as under the strict liability rule.
Marcel Kahan, Causation and lneentiws To Tak~ Car~ Under th~ Negligence Rule, z8 J. L~
STY. 4~7,437-39 (~989) (s~e).
~4 The z~ult ~at ~e negligenc~ rule le~ to s~ci~ly ~ive p~dpa~on ~ ~ky ac~vifi~
w~ o~n~ly developed in Shave]~ d~ above ~ note z6. See ~o A. ~tchell Poli~ky, Stdct
Liability ~s. Negligenc~ in a Market Set~ing, 7o ~. ECO~. ~v. 363 (~98o) (demo~fing ~e
r~dt in m~ket setting).
~ The ~int of ~ p~aph may be cl~fied by a numefic~ fll~afion. Suppo~ ~at ~ing proper precaufio~ woutd ~t ~ in~du~ $~ e~h time he ~ga~ in ~ ~fivi~ ~d
would reduce ~ ~l~ ~e ~k of ~ accident ~t would ~u~ h~ of $~oo,~. ~um~g ~at
¯ e ~ddu~ ~vould ~e ~e pzecaufio~ ~ o~er ~ avoid IiabiliW for negligence, he ~!1 en~e
in ~e acfi~W when~er ~e benefit to ~m ~cee~ ~e Sz~ cost o~ pr~caufion~ However, each
time he ~gag~ ~ ~e acfi~W~ he cau~ ~ sod~ ~s~ of $6~: ~e Sx~ cost of precaution,
~l~ ~e ex~c~d h~ of$$~ (ffi ~tz~ x Szco,~). Consequently, £rom sode~’s ~pecfiv~ he
should en~ in ~e acfid~ on~ if h~ benefit ~ce~ ~. ~ h~ benefit Hes be~veen $~ ~d
$6~, however~ he ~1t eng~e in ~e acfi~ even ~ou~ do~g so ~ s~alty und~imble.
~ More p~c~ely, e~ec~d d~ag~ could ~ce~ h~ for ~o re~ons. Firs~ a p~ who
~ed h~ but who w~ not neg~gent might b~ found negH~nt by ~e ~d m~e ~ pay
su~ a ~gh I~el of d~ag~ ~a~ on avera~, he ~ll pay for more ~ ~e h~ he caused.
S~ond, a p~ who ~d not ca~ h~ might ~enly be fo~d bo~ ~ ~ ~e c~e of h~
~d ~ ~ negligent. Ob~ously~ ~y d~ imposed on such a p~ ~ ~sive ~d ~H chill
p~cipafion in ~fi~ in ~hich su~ m~ occur.
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Under strict liability, we concluded that damages should equal harm.
Under the negligence rule, we have observed that, in the absence of
mistakes, damages equal to harm will appropriately encourage parties
to take precautions, but so will higher levels of damages.Z~ In the
presence of mistakes, the optimal level of damages under the negli=
gence rule is difficult to ascertain, although it is clear from what we
have said that ff damages are set too high, parties will tend to be induced to take excessive precautions; moreover, they will not participate in their activities to an appropriate degree. In the light of the
preceding points, and recognizing that there is not a simple, theoretically correct answer to the question of what level of damages is optimal under the negligence rule, we will assume for the purpose of our
analysis that optimal damages under the negligence rule equal harm.as
This concludes our review of the implications of deterrence theory
for the optimal level of damages under the rules of strict liability and
negligence when injurers wilI be found liable with certainty. Because
damages should equal harra under the strict liability rule, and because
we assume that damages should equal harm under the negligence rule
for the reasons given, we generally wilI not distinguish between the
rules in our subsequent discussion.
In passing, we want to note that the principal conclusion reached
in this section -- that damages should equal harm -- depends on how
potential injurers respond to risk. We have implicitly assumed that
they are risk ~egtra2. This means that, in considering situations of
risk, parties care only about the expected value of a risky situation -that is, the magnitude of a potential loss or gain multiplied by the
probability of the loss or gain occurring.a9 If injurers are risk averse
(they dislike uncertainty itseLO~o and cannot purchase liability insurance, the optimal level of damages tends to be lower than the harm:
setting damages below the harm reduces the imposition of risk on in37 Some lower levels of damages also will properIy induce parties to take precautions provided

that these levels still e~ceed the cost of precautions. See ~pra note
as This assumption is made mostly for convenience and does not affect our main point that the
benchmark level of damages -- the level that would be appropriate t’or deterrence if injurers were
definitely found Iiable -- should be inflated using a specific multlplier formula if injurers can
som~mes escape liabillty. If the benchmark level of damages is different from harm, this
benchmark quantum, whatever its magnitude, should be inflated by the multiplier we give below
in order for deterrence to be appropriate when injurers can escape liability. See infra section II.B.
s9 A rlsk-neutral injurer would be indifferent between paying certain damages of, say, ~IO~O00~
and facing a risky situation in which he will have to pay either nothing or $~o,o0o with equal
probability, because the risky situation invoIves an expected payment of
$2o,0oo). Se~ ge~ral~y ROBERT S. PINDYCK & DANIEL L. RUBINFELD, MICROECONOb|ICS ~46

(3d ed. ~995) (discussing the concept of risk neuh-fflity).

~o A risk-averse injurer would prefer to pay certain damages of Sxo, ooo than to face a risky
situation in which he will have to pay either nothing or $~o,ooo with equal probability, even
though the risky situation involves an expected payment of $~o,ooo. See generally id. (discussing
risk aversion).
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jurers, and damages do not need to be as great as the harm to induce

injurers to behave appropriately.*~
Notwithstanding this last point, we will usually assume in our sub-

sequent analysis that, when injurers are found liable for sure, the level
of damages that is optimal with respect to deterrence is equal to

harm,~2 for two reasons. First, even if parties are risk averse, if they
can purchase liability insurance, it can be shown that the optimal level
of damages still equals harm.~z Second, it can be demonstrated that
publicly held firms should be treated as approximately risk neutral -implying that damages should equal harm -- if their shareholders
have well-diversified portfolios, which often, if not usually, will be the
Case .44

B.

Optimal Damages When the Defendant Can Sometimes Escape
Liability

The main point that we will develop in this section is that if a defendan~ can sometimes escape liabiIi~y for the harm for which he is
sponsible, the proper magnitude of damages is the harm the defendant
has caused, multiplied by a factor reflecting the probability of his escaping liability. As we will explain, use of such a multiplier will make
defendants pay on average for harm actually done and thus will lead
41 This result is demonstrated ha SH/LVf;LL, ~ted above in vote z4, at sr8-~, and Steven
ShavelI, On Liability and Insurance, r3 BELL ]’. ECON. r2o, ~4-~6 (198:~). The optimal level of
damages depends on the degree of risk aversio~ of injurers and on whether victims are insured or,
if not, how risk averse they are.
4~ Ia Part.TIT, we will discuss two situations in which this assumption is ~ot appropriate. One
is, as we have noted, when behavior is malJdous; then optimal damages may exceed harm. See
infra section I’[T.A. The second situation is when victims of harm are customers of the defendant
and are relatively well informed about rlsl% in which case it may not he necessary to impose darnages equal to harm to achieve optimal deterrence. Se~ infra section
4~ This conclusion is formally demonstrated in SHAV£LL, dted above in note ~4, at ~’~7,
and Shavell~ cited above in note 4x, at ~z6-3o. It should seem intuitively plausible if injurers purchase full coverage against liability, for then their risk aversion is irrelevant. If injurers do not
purchase full coverage (suppose there is coiusarn.nce or a deductible), the conclusion is not obvious because injurers do bear residual risk, but it is true nonetheless for reasons expIahaed in the
sources cited in this zmte.
44 The pohat that diversified shareholders will want a firm to be operated in an approximately
risk-neutral ma~nsr is well-accepted in the economic literature concerning corporate finance. Se~,
49 (4th ed. r99]). The reason shareholders desire that firms operate in a risk-neutral manner
roughly speaking, that each shareholder~ holding a diversified portfolio, wilt not worry about the
riskiness of any particular firm in which he h~ ownership fights; thus, he will vote to have the
firm maximize its expected return. The result that the optimal Ievei of damages equals harm
when shareholders want the firm to act in a risk-neutral way follows directly from reasoning in
Han-y A. Newman & David W. Wright, SLr~¢t Liab~liSy i~ ~ Prlncipal-Age~ Mud¢l, ro
REV. L. & ECON. sz9 (z99o). This result holds even though employees of firr~ will generally be
risk averse and cannot be controlled perfectly by shareholders. (The point of this footnote may
not apply if the wealth of the owners of a particular firm depends i~ a significant way on the
profitability of that fh-m, as would often be the case for privately held firms owned by relatively
few individuals.)
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to socially desirable behavior in terms of precautions and participation
in risky activities.
There are several reasons that injurers sometimes escape liability
for harms for which they should be liable. First, the victim may have
difficulty determining that the harm was the result of some party’s act
-- as opposed to simply being the result of nature, of bad luck. For
instance, an individual may develop a form of cancer that could have
been caused by exposure to a naturally occurring carcinogen~ such as
radon gas, but which was in fact caused by exposure to a manmade
carcinogen that was released by the injurer.
Second, even if the victim knows that he was injured by some
party’s conduct, he may have difficulty proving who caused the harm.
The owner of a parked car that was damaged might know that it had
been struck by another vehicle, but not be able to identify the injurer.
Those living near a polluted lake might know both that pollution is responsible for an unusually high rate of disease in their neighborhood
and who the polluters are, but not be able to establish causation in

court.
Third, even if the victim knows both that he was wrongfully injured and who injured him, he might not sue the injurer. A person
will tend not to bring a suit if the legal cost and the value of the time
and effort he would have to devote to the suit exceed the expected
gain. The decision to forgo suit will often occur when the harm the
victim has suffered is relatively small or the likelihood of establishing
causation is low. (Additionally, a victim might not sue if he has a distaste for the legal process.)
For one or more of the above reasons, injurers will sometimes be
able to escape liability for harms for which they should be held responsible.4s The consequences of this possibility are clear: if damages
merely equal harm, injurers" incentives to take precautions will be inadequate and their incentive to participate in risky activities will be
excessive. Suppose that there is only a one-in-four chance that an injurer will be found liable for a $zoo,ooo harm, for which he would
have to pay damages of $zoo,ooo. On average, then, the injurer will
4~ Con~ider, for example, the following evidence. The likelihood of obhdning compensation
for medical negligence has been found to be about 6%. See HARVARD MEDICAL PRACTICE;
STUDY, PATIENTS, DOCTORS, AND LA~VYERS: ~V~EDICAL IN~URY~ ~fLALPRACTICE LITIGATION~
AND PATIENT COMPENSATION I1W NE\V YORK ?-I (I~pO). The average probability that an oll
spill in excess of 1o~ooo gallons will be detected and traced to its source is approximately
Se~ Mark A. Cohen, O#tlma] E~for~er~ Strategy To Preven~ Oil SpiIl~: An Appllca~ion of
Princi#at-Agenl Model with Maral Hazwfd, 30 .LL. & ECON. ~3, 44-45 (1987). The average probabl]ity of the detection of fraud is estimated to be 30%. Se~ Jonathan ~I. Karpoff& John P~ Lott,
Jr., Th~ R~puta~onal P~nal~y Firm# B~arf-m~m C~mmitting C~mlnal Fraz~d, 56 J.L. & ECON. 757,
789~9o (I993).
We shouId also note that parties may sometimes be found liable for harms for which they are
nag r~spop.sible. Although we do not consider this possibility in our analysis~ ~vere we to do so, it

would often lower the level of damages that otherwise would be optimal.
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pay $25,000 when he causes the harm -- only a fraction of the harm
caused. If the harm could have been prevented each time by taking a
$5o,ooo precaution, the injurer will not have an adequate incentive to
take the precaution, because the precaution cost will exceed his average liability cost by a substantial margin. Moreover, because the injurer will pay only $25,000 on average for a Sxoo,ooo harm, he will
engage in the risky activity to an excessive degree. If the injurer is a
firm, the price of its product will rise by an amount reflecting only
one-quarter of the harm caused, leading consumers of the product to
buy more of it, and thereby cause more harm, than is socially desirable.
To remedy these problems of underdeterrence, damages that are imposed in those instances in which injurers are found liable should be
raised sufficiently so that injurers" average damages will equal the
harm they cause. In the example in the preceding paragraph, in which
the chance of being found liable for having caused a $~oo,ooo harm is
only one in four, damages should be raised to $4oo,ooo. Then, on average, the injurer will pay Sxoo,ooo when he causes the harm -- on
average, every four times he causes harm, he will be found liable once
for $4oo,ooo. Equivalently, his total damages will tend to equal the
total amount of harm that he has caused.46 As we emphasized
above,47 making injurers liable for the harm they cause will induce
hhem to take proper precautions and participate appropriately in risky
activities.
This discussion suggests a simple formula for assuring that injurers
will pay for the harms they cause: the total damages imposed on an injurer should equal the harm multiplied by the reciprocal of the probability that the injurer will be found liable when he ought to be.*s We
will refer to this multiplier as the total damages multiplier. In the example in the preceding paragraph, the probability that the injurer
would be found liable was one in four, or .25; thus, the multiplier is
xL25, or 4- Because the harm was $roo,ooo, this formula will result in
total damages imposed on the injurer of $4oo,ooo. Similarly, ff the in46 If the injurer does not engage in an activity repestedly~ bUto say, ollIy once, the injurer obviously will not pay for the harm done, even approximately:, he either ,viii pay $4vo,ovo in this one
i~tanee (more than the Szoo, ooo harm he caused) or wili escape liability altogether. However, the
injurer’s expected damages -- the damages he wiiI have to pay if he is found Iiable, multiplied by
the probability of being found liable -- equal the harm of Szoo,ooo (because he has a and-in-four
chance of being found liable and made to pay $400,000).
47 See su~ section ITA.
48 It may be hdpfuI to state this formula algebraically. If H is the harm and P is the probability of being found liable, then the injurer should pay H x lip -- that is, HIP -- when he is found
liable. Thus, the injurer’s expected damages will be P x (HIP) = tI. The earliest reference to this
formula (although in words) apparently is in J’eremy Bentham, An Introductian to tha Princi#les
of Morat.r and Legislation, in TIt~ UTIUTAPJ.A_~$ z?3 (z96~) (Z789). For other references to this
formul~ see ROBERT COOTER & THOMAS ULIi:N, LAW ~ ECONOMICS 39z-9~
POSNER~ cited above in note ~, at 77; and SHAVI~LL, cited above in note ~4, at x48, ~6x-6~.
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jurer would be found liable with a one-in-two chance, damages should
be $20o,ooo -- the $ioo,ooo harm multiplied by 2 (= ~/.5). And if the
chance of liability is only one in ten, damages should be $i,ooo,ooo -the $~oo,ooo harm multiplied by ~o (ffix/.i). The application of this
formula will guarantee that, on average, injurers will pay for the harm
they cause, and therefore take proper precautions and appropriately
participate in risky activities.49
It is important to stress that the level of damages given by the formula is optimal not only because this level remedies problems of underdeterrence, but also because it avoids problems of overdeterrence.
The latter problems, described above,s° would arise if damages were to
exceed the optimal amount.
We will refer to the excess of total damages over compensatory
damages as punitive damages. Thus, the optimal level of punitive
damages from the perspective of deterrence is the level of total damages determined by the formula, less compensatory damages. If an injurer has a one-in-four chance of being found liable for causing a
$~oo,ooo harm, the formula implies that total damages should be
$4oo,ooo. Because $~oo,ooo of this total represents compensatory
damages, the $300,000 remainder is the optimal amount of punitive
damages.
The optimal level of punitive damages also can be described as a
multiple of harm or, equivalently, a multiple of compensatory damages.
Specifically, punitive damages should equal the harm multiplied by a
factor that we will refer to as the punitive damages multiplier:, the ratio
of the injurer’s chance of escaping liability to his chance of being
found liable,sl In the example in the previous paragraph, the injurer
has a three-in-four chance of escaping liability and a one-in-four
chance of being found liable. The punitive damages multiplier is
therefore .75/.25, or 3. Because the harm was Sxoo,ooo, punitive damages should be three times this amount, or $300,000.
Although we refer to the excess of total damages over compensatory damages as punitive damages, the adjective "punitive" may sometimes be misleading. This is because extracompensatory damages may
49 Two qualifications should be mentioned.

First, total damages should be less than the

amount given by the fom~ula in this paragraph if injurers are risk averse and cannot obtain I~ability insurance. This conclusion follows from our discussion above. See snpra pp, 886-87.
ond~ if an injurer’s subjective belief about the probability of being found liable differs from the
true probability, the former should in principle be used in the formula. For simplicity, we assume
in this Article that parties are aware of the actual probability of being found liable.
so Se~ supra section ILA.
51 To see that this level of damages is the correct one, recall from note 48~ above, that the
proper level of tots/damages is H/P, where H is the magnitude of harm and P is the probability
that the injurer will he found liable. This amount would comprise a payment of H in compensatory damages and (H/P) - H in punitive damages. The punitive payment can be rewritten as
[(1 - P)IPJH. The term in brackets is the punitive damages multiplier to which we refer in the
text.
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be needed for deterrence purposes in circumstances in which the behavior of the defendant would not call for punishment. As we have
explained, the deterrence goal leads us to impose such damages when
injurers may escape liabili~. But injurers might escape liability even
when their conduct is not strongly blameworthy. Suppose an injurer
accidentally (perhaps even non-negligently) causes harm, but the vlctim does not sue, either because he is unable to trace the harm to its
source or because of the cost of litigation. In other words, nonblameworthy conduct might still call for punitive damages to achieve
proper deterrence,s2 Despite a certain inappropriateness, therefore, in
using the label ~punifive damages" to refer to extracompensatory damages needed for deterrence reasons, we will continue to employ it because it is the common term for extracompensatory damages in private
civil litigation,s~
We have several comments to make about the punitive damages
formula presented in this section. First, judges and juriess* often will
be able to apply the formula without difficulty because the formula
transparently (if trivially) implies that no punitive damages are needed.
In other words, in many situations, it will be obvious that the injurer
has virtually no chance of escaping liability -- say because the harm
occurred openly and the magnitude of the har~n is such that the victims almost surely will bfmg suit. Examples of such situations are
when a building collapses as a result of a plainly defective desigr~ss
and when a supertanker runs aground and spills a large quantity of oil
on the shoreline, where the oil is observed by many people,s6 In such
cases, the proper total damages multiplier is one -- that is, total damages should equal harm. Punitive damages are not needed for proper
deterrence, and imposing them would result in the problems of overdeterrence discussed above,sT
Second, in other circumstances, when the chance of escaping Iiability is clearly positive, the probability of liability still might be relatively easily calculated. For example, suppose a firm dumps toxic
waste at night along an infrequently used road, but is caught as a result of the report of a driver who happened to notice the firm’s activities. In such a case, pressure-sensitive recording devices laid across the
s~ We will elaborate on this point when we discuss the reprehensibility criterion in the context

of deterrence. S~e infra section ~’~.

52 For essentially the reasons we have given, Galllgan prefers the terra "augmented awards" to

"punitive damages." See Galligan, ~uf~z note 3, at
s4 For simplicity, we sometimes will refer hereaftex to courts, when we mean both courts and

juries.
S5 Consider, for e.xample, the collapse of two pedestrian skywalks at the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in Kansas City in ~98L See In ~’~ Federal Skywalk Case~, 97 E1LD. 3go (W.D. Mo. xgg3). The
defendants in that ease agreed not to unrest liability. See id. at 389.
56 S,e infr~ pp. 903-o4 (discussing the Exxon Valdez oil spill litigation).
5~ See su~’a section II.A.
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road could be used to determine the volume of traffic on the road at
night, and the resulting data could be employed to calculate the odds
that someone would drive by during a particular interval of time. The
reciprocal of this probability could then be used as the total damages
multiplier,ss ]in general, a careful consideration of the facts in a case
often will allow a jury to make a reasonable estimate of the prob~tbility
of escaping liability,s9 The testimony of expert witnesses also may be
helpful in calculating this probability,s°
Third, circumstances in which the chance of escaping liability is
difficult to estimate will inevitably arise. To reduce the decisionmaking burden on jurors, a judge could present them with a table with a
limited number of values for the probability, such as o.I through o.9
by increments of one-tenth, from which to choose.6~ Although such a
simplification would not directly resolve the problem of determining
the probability of detection, it may aid jurors in settling on ~t single
number.62 Even if jurors make significant errors in estimating the
probability, such errors will not necessarily create a serious problem
for achieving optimal deterrence: provided that the errors are not systematically biased upwards or downwards, a potential injurer will
know that the assessment of juries will be approximately correct on
average, which will induce the injurer to behave properIy. Another
5s Some estimate also would have to be made of the probability that a driver who observed
suspicious behavior would report it. Obviously, the lower this probability, the higher the proper
damages multiplier. (I1 this consideration is ignored because af the difficulty of estimating the
probability, the multiplier discussed in the text would be a lower bound for the ideal multiplier.)
S9 We discuss a number of punitive damages cases below and explain haw the facts in those
cases bear on determining the appropriate damages multiplier. 5e~ infra section II.D.
60 It should be noted that juries are often required to consider and determine probabilities in
contexts other than these discussed here, for example in assessing negligence. In deciding whether
a person is negligent, a jury must ascertain liow much an additional precaution wouid lower the
probability of harm. If the reduction in the probability, multiplied by the harm~ exceeds the cost
of the precaution, it is negligent not to have taken it. See ~STATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS
§ 29I (~965) (uWbere an act is one which a reasonable man would recognize as involving a risk of
harm to another, the risk is unreasonable and the act is negligent if the risk is of such magnitude
as to outweigh what the law regards as the utility of the act or of the particular manner in which
it is done.°). Thus, when a .iury considers whether the failere to install a safety device was negllgent, it must determine how much the device would have lowered the accident probability. No
reason exists to believe that juries would have more difficulty in appraising probabilities in the
context of calculating punitive damages than in the context of determining negligence, which is
not thought to be especially problematic. However, some evlden~e suggests that individuals do
have problems with estimating probabilities in many circumstances. $ , g.g., ~ODGMENT
UIq-OEI~. UNCERTAINTY: HEURISTICS AND BIASES 3--20 (’Dallie! Kahneman, Paul Slavic & Amos
Tversky eds., I98~) (documenting the manner in which people rely on heuristics to facilitate the
assessment of probability).
6~ Such a table is provided below. S~e infra Appendix.
6~ A byproduct of restricting attention to a limited number of probabilities is that this prevents
the .jury ~rom picking a damages multiplier above a certain value -- fur example~ the damages
multiplier canaot exceed ~o if the lowest probability offered is o.L We discuss caps on punitive
damages below and point out that they cannot be justified as a matter of principle. See infr~ p.
9oo.
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option is for the legislature to set damages multipliers for separate
categories of wrongful conduct, based on rough assessments of the different chances of escaping liability i_n the various settings. This approach might be desirable if one believes that jury determination of
the probabilities, and therefore of the damages multipliers, would be
systematically biased. (Such an approach, however, would prevent juties from making use of any information they have about particular
cases.63)

Fourth, it might seem problematic for the application of the multiplier formula that the probability of escaping liability, and thus the
multiplier, may depend on the way in which an accident is categorized.
For example, consider a spill of dangerous chemicals from a tanker
truck on a highway. Such a spill can be categorized either relativeIy
narrowly -- one category might be a spill resulting from the rupture of
the tank and another category might be a spill resulting from a slow
leak of the tank -- or relatively broadly -- one category encompassing
both types of accident. A spill obviously will be much more easily detected if it is the consequence of a rupture than of a slow leak. Thus,
if a rupture-caused spill is treated as a separate category, a lower multiplier would be used than if it is treated as an instance of a broader
category of spills that hncludes leak~. How, then, should the categorization of an accident be determined for the purpose of deterrence?
Should categorization be narrow, with separate multipliers employed
for different types of chemical spills, or be broad, with a single multiplier employed? The answer is, essentially, that narrow clef’tuitions of
accidents and separate multipliers should be used, other things being
equal. Otherwise, incentives to prevent specific types of chemical
spills would tend to be distorted. This is because the multiplier used
for a specific type of accident would not be tailored to it, but instead
would reflect the likelihood of escaping liability for a broader category
of accidents. If a singIe multiplier is employed for all chemical spills,
then, because it would exceed one, fn-ms would have excessive incenfives to avoid chemical spills for which they would definitely be found
liable; thus, they might spend excessively on reinforcing the tanks or
on testing the tanks’ pressure (say, every fifteen minutes rather than
every trip). Further, because the multiplier would be lower than is appropriate for slow leaks that are very likely to escape notice, firms
would have inadequate incentives to prevent these spills; for instance,
they might not check frequently enough for cracks in difficult-toinspect parts of the tanks. The general point, then, is that when actors

~5 Jurie~ could be given limited discretion to use such information if legislature~ select a range
for the puni/ive damages muItipller rather than a specific multiplier.
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can take precautions that ere particular to a type of accident, the categorization of the accident should be narrow.~
Fifth, an important question about the multiplier formula arises in
cases in which the defendant is a firm: should the damages multiplier
be based on the probabiIiry that the firm will be found liable, or on the
generally lower likelihood that the responsible employee will be found
liable? The answer is that the firm’s probability is the relevant one.
Consider a situation in which a firm definitely would be found liable
for a harm resulting, say, from an explosion of a chemical storage tank,
but the employee whose actions led to the explosion might be difficult
to identify. Because the firm will have to pay for the harm for sure,
punitive damages are not needed: the firm’s product price and its
centives to take precautions will be correct because it will be paying
for all of the harm it causes if it pays just compensatory damages.
That the particular employee who caused the explosion might not be
caught does not alter this point -- the employee’s escaping responsibility does not free the firm from liability, Were the firm to face puni-

64 If~ however, al| precautions are general rather than specific to a kind of accident, it does not
matter whether accidents are categorized narrowly. Falling to categorize narrowly will not distort
which type of precaution is taken ff there are no specific types of precaution to take.
To illustrate, suppose that there is one type of precaution and two kinds of accident, A and B;
that the two kinds of accidsnt are equally likely to occur; that each would cause harm of Sro,ooo;
that ff A occurs, no likelihood of escaping Hability exists; and that if B occurs, the likelihood of
escaping liability is 50%. Under these a~umptinus, we wil! show that an injurer’s expected damages ff an accident occurs will equal the harm of $io,voo regardless of whether accidents are categorlzed narrowly or broadly. If the categorization is narrow, the multiplier for an accident of type
A will be i, and the multiplier for an accident of Wpe B wil| be 2. Thus, if an accident of type A
occurs, the injurer’s expected damages will be Sxo,ooo because he will definitely pay $~0,000; and
if an accident of type B occurs, his expected damages will also be Sro,ooo because he will pay
$2o,0co with a probability of 50%. If the categorization is broad, including both kinds of accident, the multiplier will be L3333 because the probability of being found liable for an accident of
~ome type i~ 75% (the averago of too% and 50%). Hence, damages when the injurer is found liable WiIl be $x3,333 (~ xo3333 × Sxo,ooo). The injurer’s expected damages for an accident will
again be Sxo,ooo, comprising a 50% chance that a type A accident will occur, in which case the
injurer will definitely be found liable for $x3,333, plus a 50% chance that a type B accident will
occur, in wkich c~e the injurer will be found liable for $~3,333 with a 50% probability (in other
words, [5o% u (xoo% × $x3,333)] + [$0% × 1.5o% x $I3,333)] ffi Sxo~oo). Accordingly, whichever
categorization is used to determine the multiplier, the injurer’s incentives will be correct, and no
issue of distortion of the types of precaution taken will arise because, by hypothesis, only one type
If there were two separate types of precaution, one reducing the frequency of type A accidents
and the other reducing the frequency of type B accidents, then under the broad categorization~
with a multiplier of L3333, a potential injurer would take an excessive degree of care to reduce
type A accidents and too little care to reduce type B accidents. (We note, however, that the following point can he demonstrated: if the single multiplier used under the broad categorization is
always adjusted to reflect the reIative likelihoods of type A and type B accidents -- they would
not neee.~arily be equally likely when there axe different types of precaution m use of a single
multiplier would not distort incentives to take different types of precaution. Nevertheless, making such an adjustment would be administratively difficult, to say the leasL)
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tire damages because of the employee’s chance of escaping liability,
overdeterrence would result.~S
Sixth, it should be observed that the award of punitive damages
may itself raise the probability of suit, which would reduce the probability that the defendant will escape liability. This effect, when applicable, must be taken into account and will tend to lower the appropriate level of punitive damages. Suppose, for example, that the probability of suit for a $Ioo,ooo harm for which a party should be liable
would be one-third if damages axe compensatory, but would rise to
one-half ff damages are twice compensatory damages, $2oo,ooo. Suppose aJso that, if a suit is brought, the plaintiff will definitely prevail.
If the damages multiplier is based on the one-third probability of suit,
it would call for total damages of $30o,000. But this level of damages
would be too high because the probability of suit increases to one-half
(or greater) when damages are $3oo,ooo: expected damages would be
$ISo,ooo (or greater), far exceeding the harm. In fact, damages of
$2oo,ooo would be appropriate because the probability of suit would
then be one-half and expected damages would be $Ioo,ooo. In general, a level of damages will exist that, given the resulting probability
of suit, will lead to optimal deterrence.6~ Basing punitive damages on
the relatively low probability of suit that would occur if only compensatory damages were awarded, however, will tend to lead to excessive
damages.
Seventh, it might seem that the analysis in .this section would virtually always call for some punitive damages award, because some
chance of escaping liability will almost always exist.~ But such a condusion ignores a factor that we have not yet mentioned, namely, the
costs associated with the use of the legal system,os Were every case to
involve the calculation of the proper multiplier of harm, a new and potentially costly-to-decide issue would be introduced into litigation.
This additional cost suggests that the dom,in of cases in which the
multiplier inquiry is made should be limited. Specifically, our formula
should be applied only if the likelihood of escaping liability surpasses
some threshold, for that is when the problem of dilution of deterrence
05 Although punitive damag~ should not be imposed on the firm, the firm may want, in effect,
to impose punitive internal sanctions on its empIoyees in order to deter them from acting in ways
that cause harm. Additionally, the greater the likelihood that employees would escape such sanctions~ the more the firm may want to spend on its monitoring ~_nd screening efforts.
~ To state matters formally, let D be damages and let P(D) be the probability of suit~ which
rlse~ ~ D rise~ and which is less than one. The claim in the text is that there exists a D such that
P(D)D ffi H, where H is the harm. Because the function P(D)D is continuons in D, there must
ist such a D between H and H/P(tt) I:mcanse P(H)H < H and P(H/P(tt))[H/P(It)] > P(H~H/P(H)] ffi
H (the asserted D is unique because P(D)D is strictly ri~ing in D). We comment further on the
connection between damages and the probability of suit below. Se¢ infra section
67 See David G. Owen, Civil Pun~h~n$ and ~he Public Gaod, S5 S. CAL. L. l~v. ~o3,

~s We discuss this consideration in more detail below. Se~ infia section
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will be significant, making it socialIy worthwhile to incur the additional litigation costs associated with calculating a corrective multiplier.69
Finally, it should be noted that we have assumed that when parties
are found liable, they pay for all of the harm that they have caused. In
practice, though, parties may escape having to pay for some of the
harm. To the extent that this occurs, an argument can be made that
the level of damages should be higher than that called for by our multiplier formula, to make up both for the chance of escaping Iiability altogether and for the chance of not having to pay for the full harm.
The most likely circumstance in which the full harm would not be assessed against the defendant arises when a particular component of
harm (say, some type of non-pecuniary loss) is excluded from compensatory damages. For reasons explained below, however, we believe that
punitive damages should not be raised to make up for an excluded
component of harm.7°
C.

Consistency of Punitive Damages Law with the Basic Theory of
Deterrence

We now will relate our analysis to certain important aspects of legal doctrine concerning punitive damages, and also to legislation imposing caps on punitive damages.
As noted above,7’ one of the two main purposes of punitive damages is deterrence. The courts state, for example, that punitive damages are intended "to deter the wrongdoer and others from committing
similar wrongs in the future.’’7~ Given that achieving proper deterrence is an avowed goal of courts, it follows from the logic of deter~g Actually, this statement oversimplifies matters. To decide when it is worthwhile to calculate
a damages multiplier, one would in principle need to take into account not just the probability of
escaping liablliW, but also the magnitude of the harm and the costs of precautions. For even if the
probability of escaping liability is high, if the harm is very low or if the costs of additional precautions are very high, it may not be worthwhile to incur the additional litigation costs in order to
determine the proper damages multiplier.
Additionally, if the determination of punitive damages is not done on a case-by-case basis, it
might be desirable to award punitive damages even when the probability of escaping liability is
inw. Suppose a fixed multiplier is applied in all cases in which the probabiliW is small but positive. Then no additional litigation casts would be associated with calculating the multiplier in
each case; and if the fixed multiplier is set appropriately, incentives will be improved overall relative to what they wouId be if no multiplier were employed.
7o See i~f-ra section HLL.
7~ Green Oil Co. v. Hornsby, 539 So. ~d ~8, ~z (Ala. I989). The United States Supreme
Court has endorsed the criteria for evaluating punitive damages discussed in this case. See Pacltic MuL Life Ins. Co. v. Haslip, 499 U.S. x, zo-~4 (~99~). For further support £or the proposition
that deterrence is one o~ the central purposes of punitive damages~ see also the cases cited above
in note 5. Indeed~ in Maine, deterrence is the only justification for punitive damages~ See Foss v.
Maine Turnpike Auth., 309 A.~d 339, 345 (~e. r973) (citing Allen v. Rossi, ~46 A. 69¢, 694 (Me.

~9~9))-
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fence theory tha~ courts should take the punitive damages fo~nula presented above into explicit account. Otherwise, courts cannot responsibly weigh the proper punitive damages amount for achieving deterrence against the proper amount for achieving the other main purpose
of punitive damages, punishment.7~
However, courts’ determinations of punitive damages do not reflect
in any clear manner the formula that achieves optimal deterrence. Although courts do consider the magnitude of harm in assessing the
proper level of punitive damages, they do not use harm as the base to
be multiplied by an appropriate damages multiplier. Rather, courts
take harm into account in a vague way, through application of the
general principle that punitive damages should bear a "reasonable relationship" to compensatory damagesY4 They do not explain what this
relationship should be and, even when they identi~y a ratio of punitive
damages to compensatory damages that they find excessive, they do
not supply a basis for selecting the particular ratio identified.~s
7~ How the deterrence goal and the punishment goal should be reconciled when they axe in
conflict is discussed below. Se~ infra Part V and Appendix.
74 I L]2qDA L. SCH~UETEn & ~EI~qETH ~ I~EDDEN, ~UNITIVE DAMAGES § 6.~(C), at 334
ed. z995). ~As a general rule, the punitive damage~ sward must bear a reasonable relation to the
amount of actual damages awarded." Id. The United States Supreme Court has endorsed the
reasonable-relationship notion in its decisior~. See, e.g., BMV/of N. Am, Inc. v. Gore, rx6 S. Ct.
I~;89, ~6or (r996) (stating that "It]he principle that exempIary damages must ]~ear a ’reasonable
relationship’ to compensatory damages has a long pedigree,~ a~d citing cases dating from
Hazllp, 499 U.S. at ~-~ (endorsing Alabama’s criteria for the post-verdict review of punitive
damages, which include "whether there is a reasonable rdations~p between the punitive damages
award and the harm likely to result from the defendant’s conduct as well as the harm that actually has occurred," and stating that the "review ensures that punitive damage~ awards ... have
some understandable relationship to compensatory damages’9.
7$ The United States Supreme Court has recently presented three "guideposts° for determining
whether a punitive damages sward is excessive. See Gore, ~6 S. Ct. at r598. "The ~econd [of
tbe~e gnidepnst~,] and pexhaps [the] most commonly cited indicium of an unreasonable or excessive punitive damages awaxd is its ratio to the actual harm inflicted on the plaintiff.= Id. at r6oL
The Court, however, rejects the possibillty that exee~ivene~s can be determined by ~a simple
mathematical formula, even one that compares actual and potential damages to the punitive
award.~ Id. at ~6o~ (citing TXO Prod. Corp. v. Alliance Resourc~ Corp., 509 U.S. 443, 458
(~993)). La his concurrence in Gore, Justice Breyer points to problems with the reasonablerelationship standard, arguing that, at least as it is interpreted by the Alabama courts, it ~doas
little to guide a determination o[ what counts as a ~reasonable’ rela~onship .... To find a ’reasonable relalionship’ between purely economic harm totaling Ss6,ooo, without significant evidence o~ future repetitinn, and a punitive award of $~ miiIien is to empty the ~rea~anable relationship’ test of meaningful content_" Id. at ~6o6 0Breyar, ]., concurring).
Cour~ often make statements of the following ~ort: ~[A]lthough- there is no fixed ratio by
which to determine the propriety of a punitive damage award, punitive damages shuuld bear a
reasonable relationship to the compe~atory damages awarded_" Little v. Stuyvesant Life
Co., r36 Cal. Rptr. 653,663 (Cal. Ct_ App. ~977). The LittJ~ court followed that sentence with the
observation that"[h]vre, the ratio of punitive damages to compensatory damages is in excess of ~4
to ~ and in dollar amount the punitive damage award exceeds the compensatory award by almost
two and a third million dotlar~," and the court relied on these facts, among other~, in conchiding
that the punitive damage~ award in the ca~e was excessive, ld. at 664.
In an important early article on punitive daraages, Claxence Morris criticized approashas like
that of the Little court:
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As the reader knows, our analysis implies a simple and precise relationship between punitive damages and harm: punitive damages
should equal the harm multiplied by what we refer to as the punitive
damages multiplier. If punitive damages are to achieve appropriate
deterrence, the "reasonable relationship" criterion must be interpreted
in this specific way. ,amy other relationship between punitive damages
and compensatory damages will lead to either inadequate or excessive
deterrence.
Courts also do not pay systematic attention to the probability of escaping liability, even though this probability is the central element in
determining the appropriate damages multiplier for the purpose of
achieving proper deterrence. Courts sometimes allude to the possibility of escaping liability, but they rarely recognize its importance with
respect to deterrence. For example, in determining the level of punitive damages, courts occasionally consider whether the defendant has
attempted to conceal his conduct.76 Courts usually do so, ho~vever, in
assessing the reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct;7~ they generally do not appreciate that evidence of attempted concealment should
influence the calculation of the defendant’s chance of escaping liability.
Additionally, courts sometimes mention that the cost of litigation
should be taken into account ’~so as to encourage plaintiffs to bring
wrongdoers to trial.’’~8 This factor is obviously related to the injurer’s
chance of escaping liability because one reason an injurer might not be

Courts often insist t.~at "pm~ifive damages must bear some relation to actual damages,n
and attempt to ~t ver~ in ~ of ma~ema~c~ ratios, Th~ opinions conga
men~ ~ ~e effect ~at a ~r~ct for puni~ve d~ag~ x fim~ ~ ~eat ~ ~e actual d~ag~ ~ cIe~ly expire ....
~is ~t ~ probably more of~n a ~fi~n~hafion of r~ul~ ~ a me~s of ob~ning
~em. The p~per r~o between ~tu~ d~ag~ ~d punitive d~a~ is placed at a fig*
ure w~ch suppo~ ~e judge’s ~ of ~e vet~ct ....
Cl~ce Mo~, P~i~i~e Da~g~ ~ To~ ~e~, ~ ~Rv. L. ~v. ~z73, ~8o (~93~).
~6 See, e.g., ~en 011~ 539 So. ~d at ==3 (co~ide6ng conce~ment ~d cover-up in
de~ee of reprehe~hfliW, which influen~ ~e level of punitive d~ages); G~ble v. S~venson,
406 S.B.~d 3~o~ 354 (S.C. ~99[) (~bl~hing "defender’s aw~en~ or conceaImen~" ~ one fac~r to co~ider ~ ~e ~s~-~ ~ew ofju~ aw~ of punitive
~ See~ e.g., ~een Oil, $39 So. ad at a~3; ~ee ~o G~ v. Flem~g L~dfi[l~ ~c., 4~3 S.~.~d
897, 9~ ~V. V~ zOOx) (s~g ~a~ ~ de~g ~e ~prehe~bility of ddend~t’s conduct,
¯ e ju~ shouH co~ider "whe~er he atEmpEd to conce~ or cover up his actions or ~e h~m
~ by ~em~.
~ ~ee~ Oil~ 539 So. ~d at ~3; see a~o Ga~es, 4~3 S.E.ad at 9~9 (ins~cGng kid couv~ to
co~ider ~e c~ of lifi~fion in r~e~g punitive d~ a~, b~ause "[w]e ~t to encour~e pI~fi~ ~ b~g wron~oer~ ~ ~. ~ ~e s~e vein, a T~ Cou~ of Appeals
~ed ~ a~ of $4~ in ~e~pI~ d~ag~, in ~ ~fion for inv~ion ~f p~v~y from
phone h~en~ when ~tu~ ~ag~ we~ $~ ~d a~om~ f~ wece ~6~.S~. See Donnei
~ ~o3 S.W.~d ~, ~58, ~6~ ~x. App. ~985)~ ~seded by ~x. C~. P~c. & ~. CODE
~. ~ 4L~4 ~g X997). The ¢~u~ no~d ~at ~e pl~s "h~ ob~gated ~emselv~ ~ pay
~e~onable a~omey fe~ ~ a ne~ prerequ~i~ for ob~ing relief ~rough ~e cour~" ~d
held ~t ~e ~ount exemp~fied ~ accum~ app~cafion of ~e purpos~ for exempl~ d~es
~ to punch ~d de~r si~l~ w~n~ ~ ~e furze." Id. at
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found liable is that he is not sued39 Thus, courts occasionally refer to
considerations that bear on the probability that a defendv_nt would
have escaped liability. But they rarely explain in a direct a~d systematic way how this probability should be used to determine the proper
level of damages for deterrence purposes,so
Further, courts generally pay insufficient attention to the potential
problem of overdeterrence. Judicial opinions mention this issue only
infrequently:1 and none of the lists of factors used by courts in determining punitive damages includes overdeterrence as a consideration.a~
As we have emphasized,~ however, damages that exceed the level in7o See ~upm p. 888.
80 A few courts have explicitly recognized the impo~ce of the de/endaut’s chance of escaping |lability. See, e.g., Kemezy v. Pete~, 79 E3d 33, 35 (7th Cir. z996) (Pusher, C.J.). ~ that case,
the court noted:
When a torfious act i~ conceflable, a judgment equa! to the harm done by the act will
derdeter. Suppose a person who goes around assaulting other people is caught only half
the time. Then in comparing the costs, in the form of anticipated damages, of the assanlm
with the benefits to him, he will discount the costs (but not the benefit~, because they are
realized in every assault) by ~o percent, and so in deciding whether ta commit the next os~ault he will not be confronted by the full social cost of hL~ activity.
ld.; se~ a/~o Zaz~i Designs v. L’Or~al, S~., 979 ~.~d 499, 5o8 (Tth Cir. z99~) (E~terbrook,
(~Punitive damages are appropriate when some wrongful conduct evades detection; a multiplier
then both compensates and deters.~)
In FD1C ~. IER. Gr~:~ ~ Co., 877 ~’.~d 6~4 (Tth Cir. ~989) (Pusher, J.), the court ~ated:
The most sh~ight~orward rationale for punitive damages ... is that they are necess~a-y to
deter torts or crimes that are concealable. Suppose the average defrauder is brought to
book only half the time. To confront him with a sanction that will make fraud worthless
to him and thus deter him~ it is nece.~y that when he is caught he be made to pay twice
as much as his profits.
Id. at 6~3; see a/so Bl~V of N’. Am.~ ~ue. v. Gore, ~6 S. Ct. I589, ~6o~ (~996) (Stevens, J.) (~A
higher ratio [of punitive damages to compensatory damages] may also be justified in ca~e~ in
which the injury is hard to detect .... ~). Justice Breyer~s couettrrence in Gore mentions economic
theories of punitive damages that focus on ensuring that a wrongdoer pays for the total cust ot the
harm caused. See id. at ~6o7 (Breyer, J., concurring). He correctly interprets these theories
permitting juries oto calculate punitive damages by making a rough estimate of global harm [and]
dividing that estimate by a similarly rough estimate of the number of succe.~fuI IawsuRs that
would likely be brought: l&
s~ One exception is Justice Breyer’s concurrence in Gor~ in which he observes that damages
greater than the total harm caused will "’over-deter’ by leading potential defendants to spend
more to prevent the activity that causes the economic barm~ say, through emptoyee training, than
the cost of the harm itself: Gore, r~6 S. Ct. at ~6o7-o8 (Breyer, $., concurring); se~ a/~o Jone~
Reagan~ 696 F.~d 551~ $54 (?th Cir. ~983) (Pusher, ~’.) (~[I]~ conslderatious of deterrence are to be
brought to center stage, the potential for overdeterrence must also be co~sidered .... ~); Roginsky
v. Richard~ondV~erre|l~ Inc., 378 Fo~d 83~, S39-4I (~d Cir. 1967) (Friendly, ~.) (noting that at|owing
multiple punitive damag°~ award~ ~or ~egtigeuce gu the manufacture of goods gives rise to the
danger of Uoverkill" and ~needless" deterrence).
~ For example, the ~eeg Oil factors, which were endorsed by the United States Supreme
Court i~ Po~ifi~ M~tua! L~fe Ir~urance Co. v. Hoal~p, 49I U.S. r, ~I-~a (1991)~ f~il to mention
overdeterrence. S¢~ Gr~g~ Oil, 539 So. ~d at ~3-~4. Nor do state statutes outlining the factors
~o be considered in awarding punitive damag~ include the danger of overdeterreuce. See IRON.
STA~’. ANN. § 6o~37oI(b) (~994); MINN. STAT. ANN. § ~49.$o subd. 3 (West ~988); MONT.
ANN. § ~7-~-~ z(7)(b) (~995); OR. REV. STAT. § 30.92~(~) (r99.~),
s3 See supra section "rLA.
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dicated by the formula may result in wasteful precautions and the
withdrawal of socially valuable products and services from the marketplace.
Not only do courts usually fail to consider correctly the factors that
are relevant to proper deterrence, but they also err in considering a variety of factors that generally are not relevant to deterrence, including
the reprehensibility of defendants’ conduct and defendants’ wealth.
We will discuss at some length why these factors ordinarily should not
be taken into account if the goal is to promote proper deterrence,s4 but
the point we want to make here is that consideration of these factors in
awarding punitive damages causes such damages to deviate further
from the leveI given by our formula.
Some aspects of legislation governing punitive damages are also inconsistent with deterrence theory. Notably, many states have imposed
caps of various kinds on punitive damages awards: an absolute ceiling
(for example, $3So,ooo in Virginia), a maximum ratio of punitive damages to compensatory damages (for example, three times compensatory
damages in Florida), or both.ss Such caps cannot be justified on deterrence grounds because they might preclude the proper award of punitive damages. For example, suppose that the harm caused by an injurer is Sxoo,ooo and that he has only a one-in-ten chance of being
found liable. The optimal level of punitive damages is then $900,000,
or nine times compensatory damages (because the optimal level of total
damages, including compensatory damages, is ten times the harm).
This absolute amount and this ratio would exceed punitive damages
caps in the majority of states that have them,s° yet under the circumstances posited, a punitive damages award of this magnitude, and that
has this relationship to compensatory damages, is needed for proper
deterrence.
Our criticism of caps is not meant to deny that, if jury awards of
punitive damages are thought to be systematically excessive, caps
might beneficialIy constrain such awards,a7 But in the absence of systematic bias, caps are inappropriate.

st .q~¢ infra Part Eft.
85 .~e~ Gor~, it6 S. Ct. at ifi~i9 (G~h~g, J., ~enfing) (su~e~ng s~ caps on punitive
d~age a~).
~ ~fic¢ G~sburg ~ ~6 s~ ~ ~hlch ~ps on punitive d~ag~ have been enacted or
proposed. ~ ~3 of ~ose s~ (Colo~o, Connecticut, Delaw~e, Flofid~ Geor~ ~Iinois, Indite ~ would ~e~ ~e ~p. See id.
87 See, e.g., D~ Q~yle, CivilJ~tice R~, 4~ ~i. U. L. ~v. 559~ 564~5 (r99a) (arguing
~t ~e cu~t approach ~ pu~five ~g~ x~fl continue ~ ~nera~ ~propo~ona~ high
aw~ ~ a ~dom ~d capficio~ m~er~ ~d ~at one ~pect of rffo~ should be to limit ~e
~ount of punitive dam~g~ ~ a~e fuH ~ou~t of compe~o~ d~.
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Punitive Damages Cases

We briefly consider here three prominent punitive damages cases in
the light of the deterrence principles discussed above. Our primary
objective is to state what deterrence theory suggests about the appropriate leveI of punitive damages in these cases, given their facts and
circumstances, not to analyze the legal doctrines that were applied or
developed in them.as
t. BMW of North America, Inc. v. Gore.a9 -- In this case, the
plaintiff, Ira Gore, Jr., purchased a new BMW sedan from an Alabama
dealer. He subsequently learned that the defendant, BMW of North
America, had repainted part of the car because of damage to the car
before its arrival in the United States, although BMW had not disclosed this fact. The jury awarded Gore compensatory damages of
$4o0o for diminution in the value of the car, and punitive damages of
$4 million. The Alabama Supreme Court reduced the punitive award
to $2 million, but the United States Supreme Court held even this
award to be grossly excessive. On reconsideration, the Alabama Supreme Court reduced the punitive award to $5o,ooo.9°
Consider the probability that BMW would escape liability for
having sold a repainted car as new. The determination of this probability involves two factors. One is the possibility that BMW would
escape notice for having repainted a car, and the other is the like~ood
that a purchaser who did discover that his car had been repainted
would sue. Gore drove the car for nine months without detecting any
abnormalities in the paint on his car. It was only after he took his car
to a detail shop that he learned that it had been repainted. It seems
reasonable to suppose, therefore, that many purchasers of repainted
cars sold as new would never discover that their cars had been repainted.
Whether an owner who did discover that his car had been repainted would sue depends on the costs to him of suit (time and out-ofpocket expense) and the amount that he could collect~ If the harm is
as low as the jury found in Gore, $4ooo, it would seem that many
owners -- or the lawyers they might hire on a contingency fee -would not have a sufficient financial incentive to sue. There may have
been a significant chance, therefore, that BMW would have escaped
liability if damages were merely compensatory, because of victims’ inadequate motive to sue.
In Gore, h~formation that would be useful in estimating the probability of BMW’s being found liable was provided. Among the facts
as We have commented on the legal do~trine governing punitive damages to some degree
above in section H.C a~d will discuss it more extensively below in Part
so xz6 S. Ct. xSS9 (I996).
90 See Alabarrta Cour$ Slaskez Punitive Award in Case I~volving Repain|ed BMW Car~ WALL
ST. J., May x~, r997, at
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established at trial were that fourteen new BMW cars in Alabama had
been repainted, including Gore’s, and one prior suit had been brought
against Bb[W by an owner of one of these cars.91 I~ none of the other
Alabama victims of repalnting were to sue,9z the probability of detection and liability might be thought to be two in fourteen,9a in which
case the total damages should be seven times the $4ow harm, or
$28,ooo.94 Of that total, $4o0o woutd represent compensatory damages, and $24,ooo would represent punitive damages. By this reasoning, the $2 million punitive award initially approved by the Alabama
Supreme Court was grossly excessive, and the reduced award of
$So,oov was much more reasonable2s
z. Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Haslip.96 -- This case involved an insurance agent who misappropriated premium payments.
The insurance policy in question was a group health plan sold to the
municipality of Roosevelt City, Alabama. When Cleopatra Haslip, a
city employee, was hospitalized, she apparently did not know that the
policy had lapsed because of the agent’s misappropriation. When the
hospital and her physician sought payment from her, she and other
Roosevelt City employees sued the agent and the Pacific Mutual Life
insurance Company for fraud27 The jury awarded her total damages
9t See Gore, 2r6 S. Ct_ at 2593. The other plaintiff, Thomas Yates, was awarded $4600 in
compensatory damages but nothing in panitive damages. See Yates v. BM’W of N. Am., Inc., 642
So. 2d 937, 938 (AIa. Cir. App.), cert. quashed, 642 So. 2d 937 (Ala. 2993). It should be noted that
in the entire U~tod States, BMW had sold 983 cars as new after repaintlng. ~e~ Gore, ~[6 S. Ct.
at 1593. In this exarnple, we are restricting our attention to the subset of cars sold in Alabama
because the AIabama Supreme Court, in reviewing Gore, limited consideration in this way. It
sentlally makes no difference whether the muIfiplier is c~calatod separately for each state or
stead is calculated for the entire country (based on appropriate national statistics, such as the figure of 983 ca~s in Gore). Under either method, a firm’s expected damage payments would equal
the harm caused nationally:
92 In fact, uther suits were brought. See BbI%V of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 646 So. 2d 629, 6~6
(Ala. 2994) (ii~ting the ~$ ca~.z brought by Gore’s attorney against BMW for similar conduct).
The a.~sumpfion in the text that only two suits were brought is made for illustrative purposes.
93 In genera!, the proper approach to calctdating the probability of liability would be to use all
available information about the likellhood of detection and suit. Such information might include~
for er~:anple, information about the frequency of suit against Bb13,V under similar circumstances
in other states, the frequency with which ear owners take their cars to detail shops, and the likelihood of lawyers taking cases with higher or lower stakes.
94 Tn fact, the calculation of the muItiplier may be more complicated because the award of punitive damages will itself affect the probability of suit. As we observed above, total damages
should be such that the probability of suit induced by that award of damages results in expected
damages equal to harm. See supra p. 895. Therefore, if an award of $28,000 would induce more
than two plaintiffs to sue, the proper multiplier might be le~s than seven.
9~ For another economically oriented discussion of Gore, see Rubln, Calfee & Grady, cited
above in note 22. Their discussion, however, does not emphesi~e the point that we make here~
96 499 U.S. r (~99~).
97 See id. at 4-5. In fact, the insurance palicy that lapsed was not Pacific Mutual Life’s palicy~
hut rather the policy of another company, Union Fidelity Life Insurance Compan3~ which the
agent was aho representing. See i& However, premiums for the Union policy were collected
through Pacific Mutual Life’s Birmingham office. See id. at ~. Pacific Mutual Life was sued for
fraud under a theory of respondeat superior. See id. at 6.
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of $x,o4o,ooo, of which $200,000 appears to have been assessed as
compensatory damages and $84o,ooo as punitive damages2s The
award was a..~_rmed by the trial court, the Alabama Supreme Court,
and the United States Supreme Court.99
The key issue relating to deterrence in this case is whether a significant chance exists that an insurance company whose agent misappropriates premiums will escape liability for coverage that individuals
expected to have. (The focus should be on the company’s chance of
escaping liability, rather than the agent’s, for the reason we explained
above,t°°) Obviously, if a policy has been invalidated because of an
agent’s misappropriation of premium payments, the invalidation will
come to the attention of a person who applies for coverage under that
policy. If the insurance company does not pay the individual voluntarily, the individual probably would sue the company, provided the
amount at stake is large enough.
In the present case, the compensatory damages were, as noted,
$2oo,ooo. However, less than $4o0o of this amount represented out-ofpocket expenditures, the rest apparently consisting of non-economic
losses such as emotional dist.ress,mz It seems reasonable to suppose
that recovery of the $4000 out-of-pocket loss is more probable than re.
covery of the $~96,ooo non-economic loss. ~f the likelihood of the latter recovery is sufficiently low, an individual probably would not bring
a lawsuit. Conversely, i~ this likelihood is high, a lawsuit would be
much more certain. A related consideration is that three other Roosevelt City employees joined Haslip in suing the defendants. Their
awards totaled approximately $38,000.~°2 Clearly, the prospect of obtaining this additional amount would increase the incentive to sue. On
balance, therefore, although a suit seems reasonably likely in the circumstances of H~Iip, some countervailing considerations might justify
a modest punitive damages award, to offset the chance that a lawsuit
would not be brought.
3. In re The Exxon Vaidez.1~ -- In this case, the defendant’s supertanker, the Exxon Valdez, ran aground on a reef in Prince William
Sound in Ataska~ spilling ~ ~ million gallons of oiP°4 and poiluting over
98 Although it ~vas not entirely clear how the jury apportioned the total award between compensatory and punitive damages, the United States Supreme Court presumed that not more than
$20o,oco of the total represente~ compensatory damages and not less than $84o,ooo represented
punitive damage.~ Id. at 7
~ S~ Pacific Mutual Life ~ Co. v. Hasllp, No. CV-82-24~3 (Ala. Cir. Ct Jefferson County
~987); Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Hasiip, 5~3 So. ~d 537, 543 (Ala. x989}; Hasli#, 499 U.S. at ~4mo See ~upra pp. 894-95.
m~ Hasllp’s ant-of-pocket expenses were ~less than $4,oov." Id.
~02 The jury awarded compensatory damages for the other respondents in the following
amounts: Hargrove $~o,288; Craig $~2,4oo; and Calhoun $r~,~9o. See id. at 7.
]o3 No. A89-cog~-CV (D. Alaska Sept. 24,
~o4 See, e.g., Charles McCoy, Exxon Corp.% Settlen~n~ Get~ Cour~ A~pzovu/, WALL ST. J., Oct.
9, x99~, atA3.
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x,ooo miles of Alaskan coastline,l°s The supertanker’s captain, Joseph
Hazelwood, had previously been treated for alcohol abuse and, in connection with the accident at issue, was found to have violated regulations governing alcohol consumption,x°6 In the private civil litigation
against Exxon ster~._.m_ing from the accident, the plaintiffs -- various
classes of fishermen and Alaskan natives -- were awarded several
hundred million dollars in compensatory damages107 and $5 billion in
punitive damages.’os The punitive damages award was affirmed by
the trial judge and is being appealed.’°9
It seems clear that in the circumstances of the Exxon Valdez accident, there was essentially no chance that the defendant company,
Exxon Corporation, could escape liability. An accident of this magnitude obviously would have been noticed. Moreover, because the
tanker was stuck on a reef, the identity of the injurer was pIaln. And
given the substantial compensatory damages involved, in the hundreds
of millions of dollars, a lawsuit certainly could be expected. Thus, according to our analysis, no punitive damages are needed, or appropriate, in the circumstances of this case because the injurer could not
have escaped liability for compensatory damages. (In other contexts
involving oil spills -- such as the intentional dumping of smalI
amounts of waste off that is unlikely to be detected or traced to the
spiller- some punitive damages would be appropriate.1’°)
~l-t.

DETERRENCE: ]~7-XTENSIONS OF THE BASIC THEORY

In this Part, we will discuss several important doctrinal and policy
issues in punitive damages law from the perspective of the deterrence
principles developed above.’" ~¢iost of these topics (such as the repre~0~ See Fishermen Block Tankers, WASrL POST, Aug. 22, ~993, at A9 (noting ~at ~e ~on
V~d~ ~pofiu~d ~o~ of miI~ of co~fline~.
~ Se~ Se~ Myd~s, Cap~n in ~t~k~ Oil Spill ~ses L~ce~ f~ t~in~ Months, N.~
July 26, z990, at A~2 (noting ~at ~ ~mi~afive law judge for ~e Co~t Gu~d found H~eiwood ~ii~ of co~uming ~cohol xfi~in four hou~ e~ sfil~g ~d ~at H~elwood had pIeaded
no con~t ~ ~e ~e); A ~u~tion Reck: W~ H~elwood D~n~?, N.~. ~, Feb. 25,
ate9.
~07 The ju~ aw~ded $¢87 ~llioa ~ computation for ~hing I~s~. See In re The E~xon
V~dez, No. AS~95-Cg x995 ~ 5~7988, at "5 ~- AI~k~ J~. 27, x995). The court, no~d
¯ ah ~du~g o~r ve~c~ ~d s~tflemen~ ~e dol[~ ~ount of h~ ca~ed by ~e spill w~
be~veea $2~.7 m~on ~d ~x8.7 m~Iion (induing ~e $287 ~lion ver~c0. Se~ id.
~ Se~ C~eb Solomon, ~xon Is ToM ~ Pay $~ Billion f~ Valde¢ $pill, WALL ST. J., Sept.
~994, at
t09 h J~e x997, E~on ap~ed ~ $5 billion punitive dma~s awed en~red ag~nst it in
¯ a E~on V~dez c~. See E~on C~. Sub~i~ B~ef OuZllning V~d~ Appeal, WA~L ST.
June ~o, x997,
I~o ~five dmag~ would be appropfia~, for ~p[e, h ~e drcums~c~ d~b~
Mat~ew L. W~d, R~ ¢adbbe~ ¢~e ~ine Indicted on ~ha~u ~ Dumping Oil,
~, Dec. ~o, I996, at A~6 (cpa~ ~e ~c~d for "~u~e~ dumpling] w~e oil from five
i~ s~ps for ~ ~d f~ i~ bg boo~ to hide i~
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hensibflity of the defendant’s conduct) have received substantial attention in judicial opinions, others (whether the state should receive a
portion of a punitive damages award) have been considered primarily
in a legislative context, and still others (the status of the plaintiff as a
customer or a third party) apparently have not been addressed in either setting.
A.

Reprehensibili¢y of Conduct

The law requires that a defendant be found to have acted in a reprehensible manner -- in a way that is egregious, malicious, or undertaken with reckless disregard for the rights of others -- before punitive
damages can be imposed on him.a12 If a defendant is found to have so
acted, the degree of his reprehensibility is often treated as a key factor
in determining the level of punitive damages.~13 Indeed, the United
States Supreme Court in Gore observed that this factor is U[p]erhaps
[the] most important" indicium of the reasonableness of a punitive
damages award.114 The reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct
was also one of the factors listed by the Court in Haslip?as
Should reprehensibility per se affect the imposition of punitive
damages, given the goal of deterrence?~6 In this section, we explain

112 S~ I SCHLU~TER £ REDDEH, SUl[~ no~ 74, at ~64 ~ order to r~ve punitive
a pl~fiff m~t show ~at ~e defeatist ~d ~ m~i~, d~ a~u~ or tegM.~; see ~o
s~ v. Gen~ Mo~ Co~., 780 ~2d 566, $7o ~aw. x~9) (no~g ~ punitive d~ges ~e
aw~d~ only when ~e e~ous nature of ~e defend~t’s conduct m~es such a remedy app~
p~a~; B~ho~e v. Hawkeye S~ B~k, 4~ N.W.~d ~8~, ~84 ~owa ]987) ~ sw~d of pu~
nifive d~ag~ ~ approp~a~ wh~ a p~ ~ wi~ ~u~ or ieg~ m~ce.~ (citrons omi~e~;
Nap~ v. ~ele~, B~, ~ll & Bonello, 477 A.~d ~z~4, ~3o ~.J. z9~) ~ w~t a
p~ifive aw~d~ ~e dden~t~s conduct must have been w~nIy ~c~ or m~[~o~.~
~o~ omit~d); Ho~ v. Fu~erson, 699 R2d 608, 6~x ~. ~985) ~nifive d~] may
aw~ded only when ~e conduct of ~e ~ong~er may be s~d ~ be m~o~Iy in~nfion~
~uduI~ approve, or commi~d rec~ly or ~ a w~ton ~d ~ ~e pl~nfi~’
~gh~.~ (quo~g Lou~ v. ~buqu~que Nat’! B~, 4z8 ~d zgz, ~99 ~- ~966) (~m~ qu~
~fion m~ omit~d))).
1~3 See, e.g.~ Grin Oil Co. v. Hobby, 539 So. ~d ~8, ~3 ~ ~989) ~The de~ee of rep~hensibili~ of ~e ddend~t’s conduct ~ould he co~red" when ~de~in~ whe~er ~
aw~ of punifiw d~ag~ ~ exc~ve or in~equa~ ~nd~d in P~fic Mu~ Life ~s.
H~p, 499 ff.S. x, ~ (x99~); N~ v. F~e~ ~. Exch., 58~ R~d 980, 9~ (C~. r978)
¯ a~ ~ong f~m to co~ider in ~g punitive d~ag~ ~ "~e p~cul~ nature of
f~d~s ~ in llgh~ ol ~e whole record; deify, ~fferent ac~ may be of v~ng de~ of
~he~bili~, ~d ~ mo~ reprehe~ble ~e ac~ ~e ~ea~r ~e appropfia~ p~hmenh ~um~g ~ o~er f~ ~e equ~.~; MeNefll v. A~en, ~34 E~d 8~3, 8~o (Colo. C~ App. ~975)
pu~o~ of pun~hm~t ~d de~ence may ~t h~ ~ by ~l~vdy higher or relatively lower
~empl~ d~ag~ acco~g to ~e ~u~ of~e wron~ut conduc~ (~fio~ omit~d};
Chem. Co. v. Surface ~p. ~t’l, ~c., 6~8 R~d x~8, xox~ (~. ~983) ~fing ~ong ~e fac~ ~ co~ider in ~ng punitive d~ag~ ~e nature, ~nh ~d eno~iW of ~e wro~.
~4 B~ of N.~.,~c.v. ~re, ~I6S. C~ ~589, x599 (~996).
115 See ~a no~ ~x3~6 ~ pr~ously no~d, we ~ below ~e si~c~ce of ~e reprehe~ibili~ c~fion
¯ e pun~hment go~ of punitive d~. See in~ pp. 95~53.
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that it generally should not.~z7 However, an important exception to
this conclusion occurs when injurers’ gains do not count in social welfare, which we believe is often the case when injurers act maliciously.1as This exception, we will suggest, only possibly applies to individual defendants, and not to corporate defendants.
As discussed above,1~9 under standard assumptions, the imposition
of damages equal to harm, appropriately multiplied to reflect the
probability of escaping liability, achieves proper deterrence. That
defendant’s conduct can be described as reprehensible is in itself
relevant. Rather, the focus in determining punitive damages should be
on the injurer’s chance of escaping liability.
Making punitive damages depend on reprehensibility will distort
deterrence in two ways. First, excessive damages may be imposed
when reprehensibIe conduct occurs in situations in which an injurer is
virtually certain to be found liable. Suppose that a surgeon, through
extreme negligence, fails to remove a surgical tool from the body of a
patient and that thi~ omission leads to great pain and suffering. If a
high probability exists that the surgeon will be sued and found liable
because of the magnitude of the patient’s harm and the unmistakable
error of the surgeon, extracompensatory damages are neither necessary
nor appropriate. Similarly, consider a newspaper reporter who, out of
reckless disregard for the truth, confuses one firm’s safe product with
another firm’s dangerous product, substantially damaging the former
firm’s business reputation and profitability. Here, too, we might expect that suit and a fmding of liability would be very likely, in which
case extracompensatory damages would be excessive. Thus, even for
cond~zc~ that is reprehensible, ff little chance of escaping liability exists,
compensatory damages alone will achieve appropriate deterrence, and
punitive damages will result in overdeterrence.
One might wonder, though, how overdeterrence of reprehensible
acts can occur, because society evidently has an interest in deterring
such acts completely. To illustrate that overdeterrence still can occur,
consider the example of the surgeon. If the magnitude of damages is
very high, we can imagine that, to reduce the chance of le~ving a surgical tool kn a patient, he might hire another medical professional to
monitor his actions or he might dramatically increase the time he
]I7 For the mo~t part, other commentators who have considered punitive damages in terms of
the deterrence goal have agreed that the reprehensibility of the de£endant’s conduct is not a relevant factor. See, e.g., Dobbs, suF~a note 3, at 860-63; Galligan, supra note 3, at 6a-64.
I Is In their respective discussions of punitive damages, Dorsey Ellis and Robert Cooter also
find that the reprehensibility o1" a defendant’s conduct is relevant to deterrence when injurers’
gains do not count in social welfare -- that is, when their gains are socially illicit. See Cooter,
Economic Analysis, supra note I~, at 86-89; Ellis, supra note ~, at 31-33. For more formal
treatments of illicit utility~ also in the context o[ panitive damages, see SI~AVELL, supra note ~4, at
~46, ~59-6~; Diamond, Efficiency Effects~ sulfa note xz, at 8-~a.
~9 Se~ supra Part EI.
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spends on each operation, Even if such responses would succeed in
preventing the recurrence of this event, they may be at too great a cost,
especially if the likelihood of leaving a surgical tool in a patient is very
low anyway. In other words, it might not be socially worthwhile for
the surgeon to take the measures needed to e]iminate the possibility of
his being extremely negligent. Yet a level of liability in excess of that
given by the damages formula would improperly encourage him to
take these measures.12°
The problem of overdeterrence also can arise in connection with
the reprehensible acts of employees of corporations. Employees obviously cannot be controlled perfectly by a corporation, even though a
corporation can improve its ability to prevent employees from committing reprehensible acts by screening them before hiring them and
monitoring their conduct afterwards. If damages exceed the level determined by the damages formula, however, the corporations may be
led to spend excessively on screening and monitoring efforts in order to
forestall reprehensible behavior?21 This might be true of a newspaper,
for instance, if it faced punitive damages for false reporting because of
extreme negligence, as in our example of the reporter who confused
two firms’ products. In response, the newspaper might assign two reporters to every story even if doing so is not socially worthwhile given
the cost of this practice and the reduction in risk of reprehensible behavior that would be accomplished.
Not only can attention to reprehensibility result in the imposition of
punitive damages that are excessive, but such attention may also lead
to the converse problem: the failure to employ punitive damages when
they are needed for proper deterrence. This problem will occur if an
individual engages in conduct that is harmful, though no~ reprehensible, and he is likely to escape liability. Suppose that a toxic waste disposal truck develops a leak (say, from rust) that results in waste spilling onto a highway at night, when no one is likely to notice it. The
driver of the truck may have performed a proper inspection before deIzo If~ unlike in the example we have been discussing, a reprehensible act is purely intentional,
overdeterrence cannot occur. Suppose a surgeon intentionally left a surgieaI tool in the patienL
(Although this example may seem unbelievable, we tree it to contrast the ¢oncltL~ion in this footnote w~th that in the texL) Threatening the surgeon with punitive damages in addition to compensatory damages would further discourage ~e surgeon from intentionally leaving the surgical
tool in a patient. Overdeterrence could not occur. :But if the surgeon’s act was the result of his
failure to take adequate precautions -- that is, if his act wa~ accidental -- the imposition of punitive damages can Mfect the level of care he exercises. As we explained in the text, this level of
12~ For example, in the illustration of a firm’s screening decision in note 24, above~ if damages
exceed the amount determined by the damages formula, the firm might be led to spend $4000 per
applicant on screening, which would be socially excessive given the assumed benefit from this
level of screening. On the point that the imposition of punitive damages may lead corporations to
spend excessively in order to forestall reprehensible behavior by their employees, see Daniel I:L
Fischel & Alan O. Sykes, Co~pora/e Crime, 25 J. LEGAL STUD. 3X9, 348 (r996).
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parting, and the company may have reasonable maintenance policies.
Although the leak is not caused by anyone’s reprehensible behavior,
substantial extracompensatory damages may be appropriate if the leak
is discovered, to offset the significant likelihood that the injurer would
not be identified and held responsible for the harm.
It is clear from the foregoing discussion that the stress courts place
on reprehensibility of conduct in considering punitive damages cannot
be justified on grounds of deterrence. A minor qualification of this
point is that, as we observed earlier,~22 courts treat attempts by the defendant to conceal wrongdoing as a factor that enhances reprehensibility, and thus the level of punitive damages. This response makes
rough sense because such behavior clearly reduces the probability of
liability. But, as suggested above, the link that courts make between
this behavior and punitive damages is vague in nature.Iz3 We bdieve
that it would be preferable to use evidence of concealment directly to
aid in the determination of the chance that the defendant might have
escaped liability, rather than as a factor in determining reprehensibilFinally, although the reprehensibility of a defendant’s conduct
should not be used per se as a basis for imposing punitive damages to
achieve proper deterrence, such conduct may sometimes provide useful
information about the defendant’s chance of escaping liability. Everything else being equal, the lower the chance of being found liable, the
lower will be an individual’s level of care. Therefore, a low care level
may suggest a low probability of liability~24 and thus a higher leveI of
punitive damages according to our formula.
Let us now turn to the important exception to our general conclusion about reprehensibility, which, as noted above, arises ff injurers’
~zz See supra section
~s See~zpra pp. 89~99o For example, in Green Oil Co. ~. Harr~by, ~;39 So. ~d ~8 (Ala.
because referenee to concealment occurs in the coniext of the reprehensibility criterion, ~ee id. at
~3, it is difficult to infer how such behavior should affect punitive damages. Thi~ difficulty is
partially due to the Green Oil court’s failure to discuss hew the degree of reprehensibility should
affect, the leveI of punitive damages. See id. at ~3-~4. Additionally, Green Oil offers no guido
a~c~ concerning how evidence of concealment should affec~ the degree of reprehensibility~
eluding how much weigh~ concealment sho~d be given in relation to the other factors mentioned
tha~ bear on the degree of reprehensib~ity (such as the duration of the conduc0. S¢e id. Thus,
although Green Oil suggests that conceaiment should be a basis l’or raising the Ievel of punitive
damages, the e~teat to which punitive damages shoald be raised is unclear.
I~4 For example, consider a firm that believes that any pollution that it generates will be very
difficult to detect. Such a firm might not invest in any pollution cen~xol equipment -- and thus
its conduct would be considered reprehensible. In contrast, an etherwis~ identical firm thai
lieves that its pollution will be detected with a high probability weald make reasonable investments in pollution control equipment-- its conduct would not be ~prehensible~ Consequently, if
a court does not have direct information about a firm’s chance of escaping liability~ the court
might be able to infer from a firm’s level of invesLment in pollution control equipment -- that
from whether its conduct was reprehensible or not ~ whether the firm faced a low or high chance
of escaping liability.
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gains are not counted in social welfare. Suppose that a person, out of
spite, punches another individual; his purpose is to cause harm to the
victim. Society might well treat the pleasure the injurer obtains from
this act as socially illicit, not to be counted in social welfare.12s If so,
the act should be deterred completely because it produces no social
gain, only harm. To achieve this goal, damages must exceed the injurer’s utility from committing the act. Because the injurer’s illicit
utility could be greater than the harm suffered by the victim, the level
of damages needed for proper deterrence might be in excess of
harmY~ In other words, punitive damages might be socially desirable
even if there is no chance that the injurer could have escaped liability.
When are the benefits from harmful conduct likely to be considered
socially illicit? We suggest that benefits tend to be treated as illicit
when the injurer’s utility derives from causing harm itself, as when a
person punches another out of spite or defames another to see him suffer. The injurer benefits because the victim suffers harm. Situations
with this characteristic fit under the general rubric of maliciousness
and would be considered reprehensible. Thus, some reprehensible
conduct ~ malicious conduct ~ could give rise to gains that are not
counted in social welfare, in ~ohich case punitive damages may be justified even in the absence of a chance of escaping liability, for the reasons discussed in the previous paragraph.
But many acts that are reprehensible do not seem to be associated
with socially illicit utility; they are not undertaken with malice. Consider a person who drives at 6o miles per hour through a ~esidenfial
area in order to arrive at work on time and causes a fatal accident.
We would call this act reprehensible because of the driver’s wanton
disregard for the safety of others. Yet because the purpose of the act is
not to cause harm, but rather to arrive at work on time, a perfectly legitimate objective, it does not appear that the utility from the act
would be classified as socially illicit. In general, we surmise that reprehensible acts that are not undertaken with the objective of causing
~zS We believe that the notion of socially illicit utility reflects how people often would characterize the utility that individuals derive f~om certain reprehensible acts (such as rape). But
cause no theoretical basis exists for determining which e~tegories of utility are socially illicit, we
are not suggesting below that particular categories of utility are necessarily socially illiciL Which
categories of utility from wrongful conduct axe socially illicit is an empirical question, determined
hy what society wants to count in social welfare. The notion of soclally illicit utility has been considered by some commentators in the context of punitive damages. See sources dted ~pra note
xzS. It also has been mentioned in the economic literature on law enforcement. See, ~.g, George
J. Stifler, The Opgimur~ Enforcemen¢ of Lazes, 78 .]’. POL. ECON. 5z6, S¢7 (~97o).
~6 For example, suppose an individual obtains a utitity gain worth $~ooo to him from maliciously hitting someone in the nose, and that the harm to the victim is equivalent to $5oo (because
$5o0 wouid fully compensate the victim for his pain and medical costs). Then, even ff the injurer
would de~ni~ly be ~oand liable, punitive damages of at least $z5o0 would be required to deter
him. (Clearly, if there is a chance that he can escape liability, the punitive damages amount would
have to be higher.)
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harm, but rather that happen to cause it as a highly likely byproduct,
usually are not associated with socially illicit utility. Thus, for these
kinds of acts, punitive damages should not be imposed unless the injurer has a significant chance of escaping liability -- our usual conclusion.127
Note that because the goal of corporations is to make a profit,
rather than to cause harm to others, their gains presumably do count
in social weffare. Hence, by the foregoing reasoning, if a corporation
engages in conduct labeled as reprehensible, this fact per se should not
affect the level of its daxnages. Ruther, its damages should be based on
the harm it caused and the chance that it might have escaped liability,
with punitive damages awarded only ff the latter chance is significant.
In summary, we believe that the reprehensibility of a defendant’s
conduct generally should not be taken into account for the purpose of
determining optimal damages for deterrence. The notable exception to
this conclusion occurs when the defendant is an individual whose conduct is motivated by malice and whose gains consequently are not included in social weffare.

B.

Wealth of Defendants

The courts often state that a defendant’s financial condition is a
relevant factor in setting a punitive damages award, with the understanding that higher punitive damages may be appropriate for defendants with higher wealth.12s Jury instructions also frequently include
the defendant’s wealth as a factor that jurors may take into account in
determining the level of punitive damages.129 Not surprisingly, plain-

127 ],Ve do not mean to suggest that an injurerts gaJn necessarily counts in social welfare if his
conduct is undertaken without malice. It may well be that the utility from certain types of nonmalicious reprehensible conduct also wonId be treated as socially ilIicit_ Considert for example, a
person who gets pleasure from ~’joyridlngJ’ on city streets (driving on them at high speed for ftm).
Our conclusions regarding the appropriateness of punitive damages for malicious conduct would
apply to any category of conduct in which an ~jurer’s gain does not count in social welfare.
~2s See, ~g., Green 0~I, 539 So. 2d at 222 (~Tbe defendant’s financial position is... a considera~on essential to a post-judg’ment critique of a punitive damages a~vard." (citation omitted)). The
United States Supreme Court endorsed the Green Oil approach of including the defendant’s
nancial position as one factor to considex in determining whether an award of punitive damages is
excessive or inadequate. See PacHic Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. HasIip~ 499 U.S. x, 2~ 099x). Other
state court decisions have endorsed the consideration of wealth in punitive damages assessments.
See, ~g., Heal v. Fmaners Ins. Exch., $8~ E~d 980, 990 (CaL I978) (~Also to be considered is the
wealth of the particular defendant; obviously, the function of deterrence
the wealth of the defendant allows him to absorb the award with little or no discomfortS); Ultimate Chem. Co. v. Surface Transp. Int’], Inc., 658 P.#d tc~38, xo~ (Kan. x983) (stating that among
the factors to consider in assessing punitive damages is the ~defendant’s financial condition°).
]29 ,See, e.g., ARK. MODEL JURY INSTRUUI’IONS § == x7 (West Supp. x99S); CAL, JuRY
INSTRUUrloNs: CIVIL § I4.7x (Sth ed.
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tiffs tend to emphasize this factor when defendants are wealthy, especially when the defendants are large corporations.I~0
Should defendants with greater wealth pay higher punitive damages? Our main conclusion in this section is that, from the perspective
of achieving proper deterrence, a defendant’s wealth generally shouId
not be considered when the defendant is a corporation. We also conclude that the wealth criterion frequently should not be considered
when the defendant is an individual, although we discuss certain circumstances in which an individual’s wealth should be taken into account in imposing punitive damages.~31
We explained above that, if damages equal harm multiplied by a
factor reflecting the chance of escaping liability, defendants, including
corporations, would be induced to take optimal precautions and to
participate in risky activities to the proper extent.~32 It follows from
this basic conclusion that, if damages are raised above the magnitude
given by our formula when corporations are relatively wealthy, those
corporations will be led to take excessive precautions, will undesirably
curtail their activities, and will set prices above the proper level, chilling consumption of their products. In an extreme case, such corporations might even withdraw their products from the marketplace despite the value of the products to society.
An additional point reinforces the conclusion that corporate wealth
should not influence punitive damages: imposing punitive damages on
the basis of corporate wealth effectively imposes a tax on corporate
size and success, thereby discouraging growth and development. This
effect can be important in industries in which liability costs are a significant component of total cost (such as in the pharmaceutical and

t30 For example, in the Exxon Vaidez case, Exxon’s wealth was %irtuahy the exclusive focus of
plainfif£s’ Phase IH [punitive damages] case." In ~e The Exxon Vaidez, No. A89-oogs÷CV, x995
WL 527988, at *7 (D. Alaska Jan. 27, ~995). The evidence of Exxon’s wealth introduced by the
plaintiffs included Exxan’s x99o Annual Report, which claimed that ~*Exxon’s consistentiy strong
earnings performance has enabled the company to achieve and maintain a position of extraordinary financial streng’th and flexibility. For example, over the past ten years, Exxan’s internal cash
generation from operations amounted to more than Sxoo billion." Id. at*8 n.~6.
Isl Our conclusions about punitive damages and wealth are similar to those of other economi=
cally oriented writers on punitive damages. See Abraham & Jeffrles, sup~ Note 3, at 4x5 ("Ym our
view, the defendant’s wealth is irrelevant tn the goal of deterring socially undesirable conduct
.... ~); Chapman & "t~bilcock, ~upra note x~, at 8~4 (~In the case of economic wrongs, the conventionai economic theory of deterrence.., suggests no role for corporate weaith in structuring
an optimal deterrence regime .... " (footnote omitted)); Cooter, Deterrence, supra note x~, at xx77
(stating that the total a_~ets or wealth of the defendant ~is typically inappropriate to deterrence of
economically self-interested decisionmakers°); Gailigan, supr~ note 3, at 65 (°Considering the defendant’s wealth has simply no arficulable efficiency ju~fificaijon.~); Gary T~ Schwartz, Deterrence
and Punlshmen~ in the Common 1~o of Punitive Damages: A Commeng, 56 S. CA~. L. R~v.
x4o (x982) ~’The wealth of the defendant bears no obvious relationship to deterrence goals ....
(internal quotation marks omitted)).
t3~ See ~upr~ Part
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general aviation aircra£t industries).~ss Of course, retarding the natural
growth of corporations can bare adverse consequences, notably, that
society forgoes economies of scale in production and in research and
development. It also may mean that the risk of harm increases, because small firms may not have enough at stake to make it worthwhile
to them to spend a socially proper amount on precautions.
Our discussion of the inappropriateness of taking corporate wealth
into account presumes that ~I1 corporations -- large and small -- will,
if required to pay for the harms they cause, tend to balance correctly
the costs of precautions against the resulting reduction in harm. An
argument sometimes is made, however, that because bigger corporations are more bureaucratic, they will not adequately respond to liability risks unless the damages imposed on them are especially high.
According to this argument, higher damages are needed against large
corporations to attract the attention of senior management.1z4 This
view is mistaken, as we now discuss.
Although large corporations typically have complicated organizational structures, with senior management at some remove from the
level of operations, it does not follow that large corporations will tend
to be insufficiently at~ntive to the reduction of risk. If the cost of a
precaution is less than the damages incurred by not taking it, a large
firm will want someone employed by it to recognize that fact and take
the precaution -- because the firm’s goal is to maximize profits. A
large grocery chain, for example, will want some employee at each of
its stores to inspect that store’s floor after it is mopped in order to ensure that it is safe. The company will delegate this responsibility to an
employee low in the corporate hierarchy, such as an assistant store
manager. That this task does not receive the attention of top management, as it might in the case of a firm consisting of only one or two
grocery stores, does not mean that the task will be neglected or attended to inadequateIy. As long as a corporation -- large or small -expects to have to pay for the harms it causes, it will have a socially
appropriate incentive to reduce the harms,l~s

13~ See zgpm note ~9 (describing industries in which productive activity may have declined as a
result of liability costs).
z~4 Sometimes this view is expressed as a need to send a message to headquarters, Se~, e.g.,
Brownlng-Fevris Indus., Inc. v. Kcico Disposal, Inc., 49~ U.S. ~57, 26x (~989) (~’Ke|co~s attorney
urged the jury to return an award of punitive damages, asking the jurors to ’deliver a message to
Houston IBFI’s headquaxters].’~ (quoting trial tran~ript)).
]ss Although we have just emphasized the point that large corporations will take appropriate
steps to reduce risk through the delegation of risk-reduction r~pousibilities, we are not claiming
that large corporations will necessarily take the ~ame precautions that small ~orporations do.
They may take different precautions -- perhaps greater, perhaps not -- as a result of their differant organizational and deci~ionmaklng structures. But the precautions taken by large co~porations will stilI be socially appropriate because of the basic principle that parties will behave properly ff they are made to pay for the harms their actions cause.
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Now consider the question of the relevance of wealth for the imposition of punitive damages on individuals. Again, the general arguments we made above imply that punitive damages should not depend
on an individual’s, wealth; rather, punitive damages should depend
only on the level of harm and the chance of escaping liability, so that,
applying the damages multiplier formula, expected damages equal
harm.a36 However, two qualifications to this conclusion suggest that
wealth might be relevant in certain circumstances.
The first concerns risk aversion and the unavailability of insurance
against punitive damages. We noted above that if potential injurers
are risk averse and do not have access to liability insurance, appropriate deterrence will be accomplished with a lower level of damages
than if they are risk neutraI,lz7 Further, the more risk averse an individual is, the lower the optimal level of damages. Assuming that poor
individuals are more risk averse than rich ones,x3z the optimal level of
punitive damages will be lower for poorer individuals. Equivalently,
punitive damages should be higher for wealthier individuals. However, even for the wealthiest individuals, punitive damages should not
exceed the level determined by our formula.1~9 The relevance of these
observations, we reiterate, is limited to situations in which insurance
against punitive damages is not available.
The second circumstance in which the level of an individual’s
wealth may be relevant to the calculation of punitive damages is when
the individual’s gain from committing the harmful act is socially illicit.
We explained above that punitive damages may be needed to offset illicit benefits)~° To accomplish this, punitive damages generally will
have to rise" with the wealth of an individual, because the value of
money tends to decline with wealth.1"~ For example, to offset the utility a rich person would obtain from slandering someone he disliked,
we might need to impose $ro,ooo in punitive damages, whereas to deter a person with only modest assets, Szooo in punitive damages might
suffice.

See supra section
pp.
Th~ proposition me~, for ~mple, ~at a poor pe~on would be more aver~ to a 5o%
ch~ce of losing St~ ~mn a ~ pe~on.
S~e ~pra

The expiration for ~ clam ~ ~at ~e berg of ~sk by uninsured ~k-ave~e ~di~dum~ it sodMiy d~irable m reduce ~ from ~e t~el implied by our fo~ulm See pp.
886~7. The, M~ough d~ag~ should rise wi~ weM~ for *e re~o~ j~t d~cu~, ~e high~
i~el of d~ag~ ~ imp~ed on ~e we~t in&~du~, who ~e p~um~
aver~ ~ should still not ex~ed ~e level ¢~led for by our formu]~
See ~ ~cfion ~.A.
That ~e vMu¢ of a do9~ dec~ ~ ~e level of weM~ h a s~d ~ump~on of
e~nomls~ ~eflecfi~ ~e view ~at ~du~ first fulfill ~eir most impor~t nee~
spend on succ~ively I~ im~t ~in~. See, e.g., ~Ycg & RVS~FZLD, ~U~ note
at x44-45.
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We beIieve that the foregoing point underlies the common intuition
that punitive damages should be linked to wealth. However, this point
has a very limited scope, applying only to individuals whose benefit
from causing harm is socially illicit, which we generally associate with
conduct whose goal is to cause harm. Otherwise, the point of the previous paragraph does not apply to individuals. Moreover, the point
does not apply to firms because firms are motivated by profits, rather
than by a desire to cause harm.
.

Potential Harm

In reviewing the appropriateness of a punitive damages award,
some courts have considered not only the harm that has actually occurred, but also the harm that might have occurred -- the potential
harm.142 According to these courts, the higher the potential harm, the
higher the level of punitive damages that can be justified.14z The
United States Supreme Court endorsed this idea in Haslip, as well as
in TXO Production Corp. v. Alliance Resources Corp.~44 Potential
harm also served as a basis for the trim court’s upholding the $$ billion punitive damages verdict in the Exxon Valdez oil spill litigation;
the court noted that, although ix million gallons of oil spilled, another
45 million gallons in the Exxon Valdez could have spilled, making the
potential harm much higher?4s
We conclude, however, that a policy of taking potential harm into
account in the determination of punitive damages is undesirable given
the goal of deterrence. To explain the reasoning behind this conclusion, it will be convenient first to discuss why damages should be
142 See, e.go, Bemer Aviation, Inc. v. Hughes Helicopter, Inc.t 62I F. Supp. 290, 300 (B.D. Pa.
I985), aft’d, 8o~ F.2d 445 (3d Cir. z986) {stating that, in assessing an award of punitive damages,
juries may consider "the potential harm that a defendant’s conduct poses~ Green Oil Co.
Hornsby, 539 So. 2d ~I8, 223 (A]a. x989); Levine v. Knowles, z97 So. ~d 329, 33I (Fla. DIsL
App. ~967) (~The seriousness of the probable result of the defendant’s conduct.., is the yardstick
for determining the advisability of discouraging such behavior in the future, rather than the seriousness of the damage actually caused.~).
143 The first of the ~even Green Oil factors for evaluating punitive damages awards states:
Punitive damages shanld bear a reasonable relationship to the harm that is likely to occur
from the defendant’s conduct as well as to the harm that actually has occurred. If the
tual or likely harm is slight, the damages should be re|a0vely small. If grievous, the damages shoutd be much greater.
G~een Oil, $39 So. 2d at ~23 (quoting Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Lavoie, 5o$ So. 2d IO5O, io62 (Ala.
x987) (Houston, J., concurring specially)),
~44 See Pacific Mut Life Ins. Co. v. Haslip, 499 U.S~ x, 2x--22 (I99i) (endorsing the Green Oil
factor~); ~ee ~so TXO Prod. Corp. v. Alliance Resources Corp., $09 U.S. 443, 460 (~993) (~It is
appropriate to consider the magnitude of the potential harm that the defendant’s conduct would
have caused ..... .~).
14s "The evidence established that the Exxon Vatdez spilled xxOoo,~ gallons of crude oil, al~
proximately one-fifth of its cargo. I-hd the remaining 45,000,000 gallons of oil spilled, the disaster
and harm would have been many times g’reater.~ In ~e The ]~on Valdez~ No. A89--oO95oCV,
x99~ WL 5~7988, at *6 (D. Alaska ~an. 27, ~99~).
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based on actual rather than potential harm when there is no chance of
escaping liability and the issue of punitive damages does not arise.
Consider an example in which an injurer’s act will result in either a
low or high level of harm, and the injurer does not know in advance
which level will occur. Let the two levels of harm be $~ million and $5
million, which occur with equal probability. This example raises the
issue of potential harm because, when a $~ million harm occurs, the
harm could have been $5 million. Note that the injurer’s act entails an
expected harm of $3 million (= (.5 x $~ million) + (.5 x $5 million)). To
achieve proper deterrence, therefore, the injurer’s expected damages
should equal $3 million.
Given our assumption that injurers will be found liable when they
cause harm, observe that deterrence lvill be optimal if damages are always set equal to actual harm. For when an injurer engages in the
harmful activity, he will expect to have to pay Sx million in damages
half of the time and $5 million in damages half of the time. Hence, his
average damage payment will be $3 million or, stated differently, the
expected value of his damage payment is $3 million (= (.5 x Sx million)
+ (.5 × $5 million))- As noted in the previous paragraph, this amount
is what is needed for proper deterrence.
Nevertheless, if actual harm turns out to be low, one might wonder
why basing damages on actual harm does not result in inadequate deterrence. In our example, if the harm is $~ million and the injurer is
made to pay this amount, he will be paying relatively little compared
to the $5 million harm that his act might have caused. (The difference
between actual harm and potential harm could be much greater -- indeed, a person may act very dangerously but cause no harm, and thus
pay no damages, if damages are based on actual harm.) The reason
that inadequate deterrence is not a problem, however, should be apparent: when a potential injurer chooses whether to engage in a harmful act, he does not k~ow what the harm -- and therefore what his
damages -- will be. The injurer in our example cannot predict
whether his damages will be $~ million or $5 million. Consequently,
he will decide whether to commit the harmful act on the basis of having to pay the average or expected damage amount, which is $3 million. It would be a mistake, therefore, to think that he will be inadequately deterred if the actual harm in a particular case turns out to be
$I million, and he has to pay only this amount. The possibility that
the harm and his damages might have been $5 million also will influence his behavior, in an appropriate way.
Now suppose that, instead of basing damages solely on actual
harm, courts take potential harm into account by raising damages
when the actual harm is unusually low -- because it could have been
much higher -- but do not lower damages when the actual harm is
high. (Such an interpretation of how courts use the potential harm
factor in practice is plausible, at least in the context of punitive dam-
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ages.’46) The point we want to emphasize is that such a policy imparts
a systematic upward bias to the level of damages and results in injurers bearing damages in excess of actual harm. Suppose that damages
in the example are raised to $3 million when the actual harm is $x
million -- on the ground that the former amount is the average harm
-- but that damages are not lowered when the actual harm is $5 milIion. Then the injurer will pay on average $4 million ($3 million half
of the time and $5 million half of the time), even though the average
harm is $3 million. Making injurers pay damages in excess of harm
will have the undesirable consequences associated with overdeterrence
that we have discussed previously.
Potential harm could be taken into account in another way, however, that would not cause damages to exceed harm systematically.
Specifically, suppose that damages are set equal to the average, or expected, harm regardless of whether the actual harm is below or above
this amount. Thus, in the example, damages would be set equal to $3
million regardless of whether the actual harm is $~ million or $5 million. In effect, this policy recognizes both that, when actual harm is
low, it could have been higher, and that, when actual harm is high, it
could have been lower. Such a policy would result in proper deterfence because the injurer will be paying on average for the harm he
causes: each time he commits the harmful act he pays $3 million and
causes, on average, harm of $3 million. Whether this policy would be
employed in practice is questionable, however. One might be skeptical
that, when the actual harm is high, juries and courts would reduce
damages because the harm might have been lower.~.7
Even if a policy of basing damages on average or expected harm
were applied consistently, a strong argument exists, based on administrative considerations, for relying solely on actual harm. For the
courts to be able to calculate expected harm, they would have to determine each level of harm that could have occurred and its probability of occurrence. Such amounts ordinarily would be far more difficult
to establish than the harm that actually did occur.148 Additionally, the
more open-ended scope of inquiry into expected harm seems likely to
lead to more disputes between the parties, for it is easier to disagree
146 For example, Judge Holland observed that more oil might have spi!Ied from the Exxon Valde~, see su]~ra note ~45, but he did not mention the possibility that less might have spilled.
147 To illustrate, imagine the response to the Union Carbide Company if, in the Bhopal disaster
in which 4,too people were killed and thousands of others were injured, see Kenneth J. Cooper,
Slur~ SyJrawl in Shadow ofBho#al Ga~ Leak, WASH. POST, June 27, r996, at Axg, Union Carbide
had argued that damagv.s should he reduced because a gas leak of the kind that occurred ordinarily would be expected to kilI and injure a much smaller number of people. See at~o supra note
~46 (discussing retated issues in the Exxon Valdez case).
14s In some cases, however, it might be e~ier to calculate expected or average harm than the
particular harm in the case at hand. For example, it might be e~ier to determine the average
value of the contents of a house that burned down than to a~certaln the actual value of the contents (because much of the contents may have been consumed in the fire).
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about what might have happened, and the odds of it happening, than
about what actually did happen. These observations suggest that the
courts wilI bear greater administrative expense, and the parties will
bear greater litigation costs, if the goal is to calculate expected harm
rather than to ascertain onIy the actual harm in the instant case.149
To summarize, there are two reasons that potential harm generally
should not be taken into account in determining damages. First, we
envision that the potential harm factor would be used in practice to
raise damages when harm is low but not to lower damages when harm
is high, thus causing overdeterrence. Second, even if potential harm
were considered in the theoretically correct way -- by always setting
damages equal to average or expected iharm -- such a policy would
require an inquiry into what might have occurred, and is therefore
likely to increase the public and private costs of resolving legal disputes.~o
As noted at the beginning of this section, we assumed for simplicity
that the injurer is definitely found liable. The arguments for basing
damages on actual harm rather than on potential harm or expected
harm are essentially the same if the injurer might escape liability. The
discussion then would be framed in terms of a comparison between actual harm, appropriately increased to make up for the chance of escaping liability, and potential harm or expected harm, also so increased. Our point about courts’ tendencies to apply the potential
harm factor in a way that leads to overdeterrence still holds, as does
the point about the greater administrative complexity of determining
expected harm. Thus, when the injurer has a significant chance of escaping liability, and punitive damages therefore are needed to achieve
proper deterrence, such damages generally should be an appropriate
multiple of actual harm, not of expected harm or potential harm. In
punitive damages law, potential harm usually should be ignored.

149 This conclusion also would apply if courts attempt to take potential harm into account in
some other, tess sophisticated, way than by calculating the expected harm.
150 We have discussed what ~ve believe to be the main arguments bearing on the desirability of
taking potential harm into account in calculating damages, but there are other considerations,
some of which reinforce our conclusions and some of which do not. Among these additional
points, we note t\vo. The first po’mt~ xvhich supports our conclusion, is that if daraages are based
on potential harm rather than on actual harm, the incenlive to limit actual harm will be dulled.
For example, an oil company would have less incentive to cur~ the leakage of oil from a
grounded tanker if damages are based on the total amount of oil in the vessel rather than on the
amount that actually leaks. The second point, which favors basing punitive damages on potential
harm, is that such a policy can reduce the dilution of incentives because of the judgment-proof
problem. Specifically, because consideration of potential harm in determining damages means
that parties will pay larger amounts than otherwise when actual harm is low, their not being able
to pay higher damages when actual harm is high (because of the judgment-proof problem) will
tend to be counteracted.
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Gain of Defendants

When punitive damages are imposed, their level is sometimes influenced by application of the principle that the defendant should not
gain from his wrongful conduct.1sl If setting damages equal to harm

would not remove the defendant’s gain, the argument is that damages
should include a sufficient punitive component to offset his gain. The

notion that the defendant’s gain should be a factor in calculating punitive damages was endorsed by the United States Supreme Court in
Does it make sense in terms of deterrence to ensure that the defendant’s gain is disgorged, or shouId damages be based solely on harm
(abstracting from the issue of the chance of escaping liabilitylsa)? We
conclude in this section that setting damages equal to harm generally
results in proper deterrence even when the harm is less than the defendant’s gain; a policy of removing the defendant’s gain may result in
overdeterrence. An exception arises, however, when the defendant’s
gain is socially illicit, in which case extracting the defendant’s gain is
desirable.1s4

The question whether punitive damages should be imposed to remove the defendant’s gain arises only when his gain exceeds the victim’s harm (other~vise, compensatory damages would eliminate the
gain). One situation in which gain could exceed harm is when the
lSl The third G~,eeu Oil factor states: "If the wrongful conduct was profitable to the defendant,
the punitive damage~ should remove the profit and should be in excess of the profit, so that the
defendant recognizes a inss." Green Oil Co. vo Hornsby, 539 So. 2d 2x8, 223 (Ala. I989) (quoting
Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Lavoie, $05 So. 2d IO5O, lO62 (Ala. z987) (Houston, J., concurring)) (internal
quotation marks omitted); see a/so Estate of Har~z v. Nelson, 437 NAV.2d 749, 755-56 (Minn. Ct.
App. ~989) (noting that, under MINN. STAr. § 549.2o (~994), punitive damages should be measured, in part, by "the profitability of the miscunduct tu the det’endant~); T~ndall v. Konitz Con°
tracfing, Inc., 783 P.2d I376, x382-83 (Mont. x989) (noting that, under MONT. COD~ A~. § ~7-~a:~ I(7)(b){iv) (~997), the awarder of punitive damages must consider "the profitability of the defandant’s wrongdning, if appIicabIe~).
Is2 See Pacific Mut. Life Ins. Coo v. Haslip, 499 U.S. I, 2I-a~ (z99I) (citing favorably the third
Green Oil factor).
lss The arguments that we make in this section do not depend on whether a defendant might
escape liability. See infra note X6L Thus, for convenience, we assume here that defendants never
escape Iiability.
Is4 Although there has been some scholarly discussion regarding whether to base liability on
harm or gala, the points developed in this literature differ from the points that we present here.
Our focus, as the reader will see, is on a measure of damages equal to the greater of gain or harm.
Previous literature studies the measure of damages equal to the gain and compares it to the measure of damages equal to the harm. See Richard S. Graner, Jusl Punishment and Adequale Deterfence for Organizational Misconduct: Scaling Economic Penalties Under the New Corporate Sen°
~enclug Guidelines, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 225, 234-66 (x992~, Jeffrey S. Parker, C~,imlnal Sentencing
Poli¢y firr Organizations: The Uni~ng Approach of Optimal Penalties, ~6 A~. CRI~i. L. R~v. 5~3~
552-8~ (x989); A. Mitchell Palinsky & Steven Shave]l, Should Liability Be Based on the Harm to
the Victim or the Gain to the Injurer?, ro J. L. ECON. & OR6.4a7 (I994); Donald Wittman, Liability for Harm or Restitution for Benefit?, x3 J. LEGAL STUD. 57 (I984); Donald Wittman,
Should Com#ensa~ion B~ Based un Cas~s orBenefi~s?, 5 IN’r~L REV. LAW & ECO~L I73 (I985),
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level of harm is uncertain and, by chance, turns out to be low -- and
less than the injurer’s gain.~ss Such a situation could occur even
though the expected harm exceeds the gain. For example, suppose that
a firm would save $xoo,ooo, and thus wouId gain that amount, by not
purchasing a safety device; that the expected harm from failing to purchase the device is $~ million; but that only $~o,ooo in harm occurs.
Here the funn’s $ioo,ooo gain exceeds the unusually low harm of
$10,000,

Using this example, we first want to show that basing damages on
harm ~vill accomplish proper deterrence even though the defendant’s
gain exceeds the harm: at the time the firm decides whether to buy the
$1oo,ooo s~ety device, it does not know what the harm will be. If
damages always are set equal to harm and the expected harm is Sz
million, then the firm’s expected damages will be Sx million, which of
course will induce it to spend Szoo,ooo on the safety device. It is not
necessary to impose punitive damages just because the harm turns out
to be unusuatly low and below the injurer’s gain. (Note that the point
of this paragraph is analogous to the point we made above about potent.ial harm.*s6)
If the standard policy of imposing damages equa.1 to harm appropriately deters, is there a disadvantage of imposing higher damages -namely, to remove the defendant’s gain -- when gain turns out to exceed harm? The answer is in the affirmative because overdeterrence
may result. Specifically, if damages are set equal to harm when the
harm exceeds the injurer’s gain, but damages are set equal to gain
when gain exceeds harm, then expected damages will exceed the expected harm, resulting in the usual problems of excessive liability.
If damages are set so as to remove gains, an additional reason that
overdeterrence may result is that the basis for measuring the injurer’s
gains might be interpreted too expansively. In the example above, the
firm’s gains might be construed to be its profits from the entire line of
activity that gave rise to the accident (say, the profits from manufacturing automobiles at a particular plant), rather than just the saving
from not taking the particular precaution (say, not purchasing a
$~oo,ooo instrument to test the integrity of the automobiles’ brakes).
If gains are erroneously measured in this way, a policy of setting damages equal to gain will be even more likely to result in excessive Iiabil-

ity.

lSS If both harm and gain were cetialn, it would be unlikely that the gain would exceed the
harm in a punitive damages case: if the gain is known to exceed the harm, the act would likely be
regarded as socially desirable, or at least not one ca~llng for imposition of punitive damage~.
Hence, we here consider the posslbiIity that haxra is uncemda~ and below that gain is uncertain.
1_<6 3 e ~ section rlT.C.
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Another circumstance in which a defendant’s gain might exceed the
victim’s harm is when the level of gain is uncertain*sT and, by happenstance, turns out to be high even though the expected gain is low and
less tha~x harm.lss For example, suppose that the cost of re-engineering
arz assembly line to make production safer ordinarily is $200,000, but
unforeseen complications could raise the cost to $8oo,ooo. If the assembly line is modified, haxm of $~oo, ooo will be avoided. Thus, although the expected gain from forgoing the safety improvements is less
than the $5oo,ooo harm,1s9 the actual gain could be $800,0oo and
greater than the harm. The analysis of this situation is similar to that
when the uncertainty concerned harm; again, it can be shown that setring damage~ equal to harm will create appropriate deterrence and
that imposing punitive damages to remove injurers’ gains will tend to
result in overdeterrence.
Finallg consider the possibility that the injurer’s gain is socially iIlicit, as when a person act~ out of malice. We noted above that it is
desirable to deter an injurer whose gain is illicit even ff his gain exceeds the victim’s harm, and that such a goal implies that punitive
damages may be needed to offset the injurer’s gain?~° Thus, in the
case of sodally illicit utility, the notion of using punitive damages to
ensure that the defendant’s gain is removed is justifiable with respect
to the goal of deterrence. As we also observed previously, this justification for removing the defendant’s gain does not apply to individuals
acting non-maliciously or to co~porations.
In sum, then, removing the defendant’s gain is potentially appropriate and necessary only when the defendant is an individual who
acted maliciously and obtained a socia~ly illicit gain. Otherwise, the
usual policy of setting damages equal to harm is desirable for achieving deterrence, and imposing damages so as to remove gains will tend
to cause overdeterrence.~6~

1$7 For simplicity; we a~ume now that harm is certain.
,ss If the expected gain exceeded the harm, imposition of punitive damage~ would be unlikely.
Is9 This statement will be true if the $2oo,ooo cost of re-engineerlng the assembly line is more
likely than the $8~o~ooo cost, which is what we mean by saying that the cost ordinarily is the

lower amount. For then the expected cost will be less than $~;oo,o0o, which is equivalent to saying that t.he expected galn from not re-engineering the a~sembly line is less than $Soo,ooo.
160 .See supr~ section IILA.
~6~ We suggested above in note ~53 that the arguments in this section apply without substantial
modification to situations in which defendants might escape liability. To illustrate, consider the
initial point that imposing damages equal to harm, whatever its magnitude, will cause expected
damages to equal expected harm. The analogue of this point when defendants can escape liability
is that impos’mg damages according to our muItiplier formula will result in expected damages
equal to expected harm, essentially for the reasons given in the text.
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Litigation Costs
Several courts have suggested that the plaintiff’s litigation costs
should be a factor in the determination of punitive damages,162 and, as
noted previously, some have stated that such costs should be included
as a component of punitive damages in order to encourage victims to
sue injurers,l~s
Should litigation costs bear on the calculation of punitive damages
to achieve proper deterrence? Our answer in this section emphasizes
two poin~s. The first is that litigation costs may cause the probability
of suit to be low and thus justify a punitive damages award according
to the damage formula presented earlier.’64 The second point is that
punitive damages generally should not be augmented for the purpose
of inducing suits that otherwise might not be brought because of the
cost of litigation. Raising the probability of suit is usually unnecessary
to achieve proper deterrence, and encouraging suits has the disadvantage of increasing the litigation costs borne by society. ~[ndeed, we argue that a policy adopted in many states of d~co~zplir~g punitive damages -- giving the plaintiff only a fraction of the punitive damages
paid by the defendant, with the remainder going to the state -- may
be desirable because it can reduce the volume of litigation without
compromising deterrence.
The first point, that litigation costs may be relevant to the calculation of punitive damages because they influence the probability of suit,
and therefore the chance of escaping liability, is one that we have
made previously.~6 We observed that~ if litigation costs are.significant
relative to the expected gain from suit, the probability of suit may be
low, and this fact may justify imposing punitive damages on the injurer. For example, we suggested that in the circumstances of
litigation costs may have led to a low likelihood of suit because the
16~ Sees e.g., Ultimate Chem. Co. v. Surface ’~ansp. Int’l, Inc., 658 Rsd ~voS, xo~2 (Kan. ~983)
(~A jury may also consider ... the probable litigation expenses.’~; Fischer v. Johns-lkianville
Corp.~ 5~ A.~d 466, 48~ (N.]’. ~986) (explaining that ~the plaintiff’s litigation expenses~ is a factor
to be considered in determining the size of a punitive damages award).
~tfi3 S~ s~tpra note 78.
z~ A number of articles on the economics of litigation axe relevant to the conclusions that we
reach in this section. On the general topic of how to structure the legal system given that litigation is costly, see A. Mitchell Polinsky & Yeon-Kao Che, Decout~ling Liability: Optlrfzal
for Care artd Litigation, ~ RAND ~. ECON. 56~ (~99~); A. Mitehelt Polinsky & Daniel L. Rubinfold, The Welfare ~rm9llcatlor~ of Costly Litigatitm for the Level of Liabillty, I7
xSx (~988); Steven Shavell, The Fundamental Diwrg~ce Between the Private and the Social Megive To Use the Legal System, s6 ]’. L~AL STUD. 575 (~997) [hereinafter Shavetl, Di~rgence]; Steyen Shavell~ The Social Versus gfrz Private Incentive To Bri~tg S~it i~ a Costly Legal
L£GAL S’l’r.~. 333 (]982). Se~ a/so Friedman, s~/rra note ~ (suggest.hag that punitive damages
may beneficially lower litigation costs by discouraging harmful behavior); Kahan & Tackman,
supra note x~ (addressing specifically the decoupling of punitive damage~).
~6 See suD’a section ILB.
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harm to the plaintiff was found to be only $4ooo. However, in other
circumstances, like those in the Exxon Valdez case, litigation costs are
likely to be insignificant in relation to the expected gain from suit, so
that the probability of suit may be presumed to be very high. Then,
consideration of litigation costs does not provide a basis for imposing
punitive damages.
Note that when punitive damages are justified because of litigation
costs, they should not necessarily be set equal to litigation costs.
Proper punitive damages are determined by the multiplier formula,
which calls for a level of punitive damages that generally differs from
litigation costs. For instance, suppose harm is $zo,ooo and the plaintiff’s litigation costs are $5ooo and lead to a twenty-five percent likelihood of suit. Then total damages should be four times the harm, or
$4o,ooo, and punitive damages should be $3o,ooo, not the $5o0o
amount of litigation costs.
Let us now turn to our second point. Because the punitive damages formula is designed to achieve appropriate deterrence when suit
does not always occur, it is not necessary to raise punitive damages
awards for the specific purpose of raising the probability of suit (provided that at least some suits are brought).~6~ If suit occurs only half
of the time because of the discouraging effect of litigation costs, total
damages according to our formula would be twice the harm, and deterrence will be appropriate; there is no need to increase punitive
damages to make suit occur more frequently. Moreover, encouraging
lawsuits would increase social costs. Obviously, the greater the number of suits, the higher the legal costs borne by the parties and the administrative costs borne by the court system.16s Raising damages to
induce suits also will cause parties to spend more litigating each
suit.~6~ Thus, awarding punitive damages to spur suit is socially undesirable, other things being equal
167 If no suits are brought~ deterrence obviously cannot he achieved. But if a positive prol~
ability of suit exists, deterrence will be optimal it damages are set according to our formula.
There axe two reasons, however, that the probability of suit should not be too low, or equivalenflyt
that the level of punilive damages implied by our formula should not be too high. One reason is
that high damages impose risk, which lowers sodal welfare to the extent that parties are risk
averse. See generally A. Mitchell PolLnsky & Steven ShavelI, The Optimal 21,adeoff Between the
Probabilily and Magnitude of Fines, 69 AM. ECON. REV. 88o~ 884-85 (~979) (demonstrating that
risk aversion may make moderate sanctions optimal). The other reason is that high damages
might exceed the assets of injurers, rendering the damages ineffective as a deterrent. Assuming
that the likelihood of suit is great enough so that neither of these reasons is important~ our point is
that the~e is no need for it to be higher in order to accomplish proper deterrence.
~s Indeed, because litigation is testy, the full social harm due to an accident is the direct harm
plus the costs associated with use of the legal system. Hence, for the injurer to have correct incenfives, he should, in principle, pay damages equal to the direct harm plus these additional costs.
See Shavall, Divergence, supr~ note z65, at $8g. As noted pwvioasly~ we have ignored this refmeraent in the text for simplicity. See supra note
169 This intuitively plausible proposition has been confirmed in re_search undertaken by scholars at the Institute for Civil Justice at the RAND Corporation. Se¢ J~E$ S. KAKAL~K, PATKtCIA
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The tendency of higher damage awards to increase litigation costs
lends appeal to the policy of decoupling punitive damages. As noted
above, under this policy, the plaintiff is awarded only a part of the punitive damages judgment paid by the defendant, with the remainder
going to the state,zT° Decoupling mitigates the propensity of punitive
damages awards to encourage unnecessary litigation, but does not dilute deterrence because defendants’ damage payments are un~ffected.~7~
Several states have adopted statutes that decouple punitive damages?72 For example, in Iowa, twenty-five percent of the punitive
damages amount paid by the defendant in certain circumstances is
given to the plaintiff, and in Kansas, fifty percent is given to the plaintiff?73 For the reasons stated in the previous paragraph, decoupling
schemes of this sort are beneficial.
In summary, the main justification for considering litigation costs is
in connection with estimating the chance that a defendant might have
escaped liability because he would not be sued. Punitive damages
should be awarded to make up for the chance of escaping liability for
this reason, but not as a generai matter to encourage the bringing of
lawsuits. Decoupling punitive damages may allow proper deterrence
to be achieved without inducing needless litigation.
F.

Related Private Litigation

A defendant sometimes may be the subject of multiple suits because he engages in the same type of harmful conduct repeatedly, or
because he commits a single act that injures many individuals. The
circumstances of Gore exempKfy the former possibility: a car manufacturer that engages in the practice of repainting damaged cars and
selling them as new may be sued by different purchasers of these cars.
A case involving t_he dumping of toxic waste that infdtrates an aquifer
illustrates the latter possibility: the dumping, a single act, may give rise

VA~TION ~ ~B~OS L~GA~ON CO~O~ ~ E~ 8~I ~S~t~te for Ci~
J~sfice, ~ Corp., ~o. R-3z3¢-ICJ, z984).
z~0 ~en we ~ ~e ~ "de.up.g," we presume ~at ~e defender pa~ more
p!~n~f receive, ev~ ~ough, ~ a lo~c~ mawr, ~e p~fiff court be aw~ded more
ddend~t
~7~ Because some of~e d~ p~d by defend~ go ~ ~e s~, pl~’ incenfiv~ m sue
will l~en. How~er~ ~e punitive d~a~ ~ount de~ by o~ fo~ula ~ automafi~ly ~e to refl~t ~y de~e~ in ~e p~oba~ili~ of sui~ ~us, &e ~ec~d ~ag~ b~e by
de~end~ x~il not dec~ne if our fo~u~ for punitive d~ag~ ~ applied.
~ Se~ ge~er~y B~ of N. Am, ~c. ~. Gore, a~6 S. C~ aS89~ x6~9 app. (x996) (Gi~burg, J.~
~fing) ~fing s~ pro~i~s ~at ~o~ a po~on of punitive d~ag~
agenci~). ~ou~ ~e s~tu~ ~at d~c~be ~ ~afi~n ~gem~ do not
~decoupling," ~is ~ ~ employ~ ~ some of ~e economic li~ratum ~g
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to suits by many different parties who have been harmed. When there
have been prior judgments against a defendant for the same conduct,
the United States Supreme Court has endorsed the notion that these
judgments should be taken into account in mitigation of a punitive
damages award against the defendant.1~4
In this section, we discuss the application of our punitive damages
formula when multiple plaintiffs bring suits against the same defendant, and we observe that the formula’s implications generally comport with the view that punitive damages should be lowered in the
light of other private judgments against a defendant. We also note
that multiple punitive damages claims against a defendant for the
same or related conduct may result in his paying for more than the
harm he caused, and we discuss a mechanism -- punitive damages
crow accounts -- that can be used to address this problem.
Let us first consider the proper level of punitive damages when
multiple suits may be brought because of repeated harmful conduct, as
in Gore. Whether prior suits have been brought may be relevant in
sessing the probability of suit, and thus in determining the punitive
damages multiplier. :If few (or no) suits have been brought even
though harm had occurred in the past, that fact suggests that the likelihood of suit is low, implying that the multiplier should be high.
Conversely, if a large number of prior suits have occurred, the usual
inference would be that the likelihood of suit is significant, and therefore the multiplier should be low. Note that these points mean that
punitive damages in a particular case should be mitigated on the basis
of the number of prior suits.17s
That few (or no) suits have been brought prior to the instant case
does not necessarily mean, however, that there will be a paucity of liti]~4 The seventh Gre¢~z Oil factor states: ~If there have been other civil actions against the same
defendant, based on the same conduct, this should be taken into account in mitigation of the punltire damages award." Green Oil Co. v. Horr~by, $39 So. ~d 2x8, ~24 (Ala. ~989) (quoting Aetna
Life Ins~ Co. v. Lavoie, 5o~; So. ~d Io~0, ~o6~ (A]~_ x987) (Houston, J., concurring speciai~y). The
United States Supreme Court endorsed the Green Oil test in Hasfip. Se~ Pacific Mut. Life Ins,
Co. v. Hasilp, 499 U.So ~, 2~ (x99~). This factor ~ echoed in the Restatement:
Another factor that may affect the amount of punitive damages is the existence of multiple
claims by numerous persons affected by the wrongdoer’s conduct. It seems appropriate to
take into consideration both the punitive damages that have been awarded in prior suits
and those that may be granted in the future, with greater weight being given to the prior
mvards.
REST~.TE~NT (SECOND) OF TOP.T~ § 908 cmL e (~979). However, when the harm that origio
nares from the defendant’s conduct is repetitive, as in Gore, it is not clear whether prior jndgments against the defendant would he taken into account..gee BMW o~ N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, z ~6
S. Ct_ ~89, ~6o7 (I996) (Breyer, ~’., concurring) (noting that the existence ot’ prior actions was not
a factor in
~z$ It is not just the number of prior suits that matters to the punitive damages multiplier in a
case. The magnitude of the awa_~ in prior suits matters as well The higher the prior awards~
everything else being equaI, the lower punitive damages should be in the case in question, because
the goal of deterrence is to make the injurer’s payments equal to the total harm.
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gation in the future. For example, publicity about the current suit may
engender future suits, or an award of punitive damages in the current
suit may stimulate litigation.
Because of the difficulty of predicting the amount of future litigation, courts might mistakenly believe that relatively few suits will be
brought, and therefore perceive a greater need for punitive damages
than is appropriate. (Although courts also could incorrectly expect
that many suits will occur in the future, this error does not give rise to
the problem we are about to discuss?76) If such a mistake occurs, a
defendant may be made to pay more than the harm that he caused.
For example, in circumstances like those in Gore, suppose that the
court in which the first case is fded believes that only ten percent of
similarly harmed car purchasers will sue in the future. The punitive
damages formula then would imply that the court should impose total
damages on the manufacturer equal to ten times the current plaintiff’s
harm. If, however, the truth is that much more than ten percent of the
other victims will eventually bring suit, the car manufacturer may ultimately pay for more than the harm that it has caused, because of the
excessive initial award of punitive damages.
A way to avoid the problem of excessive damages when there are
multiple suits is to use escro~ accounts for punitive damages. IJnder
this approach, the defendant would pay punitive damages into an escrow account rather than immediately to the plaintiff.~7 If, over time,
more plaintiffs bring suits than the court had anticipated, the damage
awards to the plaintiffs can be f’manced from the escrow account
rather than charged to the defendant. In this way, the defendant will
not be made to pay more in total damages than the harm done. If, at
some natural termination date,~7~ funds remain in the escrow account,
they can be distributed to plaintiffs whose punitive damages awards
had been placed in escrow.~79
Finaily, let us turn briefly to the situation in which muItiple suits
arise because the defendant has committed a single harmful act that
injured many individuals (as in the example involving the dumping of
176 If courts overestimate the likelihood of suit in the futur% punitive damages will be lower
than they shouid be in the case at hand. This problem can be corrected, however, by raising puni*
tire damages in future cases. See infr~ note x79.
177 See Margaxet I. Lyle, I’4"ote, Mas~ Tor~ Claims and the Corporate Torlfea.tor: Bankruptcy Reo~g~znization and I.,egizt~ive Cor~pe~saHon V~sus ~h~ Cornmon-La~v To~ System, 6~ TEX. L.
RI~v. x~97, ~349 n-25o (~983) (suggast~ng that ~. court might order "an equitable stay on collection
of a punitive damage award for anumber of years if it seems likely that the collection o~ too many
of these awards early in the litigation of a mass tort might deprive later plaintiffs of compensatory
damages~).
17s For exampIe, a termination date might be the expiration of the statute of limitations period
for the bringing of suits.
179 CongerseIy~ if the fund~ in the escrow account are exhausted before the termination date, a
defendant could be made to pay additional punitive darnages so that his total payments over time
to the escrow account equal the total harm cause&
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toxic waste). Here, our points are analogous to those discussed above.
Again, whether prior suits have been brought may be relevant to
evaluating the probability of suit: a greater number of prior suits
should raise the estimated likelihood of suit, reduce the punitive damages multiplier, and thereby lead a court to impose lower punitive
damages. Similarly, an escrow account for punitive damages can be
used to avoid imposing excessive damages on the defendant.
G. Related Public Penalties
Another question of interest is whether public penalties that may
be imposed for the type of wrongful conduct at issue in a private suit
should affect the determination of punitive damages in that suit.
Courts have answered this question in two ways. First, some have
stated that punitive damages should be reduced to reflect any public
penalties that the defendant has paid for the same conduct.~a° Second,
the United States Supreme Court has argued in Gore that the level of
punitive damages should reflect the level of public penalties that could
be imposed for comparable misconduct -- the higher the possible public sanctions, the higher punitive damages should be.~sl
How do these positions relate to our conclusions about punitive
damages and deterrence? In this section we observe that the view that
courts should reduce punitive damages if the defendant has already
paid public sanctions has a straightforward justification. However, we

~8o The sixth Green Oil factor states: "If criminal sanctions have been imposed on the defendant
for his conduct, this should be taken into account in mitigation of the punitive damages award,~
Green Oil Co. v. Hornsby, 539 So. ~d. ~rg, s:t3-:~4 (Ala. x989) (quoting Aetna Life Ins. Co, v. Lavole, $05 So. sd xoSo, ro6~ (Ala. z987) (Houston, J., concurring specially)). The United States Supreme Court has endorsed the use of this factor. See Pacific NIut. Life Ins. Co. v. Hasllp, 499 U.S,
t~ In Sore, the Court expressed this as follows: °Comparing the punitive damages award and
the civil or ctiminal pena!iies that could be imposed for comparable misconduct provides a third
indicium of excessiveness.° BMW urN. Am., Inc. v. (lore, xx6
Lower courts have applied thls standard. For example, in Lee ~. Edarords, xox K3d 8o$ (~d
Cir. ~996)~ the court found that punitive damages of $2oo~ooo awarded by the jury in a § xgg3
claim were excessive. S¢e id. at St3. In reducing the award to $75~ooo Of plaintiff agreed to remitfitnr), the court noted the plaintiff’s assertion that the defendant’s conduct "could have exposed him to a charge of making a false statement~; if convicted, the defendant"would have faced
imprisonment o~ up to one year and/or a fine of up to $~,ooo.~ ld. at 8xx. The court noted thai.
although imprisonment is "a serious sa~ctlon, .... the maximum t’me of $~,ooo glve~ little warning
that the offense could entail a $~oo,~x~ clvil a~vard.~ Id. The award of $~5,ooo was justified in
part because the defendant was a police olficer ~d therefore on "~otice as to the gravity of misconduct under color of his offidal authority.~ ld. Also, in Manag~raent
Ha~vklns, Ash, Bap~ie & Co., 557 N.W.~d 67 (Wis. ~996), involving the unauthorized copying and
use of computer software, the court reduced a punitive damages award from $x.75 million to
$65o,ooo. See i& at 83. As part of its Sore analysis, the court noted that the defundant~s wrongdoing resulted in damages of $65~ooo to the plaintiff, and that ~the potential criminal penalty for
copying computer programs i~ the damage is greater than $~,~oo is a fine not exceeding
Id. at 8~--83.
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suggest that the view taken in Gore, that potential public penalties
should serve as a benchmark for punitive damages, is problematic.
To begin, there is an obvious basis for subtracting any public penalfies already incurred by the defendant from the level of punitive
damages that otherwise would be appropriate: such a policy is necessary to ensure that the defendmzt’s total payment is the proper amount
for the purpose of deterrence. As the reader knows, the defendant’s
total payment should be such that his expected payment equals the
harm done. Ii punitive damages are not reduced from the amount implied by our formula to reflect public penalties borne by the defendant,
the defendant’s combined private and public payments .would result in
his expected payments exceeding the harm done.~2
Now consider the use of public penalties as a benchmark for setring punitive damages, as suggested in Gore. This role for public penalties makes sense only if their level conveys information relevant to
determining the proper amount of punitive damages. The question
naturally arises, therefore, whether the level of public penalties implies
something about, among other things, the chance of escaping liability.
Ostensibly, the answer is yes. For example, suppose that significant
public penalties are imposed on restaurants for food poisoning because
food poisoning often will not lead to suit. A court reviewing a punitive
damages judgment in a case against a restaurant for food poisoning
might use this information about the likelihood of suit, inferred from
the magnitude of the public penalties, to justify the award.~z
Nevertheless, we are skeptical whether the i~ormation that generally can be inferred from public penalties will be x(ery useful, given the
information that courts already will have about a case. In the course
of a trial, a court will typically obtaln information particular to that
case about the defendant’s likelihood of escaping liability. For example, a court might learn whether it would be easy to link harm from
food poisoning to the defendant’s restaurant (the type of poisoning
ls~ This statement presumes for simplicity that the outcomes of the private and the public suits
are identical -- they either both succeed or they both f~Lii. Otherwise, the proper ad~us~raent of
the amount implied by our formula does not necessarily involve simply subtracting the amount
paid as a public penalty. To illustrate, consider the following cxample~ Suppose that the harra
suffered by the victim is $Svvo and that the injurer has a xo% ch~mce of being found liable as a
result of a private suit. Suppose also that the government will impose a $~ooo fine on the injurer
with certainty. (It is not e_ssential to this example that the fine is certain, only that it is imposed
with a higher probability than the private plaintiff’s probability of prevailing against the defendant.) Let A be the amount awarded to the private plaintiff if he prevails, with A set such that
the defendant’s combined expected public and private payments equal the harm caused. In other
words, A is set such that Sxooa + .IA = $$o00. Solving for A yields $4o,00~ as the proper private
award. If instead our formula were applied and the public penalty were simply subtracted from
the amount implied by our formula, the private award would be $49,o00: the $5o,ooo award implied by our formula (ffi $5ooo/.1), less the Saoao public penalty.
]sa The po’mt of this paragraph -- that public penalties can serve as useful guidelines for the
setting of punitive damages- is discussed hy Cootcr, Det~fence, cited above in note ~±, at a~79-
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may or may not make identification straightforward), or whether the
magnitude of the harm from the poisoning would be sufficient to induce suit (the poisoning may or may not result in expensive hospitalization and substantial lost wages). In contrast, the information implicit in public sanctions for food poisoning reflects, one presumes,
only the average likelihood of liability over the range of cases of food
poisoning.
Further difficulties are involved in inferring useful information
from the level of public penalties. Such penalties are influenced in
part by political factors -- interest group pressures, logrolling, and the
like. Consequently, courts would find it hard to determine in any precise way what legislators thought about the likelihood of escaping liability when they set the level of public sanctions. Another complication is that public penalties may themselves be influenced by the
possibility of punitive damages awards in private suits: public penalties might be low precisely because legislators believed that punitive
damages awards would create effective deterrence. If the courts then
constrain such awards on the ground that public penalties for comparable conduct are low, deterrence will tend to be inadequate, because
of a kind of circularity -- the legislature relying on the courts and the
courts relying on the !egislature.Xa~ Because of the possibility of such
circularity, the information that courts infer from the level of public
penalties may be misleading.
For the foregoing reasons, we believe that courts generally should
not use public sanctions as a benchmark in setting punitive damages.
Such sanctions should be used, however, as an offset: any public penalties paid for the same conduct at issue in a private suit should reduce
the magnitude of punitive damages calculated according to our formula~
H.

Tax Treatment of Punitive Damages

If a defendant bears punitive damages as a result of his engaging in
some business or other income-earning activity, he generally can deduct such damages from taxable income, just as he can deduct compensatory damages in those circumstauces,i~s But neither punitive nor
compensatory damages are deductible if they are incurred as a result
of the defendant’s engaging in a non-business or personal activity.186
Is4 A different type of circularity could result in excessive deterrence. Suppose the legislature
sets public penalties at high level~ because it expect~ inadequate use of punitive damage_~. If the
courts then impese sub~tautJal punitive dam~es becau~ public penalties are high~ deterrence
could be excessive.
lss See ~ STU~.~T M. S~IS~R, CX-~AR~ F. KaAUSE & AX~P~ W. GA~S, T~ AM£PA~A~
LAW OF TORTS § 8:64, at 297 (Supp. ~997); ROBEP.T ’iV. WOOD, TAXATIOI~I OF DAMa~.GE AWARDS
~86 See WOOD, su/rr~ note x85, ¶ 6.6, at 6-3I.
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We explain here that these policies are desirable, given the goal of
creating appropriate deterrence.1~7 In the business context, the essence
of the argument for the deductibility of punitive damages is that, were
they not deductible, overdeterrence would result because the punitive
damages component of liability would be more sigaaificant than it
should be. Conversely, in the non-business or personal context, if punitive damages were deductible, underdeterrence would result,l~g
To see why damages should be deductible in a business context,
consider a simple exampIe in which a harm of $~o,ooo can be prevented by taking a precaution. It is socially desirable that the precaution is taken only if it costs less than $~o,ooo. We first will show that
if the injurer always will be sued and have to pay $~o,ooo in compensatory damages, precautions will be taken precisely when they should
be ff the damage payment is deductible. Suppose that the precaution
costs $8ovo and it is not taken. Then the defendant will pay damages
of $Io,ooo, and ff these are deductible at, say, a forty percent tax rate,
the defendant will bear after-tax damages of $6000. If the defendant
does take the precaution, he pays $8000 for it, but because this is a deductible expense, the after-tax cost of the precaution is $48ov. Hence,
he will take the precaution. Alternatively, if the precaution costs more
than $Io,ooo, the defendant is better off paying damages of $~o,ooo
and deducting this amount than spending more on the precaution.
Thus, the defendant will act optimally.
To put the point differently, because the defendant is able to deduct
all of his expenses, whether damages or precautions, he will want to
act so as to minimize his after-tax costs and thus will choose the precaution if and only ff its cost after taxes is less than the damages the
defendant would bear after taxes. Because the tax rate is the same
whether applied to deducting precaution costs or damages, the defendant’s behavior is equivalent to his choosing the precaution if and only
ff its cost is less than the damages (putting tax considerations aside),
which is the behavior that is desired.
If damages were not deductible, a business actor might take precautions even when they cost more than the harm. Consider a firm in
a forty percent tax bracket that is deciding whether to take a precaution that costs $I5,ovo and would prevent a harm of Sxo,oo~. The
tg7 Because o~r focus is on properly deterring poten~d injurers, we do not consider the tax
treatmentofptei~iffs°~eceip~sofpunifivedaraagesa~wards. However, whether punitive damages
are taxable income to the recipient may ~fffect a pl~intiff~s incentive to sue. In this indirect way~
the tax treatment of the receipt of punitive daraages might affect deterrence.
Iss See I.P.L. Png & Eric M~ Zolt, l~ffi~ien~ Dete~,ence and ~ke Tax T~ea~raen~ of Mm:etary
Sanct£on~, 9 INT’L RJSV. L. & ECON. 209, ~o9 (x989) (noting the different possible ~ treatments
of monetary sanctions and arguing that, to avoid overdeterrence, monetary sanctions should be
deductible or the amount of the sanction should be adjusted to account for the offender’s tax
rate); Eric M. Zolt’ De~vrrencv Fia Taxo2ion: A ~i|ical Analysis of Tax P~nal~y P~’ovi~ions, 37
UCLA L. l~v. 343~ 364-68 (t989) (expanding on the analysis presented in the Png & Zoit article).
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firm will take the precaution if damages are not deductible: the aftertax cost of the precaution is $9ooo, which is less than the after-tax cost
of non-deductible compensatory damages, $Io,ooo. This decision is
socially undesirable because the cost to society of the precaution is
$z5,ooo, while the benefit to society is
The reason that the fn’m is led to take a socially wasteful precaution is that damages are not deductible, but the precaution cost is, so
that the effective cost of the damages to the firm is heightened. Indeed, with a tax rate of forty percent, damages appear to be one-andtwo-thirds as important to eliminate as they would be if they were deductible, meaning that the firm would be wiIling to spend up to
$z6,667 to eliminate a $~o,ooo harm.18~
The explanation that we have provided for the desirability of allowing compensatory damages to be deducted in a business context
applies equally to punitive damages. Punitive damages are just another form of damages that are intended to make the expected damages of injurers equal to the harm they cause. If punitive damages
were not deductible, but precaution costs were, overdeterrence would
result for essentially the same reason as that discussed above: the nondeductibility of punitive damages would make causing harm more
costly to business actors than expenditures to prevent harm, so that
such actors would be induced to spend too much to reduce harm.1~°
zs9 To demonstrate ~his poinh let C be ~he cost of the precaution, H the harm, and T the tax
rate. gdeally, the precaution should be taken if C < H. If both the precaution cost and damages
are deductible, the firm will take the precaution if (1 - Y)C < (1 - ir)H, which is equivalent to ¢
H. But if damages are not deductible, the firm wilI take the precaution if (1 - Y)C < H, which is
equivalent to C < H/(1 - ir). Thus, if H -~ Sxo,ooo and T = ~ the firm would be willing to spend
up fo Sxo,ooo/(1 - .4) = $~6,667 to eliminate the harm. In other words~ for every dollar of hann~
the firm would be induced to spend up to $1t(1 - -4) = $L6~ to ellmlna~e iL Hence, damages appear te be one-and-two-thirds more important to diminate than they would be if they were
ductible.
Note that the logic of our discussion in the text implies that, if damages were not deductible
but were reduced approprlately~ the firm could be induced to take optimal precautions. If the tax
rate is 4o% and the harm is $~o,ooo, reducing damages to $6ooo and not allowlng damages to be
deductible would be equivalent to keeping damages at Sxo, ooo but allowing their deductibi|ity.
Reducing damages by the precise amount that would be necessary ~o avoid distortions is functlonaily equivalent to allowing deductibility. But a policy og allowing dsductibility may be preferable on administrative grounds because it obviates the need to determine the defendant’s marginal tax bracket in order to calculate damages properly.
190 For instance, in the example that we considered in which the harm is Sro,ooo, suppose that
the defendant is caught one time out of three, so that a third of the time he pays $3o~coo~ consisting of $~o, coo in compensatory damages and $~o,ooo in punitive damages. J~ the punitive damages component is not deductible and the defendant is in a 40% tax bracket, his after-tax liability
cost it" a judgment is rendered against him is $z6,ooo (the sum of an after-tax cost of $6o0o assoclated with the compensatory damages component and an after-tax cost of $~o,ooo associated with
the punitive damages component). Because there is a one-third chance that he will bear this
amount, his expected v.fter-tax liability cost is $8667 (that is, Sz6,ooo divided by ~). Because his
precaution expenditures are deductible and he is in a 40% tax brackeh he would be willing
spend up to one-and-two-thirds of this amount in order to avoid this liability cost. In other
words, he would be willing to spend up to $~4~45 (= ~513) g $8667). But the harm is only
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The import3~ce of allowing punitive damages to be deductible in a
business context may be substantial because the tax rate for corporations and other business actors is relatively high. As we noted, at a tax
rate of forty percent,ag~ if damages were not deductible, a potential injurer might be induced to spend up to one-and-two-thirds the harm to
prevent it.19z Thus, if the deductibility of punitive damages in a business setting were disallowed, significant overdeterrence could result.
The explanation for why punitive damages should not be deductible in a non-business or personal context is the converse of that for
why they should be deductible in a business context. In a nonbusiness or persona] setting, the cost of precautions is not deductible.
Hence, if punitive damages also are not deductible, a potential injurer
will properly balance the cost of precautions against the reduction in
harm from taking the precaution. If punitive damages were deductible, a potential injurer would not give sufficient weight to the reduction in harm from taking precautions, resulting in underdeterrence.

L

Insurability of Punitive Damages

Policies regarding the insurability of punitive damages vary among
states. 1V£ost states allow punitive damages to be covered by liability
insurance, but some do not.~°a
Sxo,ooo, so many instances could arise in which he wilt be induced to spend substantially raore
than $~u,ooo in order to avoid imposing a harm of Sxo~ooo -- a socially wasteful outcome caused
by the non-deductibility of punitive damages.
19x Under the federal tax code, taxable corporate income in excess of $75,000, but not in excess
of Sxn million, is taxed at a 34% rate. See 26 U.S.C. § ti(b)(i)(C) (I994). Taxable corporate income in excess of$~o miIlion is taxed ata 35% rate. See id. § i~(b)(i)(D). The use of a 40% tax
rate as an illustration in the text is reasonable in light of the additional state income taxes that
corporations often have to pay. See, e.g., CAL~ REV. & TAX. Cov~ § ~3~5I(e) (West Supp. ~997)
(8.84% of net income for I99? and beyond); 35 ILL. CO~X~. STAT. 512oI0a)(7), (d) (Wast ~996) (7-3%
o[net income); N.¥. TAx LAW § ¯ xo.ffa) (McKinney I986 & Supp. I997)(9% of net income).
’~ The explanation for why the injurer would be induced to spend up to one-and-two-thirds of
the harm now is complicated by the fact that the fraction of total damages that is accounted for
by punitive damages -- and therefore the portion of total damages that is nut deductible ~
pends on the chance of escaping liability. In note ago, above~ we showed that, if the chance of
catching the injurer is one in three, he would be induced to spend $I4~445 in order to prevent a
harm of Sap,pop -- that is, x.44 times the harm. By similar logic, it can be demonstrated that if
the chance of detection is sufficiently small -- so that nearly all of the damages paid by the injurer are punitive damages and not deductible -- the injurer will be induced to spend up to x
times the harm to prevent it.
~9~ A ma~ority of jurisdictions follow the approach exemplified in £azenby ~ Un~ve~a~
~titer~ l~asurance o., 383 $.W.~d ~ (Tenn. x964), under which punitive damages are insurable.
See id. at ~; see a/~o Ellis, nuFra note I~, at 7z (noting that most, though not all, courts have held
that punitive damages axe insurable). In general, however, insureds cannot indemnify themselves
against punitive damages assessed for intentional misconduct. See, ~g., Harreil v. Travelers
dem. Co., ~67 P.~t zox3, Iox7-~9 (Or. x977) (en bane). A minority of jurisdictions follow t.he approach taken in Northwestern Na~’! Cos. C¢. v. McN~l~y, 3o7 F.~d 43~ (~th Cir. x96~), under
which insurance coverage of punitive damages is disallowed because it would violate public policy (on the ground that such coverage would permit wrongdoers to escape punishment and also
wouId compromise deterrence). See id. at 44~- Even these jurisdictions, however, generally allow
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Should punitive damages be insurable? The basic answer to this
question is yes, although we qualify this conclusion below. The reason
that it is generally desirable to allow insurance for punitive damages is
best understood by recognizing that punitive damages are, according
to our theory, a way to make defendants pay for the harm they do
when they have a chance of escaping liability. Thus, the question
whether punitive damages should be insurable is essentially the same
as the question whether compensatory damages should be insurable.194
Of course, compensatory damages are insurable, but what reason
can be given for allowing them to be? Consider this question when liability is strict and harm is entirely monetary. In this case, allowing
the purchase of liability insurance is socia~ly desirabIe. Liability iusurance raises the well-being of potential injurers, which is why they
choose to buy it, and the availability of such insurance does not affect
the welfare of victims, who will be fully compensated anyway. Even if
the purchase of liability insurance causes injurers to take less care and
thereby increases the frequency of accidents, victims will not be
letted because they are fully compensated.~gs
However, ff losses are nonmonetary, victims might not be fully
compensated, or ff the negligence rule applies, might not be compensated at alI.~96 Consequently, their welfare would be adversely affected if liability insurance leads to an increase in the frequency of
cidents. Nevertheless, it can be shown that such insurance often is
socially desirable even then, because the value of the insurance to insureds may exceed the Ioss of welfare to victims.~97 Further, the victims’ losses are mitigated because liability insurers have a financial incentive to structure coverage and premiums to control risks. For
example, insurers may make insurance premiums depend on an ininsurance coverage of punitive damages in cases of x,icarious liability. See, e.g., Ohio Cas. Ins, Co.
v. Welt’are Fin. Co., 7S F.~d 58, 59-60 (8th Cir. ~934). For further discussion of the insurability of
punitive damages, and summaries of ~he relevant law among the states, see generally ROB£RT G,
¯~CH!~OERB~ ]~CHARD L. BLATT~ ROBERT ~ HAM~_,SFAHR & Low S. NUGENT,
DAMAGES: A GUIDE TO THE J.~SURABK.Vr~ OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES ~i~ THE UI~TED STATES
AND ~TS TERR~TORLES 3~-46~ 6~--3og (:~98g); ~ $CHLUET£I~ & REDDEN~ cited above in

§ ~7.~, at ~33-47; ~ S~z~o~’ER, KgAUSE & G~.~S, cited above in note ~85~ § g:54, at
]94 For economically oriented discussion of the question of the social desirability of liability insurance for punitive damages, see Chapman & Trebilcock, cited above in note x~, at
Cooter, Deterrence, cited above in note x~, at ~8~-85; Ellis, cited above in note ~ at 7~-76; and
Priest, It~surabili~y, cited above in note Iz, at ~o~ ~-~4~gs The argument in this paragraph is based on Shavell, cited above in note 4~, which first forreally analyzed the social desirability of liability insurance. See a~o SHAVE’.L, supra note ~4~ at
¯ o6-~7 (extending the argument). These references showy that, in the standard model of accidenL%
both injurers ~d victims will be made better off if the sale of liability insurance is permitted.
1~ Victims might not be fully compensated if their losses ar~ nonmonetary because, among
other reasons, full coml~nsalJon may be impossible (for instance, if the Io~s is of a person’s life).
Victims may not be compen_~ated at all under the negligence rule because the injurer may not
have be~n negligent_
197 See SHAVELL, ~pra note x4, at
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sured’s history of claims, may only offer partial coverage, or may require that the insured take cert~,i~ steps to reduce risks. As a result,
the purchase of liability insurance may not significantly reduce the insured’s incentives to exercise precautions.
Moreover, if liability insurance were disallowed, not only would the
well-being of potential injurers decrease, but such injurers also might
forgo engaging iu some socially beneficial activities that pose liability
risks. For example, surgeons might refuse to perform certain operations, or general-aviation aircraft companies might cease making
planes. Even when services and products continue to be offered,
prices would rise to cover the liability risks that such providers would
now have to bear directly, and the resulting price increase generally
would exceed that which would have resulted from the purchase of liability insurance.19s Both of these consequences of disallowing liabiIity insurance -- the possible withdrawal from certain activities and the
increased price of other activities -- hurt consumers of the affected
products and services. This consideration lends support to the case for
allowing the sale of liability insurance.
A major complication in the preceding discussion concerning the
desirability of liability insurance arises from the judgment-proof problem.199 I.f injurers can avoid having to pay for some of the harm they
cause because their assets are limited, they will have a reduced incentive both to take precautions and to moderate their participation in
risky activities. (In the extreme case, an injurer with no assets would
have no liability-related incentive to reduce risks.) Depending on insurers’ ability to control insureds, the sale of liability insurance could
either worsen or ameliorate this problem. If insurers are substantially
unable to control the risky behavior of insureds because insurers cannot easily observe insureds’ risk-taking behavior and link policy features, such as premium rates, to insureds’ behavior, liability insurance
would tend to exacerbate the judgment-proof problem. It might then
be beneficial to forbid the sale of such insurance. Conversely, if insurers can relatively easily observe and control the behavior of insureds,
liabiIity insurance could lessen the judgment-proof problem. For inl~s To illustrate, suppose that a risk-avers~ firm with direct production costs of $2o per unit
purchases liability insurance whose premium equals the expected damages of Szo per unit of the
product sold. Ia a competitive environment, the price of the product will equaI $30, including the
$~o liability insurance ¢os~- ~ff the firm cannot purchase liab’dity insurance, the price it charges
must not only compensate it for the Sso in expected damages it bears directly~ but also for being
subject to risk -- something it do~ not llke, being risk averse. Thus, the price of the product
would have to exceed $3o for the firm to be willing to ~eli it.
199 Before discussing this complication, we want to observe that a conimon view is that, if there
is a chance that injurers will be unable to pay £or harm~ liability insurance is socially desirable
because it enhances the ability of victims to collect damages from injurers. We do not consider
this reason for liability insurance to be a strong one; as we have noted previnualy~ we believe that
first-party insurance is a superior way to provide compensation to victims because it is administratively cheaper than the tort system. Se~ ~upra note ~5.
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stance, insurers might require that a restaurant install fire extinguishers and a sprinkler system to reduce fire risks. In this case, not only
might it be desirable to allow the sale of liability insurance, but it
might even be beneficial to require its purchase.2°°
We have now explained that, with some qualifications, it is generally desirable to allow potential injurers to purchase liability insurance
for compensatory damages. Because punitive damages, by our formula, substitute for compensatory damages when injurers can escape
liability, essentially the same arguments support the conclusion that it
is generally desirable also to allow the sale of insurance for punitive
damages, as the majority of states already do.
Third Party Versus Consumer Victims
Our analysis of punitive damages has assumed implicitly that the
parties harmed by the injurer are "third parties" -- that is, parties who
have no market or contractual relationship with the defendant. Such

was the case, for example, with respect to the fishermen and Alaskan
natives whose livelihood was affected by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. In

many situations, however, the victims are customers of the defendant,
as in Gore, in which the plaintiff was a purchaser of a car made by the

defendant,to’
When determining punitive damages, courts devote little attention

to whether the plaintiff was a third party or a consumer.2°z The list of
factors in Haslip, for example, does not include this distinction, nor
does any other similar list or authoritative source of which we are
a,ware. 203
zoo The conchtsions of this paragraph are based on an economic anaiysis of the judgment-proof
problem and irmurance in Steven Shavell, The Judgraent Proof Problem, 6 IrCT’L Rgv. LAW &
ECOr¢. 45 (r986), which is distilled in SHAVELL, cited above in note I4, at 240-43.
2ol See BM%V of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, rz6 S. CL x589, x593 (Z996); see also Sears, Roebuck &
Co. v. Harris, 630 So. ~d xoxS, io22 (Ala. I994) (customer harmed from self-installed gas water
heater); Moore v. Jewel Tea Co., :~53 N.F..~d 636, 639 (’ill App. CL ~969) (customer harmed when
unopened can of drain dea~er exploded), off’d, ,63 N.E.ad Io3 (IlI. i97o); Leibeek v. McDonald’s
Corp., No. CV-93-=4x9 (N.M. Di~t. Ct. t994) (customer burned by hot coffee).
zo2 This difference is not emphasized, for exaraple, in any of the major United States Supreme
Court c~es on punitive damages. See Gore~ xx6 S. Ct. at ~589; Honda Motor Co. v. Oberg,
O.S. 4x5 (x994); TXO Prod. Corp. v. Alliance Resources Corp., 509 U.S. 443 (~993); Pacific Mut,
Life Ins. Co. v. I-Iaslip, 499 U.S. r (t99t); Browning-Ferris L~dus. of VI., Inc. v. Kelco Disposal,
Inc., 492 U.S. ~57 (r989). The Gore Court, however, mentioned the market relationship between
the plaintiff m-~d the defendant as a factor that would lessen the need for Mfirmative disclosure
requirements "because the self-interest of those involved in the automobile trade in developing
and maintaining the goodwill of their customers will motivate them to make voluntary disclosures
or to refrain from selling cars that do not comply with stir-imposed standards." Gore~ ~x6 S. Ct,
at x596.
20~ The Restatement (Second) of Torts does not mention this distinction explicitly, nor do commentators..~ RF.STAT~NT (SECOND) OF TORTS §§ ~O~-~o9 (I977)1 JAkIES D. GHIARDI
JOIt~ J. KIRCHER, PU~rx’lvI~ DAbIA~ES LAW AND PRACTICE (1985)~ SCHLUETER & REDDEN,
~upra note 74. This distinction is also absent from cases that provide factors for the jury to consider in determining the amotmt of punitive damages. See, e.g., Estate of Hartz v. Nelson, 437
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However, the status of victims as third parties or consumers is important to consider, for when victims are consumers, the need for punitive damages is lessened. The reason is that, when individuals might
be harmed by the products (or services) they buy, producers will tend
to be concerned that customers may not be willing to pay as much for
the products or that they may stop purchasing the products altogether.
Given that producers have this market-based incentive to be attentive
to the risk of harm to their customers, the need for liability in general,
and for punitive damages in particular, to control their behavior is
minished.~ Obviously, this market mechanism cannot operate if the
victims are not customers of the defendant -- that is, if they axe third
parties.2os
The extent to which market forces reduce the need for liability as a
deterrent depends on how much customers know about product or
service hazards. In some circumstances, customers wilI not be able to
discipline firms effectively because of their Iack of knowledge of such
risks,z°6 Because travelers probably would not know much about the
chance of suffering food poisoning from eating at a family-owned restaurant at a turnpike stop, the restaurant would not be likely to fear
loss of clientele if food poisoning were to occur. Thus, the threat of liability, including punitive damages, might be desirable to induce the
restaurant to reduce this risk2o~
In many settings, however, consumer information about the dangers of products and services is relatively good2~s This may be be-

N.W,~d 749, 7S5-~J6 (Minn. Ct. App. z989); Fischer v. Johns-Manville Corp., ~zz A.~d 466, 48~82 (N.J. xgs6).
z04 To the extent that liability is unnecessary to promote product sRfety, imposing liability
would be redundant and the costs associated with litigation would be socially wasteful.
z0S Craswell discusses the role of damages muIfipliers in market relationships, although he does
not emphasize the point that we do -- that producers have a market-based incentive to be attentive to the risk of harm to their customers..q~ Cruswell, yupra note
~6 For the view that consumers are not well informed about product risks, see Howard Latin,
"Good" WarMugs, Bad Prod~ucts, and Cogniti~ Limitations, 4~ UCLA L. R~v. ~ ~93, ~34 (~994).
Latin argues that knowledge of ~the great majority of product risks cannot be available to product users." I£
z07 Daughety and Relnganum study the role of punitive damages in reducing product risks
when consumers do not hnve direct information about the risks. See Daughety & Relnganum,
Prod~ct~ Liability, supra note ~21Daughety & Reinganum, Set~ement, ~upra note ~.
~ $e~ Pa~cia M. Da~zon, Comments on Landes ~-,~d Poster:. A Positi~ Economic A~.ly~ of
Produc~ L~itity, ~4 3. LEGAL STLm. 569, 57~ (~985) (arguing that the c~st of obtaining information about product hazards could be low in many circumstances and that the value of such informarion is high for consumer goods that ~re purchased repeatedly, durable consumer goods, and
producer goods); Alan Schwartz, Proposal~ for P~oducts Li~biti~y Reform: A Theoretical Syntl~si.~ 97 YALE L~. 353, 38o (I988) (arguing that "evidence drawn from surveys and actual market
behavior more strongiy supports the view that consumers are informed than the view that they
are ignarant~). Even if consumer information about the risks of products and services is not
widespread, markets may work reasonably welt if a sufficiently large fraction of the population of
potential consumers is wel!-informed. Se~ Alan Schwartz & Louis L WiIde, l~ervening in Mar-
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cause the risks have a fairly obvious character, because they have been
publicized by the media,2o9 or because the customers are repeat purchasers and have learned about them from experience. In such circumstances, the threat of liability would be relatively unimportant in
controlling risk. Indeed, if consumer information about risk were perfect, liability to improve product safety would be unnecessary: consumers would reduce their willingness to pay for a firm’s product or
service by precisely the ~mount of the expected harm to ~vhich the
product or service exposed them, which in turn would cause firms to
invest in any cost-justified precautions.
Our conclusion, therefore, is that in deciding on punitive damages,
courts should take into account whether the victims are third parties
or customers and, if the latter, whether market forces are likely to lead
sellers to reduce risk properly. A skeptical approach to imposing punitive damages should be adopted when consumers are relatively wellinformed about the risk of the seller’s product or service,zl°
K.

Br~ach of Contrac~

Although we have been discussing the imposition of punitive damages in situations governed by tort law, punitive damages sometimes
can be levied in contractuaI disputes as well.zn Indeed, there seems to
be an increasing tendency to employ such damages in this contextzlz
-- for example, in employment termination and insurance litigation31’
We will explain that the award of punitive damages sometimes can
promote the interests of contracting parties -- when a non-performing
l~s on lhe B~si.~ of lrt:perfect Inform~tlon: A ~g~ and Economl¢ A~lysis, ~27 U. PA. L. ~V.
630, 637-39 (z979).
209 For ex~ple, we would ~ct pmble~ wi~ automobile, ~ in G~e, see ~pra p. 9ox,
come to ~e at~n~on of co~ume~ ~ro~h stofi~ in ne~Oape~, evaluafio~
p~, ~d ~e ~ke.
2~o A simit~ cond~on applies when ~e ~cfi~ of acciden~ a~ emptoye~,
~me~. To ~e de~e ~at emol~ ~e aw~e of workplace fis~, ~ will imls/on higher
wa~ (or seek emplo~ent e~ewhere). The, m~ke~ torc~ will ~d to induce employers to inc~e workp~ce ~e~ ~en ~ ~e absence of fiabili~.
2xx Al~oa~ p~ifiw dmag~ ~i~onflly ~e ao[ awned in contract c~es, exceptions of~n
~ made when ~e w~n~ul conduct ~ ~so consider~ to be a torU S~e I SCHLUET~R
~DD~N, ~ no~ 74, ~ 7.~ a~ 37z, ~ 7.3(A), at 377212 Seg id. ~ 7.0, at 369 ("[O]ver ~e I~t ~enV ~a~, ~e cou~ have broken down ~e tradifionM docent b~e~ betw~ con~c~ ~d ~r~. The r~uIt ~ a ~owing
¯ e generfl ~l~ ~d a ~o~ng rendition of punitive d~ag~ wi~in ~e law of contr~.~; see
~o ~k P~nin~on, Punlti~e Da~g~ for Bre~h of Control: A U~ Sample flora th~ Dgais~o~ of ~ha ~t T~n Years, 4z ~m L. ~v. 3x, 4~o (~989) (noting dep~ur~ from the ~adifionfl role ~t awning puni~ve d~ag~ for breach of contact); John A. Seber¢, Jr.,
ti~e and Nonpe~n~ Da~g~ in A~ti~ B~ed upon Contr~t: Toward A~hleving ~he Objective
of FuR C~pa~ation, 33 UCLA L. ~v. x565, x6~4~ 0986) (noting a ~end toward allo~vi~
p~ifive d~ag~ in contact ~).
2~3 S~e * SC~V~R& ~, su~ no~ 74, ~ ~3.3~), a~ xt8 (~scu~ng punitive d~ages
~ ~e emplo~ent contex0; id. ~ xT.3(A), a~ ~47-49, ~ ~Td(A), a[ 266 (~scusfing punitive dam-
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party has a chance of escaping detection and liability. However, such
circumstances do not give .rise to the imposition of punitive damages in
contract cases in practice, with the result that the interests of contracting parties may be harmed by actual punitive damages policy.~!4
Parties would benefit from the imposition of punitive damages
when such damages are necessary to induce the promisor to perform
adequately?is For example, consider a company that contracts with a
city to replace its burned-out streetlights. Suppose that the company
would have to pay punitive damages of $2oo, in addition to compensatory damages of $5o, if the city discovers that a light was not replaced
in a timely manner (say, one week after burning out). The reason we
can imagine that the parties would want punitive damages in this
situation is that they both recognize that the city will not discover
most of the lights that burn out and that are not repaired on a timely
basis. They realize that setting total damages for breach in excess of
the loss from breach wil! give the repair company a stronger and more
appropriate motive to search for and replace burned-out streetlights
than would compensatory damages alone. Because the city will be
willing to pay more to the company for its better service, both parties
to the contract can benefit from imposition of punitive damages,a~6
2i4 Several commentators have discussed the gener~fl economic role of punitive damages in
breach of contract disputes. See, e.~, Daniel A. Farber, Re~s~ing the-Economi~ Efficiency of
Compensatory Damages for Breach of Co~trac~, 66 VA. L. Rgv. ~443 (I98o); Barry Perlstein,
Crossing the Co~ac~-To~ Boundary: A~ HconorM¢ Argum~n~ for tke lmpo~i~io~ of ~x~omp~
~ Dodges for ~po~un~li~ Break ~ ~o~t, 58 B~O0~ L. ~v. 877 099~); AI~
S~w~, Th~ M~¢h Th~ Prom~e~ P~f~ $u~al~ R~mdi~: An A~ys~ of Contr~tingfor D~age Memos, IOO YAL~ L.J. 369, 37~7z, 395~o5 (x990).
2xs The ~ment ~at we ~e about ~ m~e, ~at p~ m~ht benefit ~am imposition of punitive ~ag~, ~o me~ ~ ~ey m~t benefit f~m including a ~en~W clause in ~r con~¢t -- ~at is, ~ ~acom~to~ level of ~a~ for breach. ~ practice, however, provisions de~l~g ~e d~ag~ p~d ~ ~e event o£ brea~ ~ Uqulda~ d~age da~ ~ ~e not
enforced by cau~ if ~ ~e de~ined ~ ~c~d compe~ ~ag~.
~gco~) or Co~ ~ 356 (~979) (storing ~at a fiquida~ d~ag~ da~e ~!1 be ~forced
if ~e con~et sp~ "~ mount ~at h re~onable in ~e fight of ~e ~ficipa~d or
¢a~ed by ~ bre~h ~d ~e ~fficulfi~ of pr~f of l~s,~ but "In] ~ ~g unre~onably ~ge
liqui~d d~a~ is unenfor~able on ~oun~ of public pdi~ ~
~ ~-VxS(x) (x996) (~lowing ~or tiqui~d dmag~ prov~ioas but rende~g ~em void if unreasonably
216 To illust,, suppose ~a~ (~ e~h light ~fill de~i~ly f~! at some time during
¯ e v~ue to ~e dW of timely repot of a ~ght ~ $5o; (c) ~e cost to ~e con~ac~r of ~ufing
fime~ repot ~ $2~; (d) ~e cost to ~e con~ac~r of l~-~ely repots ~ $5 (~e con~aetor
d~ nat have ~ ch~k llgh~ ~ ~req~nfiy); (e) ~e like~h~d ~at ~e d~ de~e~ a brea~ (~e
con~ctor’s f~u~ to repot a light on a fimety b~) is 2~%; (~ ~e dW’s pn~ent ~ ~e eon~ac~r ~ $35 ~ light p~ y~ ~d ~) ~a d~ag~ for bre~ ~e ~mp~ato~, equfl
v~ue of timely repot).
~o~ ~at ~e conjuror will not be indued ~ spend ~ e~ $2o -- $~5 imte~ of $5 ~ to
~ure timely ~p~r, b~a~e ~e ex~a cost to ~ure timely repot, $20, exeee~ ~e ~peeted dma~ per light of Sxo (= no% x $50). Thus, ~e con~ae~r’s p~fit per fi~t ~1 be $2o ~ ~e ci~’s
pa~t ~f$35, !~ ~e $5 cost ~£ ~p~rs ~d ~e Sxo e~eeted dmage pa~enU The ci~’s
cost p~r light h $75 -- i~ $35 pa~ant ~ ~e con~r, plus i~ $50 lo~
¯ e coaster’s f~lure ~ rep~r ~ Ught ~ a timely b~, 1~ ~e
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Note that the circumstances in this example are analogous to those
in the tort settings in which we have said that punitive damages are
desirable -- namely, when there is a probability that a party will not
be found liable if he does harm (in the present context, by committing
a breach). Thus, the role of the penal~y for breach in the example resembles the role of punitive damages in tort situations -- to make up
for the chance of escaping liability,z~
Parties may want punitive damages to be p~id for breach in two
contexts in which a bre~hing paxty may escape liability. The first
situation is when the breached-against party does not automatically
observe whether performance has occurred, as in the streetlight example.2~s The second situation is when the breached-against party knows
that performance has been deficient, but may not be able to prove this
in court or lacks a financial incentive to sue. For instance, if an insurance company fabricates a reason for not paying a small claim, the insured may not sue because of the uncertainty of success and the cost of
a lawsuit. But because insureds would in principle be willing to pay
higher premiums if an insurance company can be deterred from acting
in this way, the insurer may benefit from an agreement to pay punitive
damages when it is found liable for falsely denying a small claim.
In many circumstances, however, parties will not want damages for
breach of contract to exceed the compensatory level because the
breach is obvious, the nature of the breach is such that it easily can be
proven in court, and the amount at stake is large enough to justify
suit. To the degree that courts impose punitive damages in these situadamage payments,
We want to show that both parties can benefit if punitive damages of $200 are also imposed
for breach, so that total damages now are $~So. Given this level of total damages, the contractor
will assure timely repair because the expected damages of $5o (~ 2o% x $~So) exceed the extra
cost of assuring timely repair, $~o. Consequently, no breach will occur, and no damages will actually he paid. Because timely rep~dr is assured, the city will be willing to pay the contractor more.
Suppose the payment is raised to $55 per light. Then the contractor’s profits per light will be $30
($55 less the $~5 cost of repair), so he will be better off (becanse his profits had been $20 per light).
The city’s cost per light now ~vill be $55 (just the fee), so it will be better off too (because its cost
had been
The source of the mutual benefit for the parties is the threat of Szoo in punitive damages~
which induces the contractor to create a $$o benefit for the city at only an extra $20 cost to itself.
This enables the ciW to make a payment sufficiently higher to make the contractor better off and
still leave itself better off.
2~ We shouId distinguish the present discussion from that in the previous section, which concerned injured parties who were customers. There we assumed that buyers’ knowledge o[ product risks might induce sellers to take appropriate precaulious. Here we are no~ making the analogous assumplion. In our pre~ent example, we did not consider the possibiIity that the contractor
would repair street lights on a timely basis out of a concern that his business reputation might
otherwise suffer. Rather, we implicitly assumed that the prospect of damages for breach of contract is needed to motivate the contractor to repair lights on a timely basis.
~]s More generally, whenever a party buys a Iarge quantity of a product and does not inspect
every unit to determine whether the product compiles with the specifications in the contract~ a
problem of detecting a breach can arise.
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tions, such damages will result in excessive and expensive performance
(the analogue of overdeterrence), thereby lowering the welfare of the
contracting parties.
In conclusion, courts should be cautious about awarding punitive
damages for breach of contract. This point is worth noting because
the law governing the imposition of punitive damages for breach of
contract does not restrict their award to cases in which the likelihood
of escaping liability for breach is substantialY19
L.

Components of Harm Not Included in Compensatory Damages

It is often suggested that punitive damages should be awarded to
compensate plaintiffs for non-economic and other losses that would
not otherwise be incorporated into compensatory damages.2z° Many

courts have endorsed this justification for punitive damagesYzl
Although we recognize that awarding punitive damages az a substitute for a missing component of harm has a potential rationale in
terms of assuring proper deterrence, we suggest in this section that

remedies for missing components of harm would be best pursued
through revision of the rules used to caiculate compensatory damages.

As the reader knows, our basic analysis of deterrence implies that
injurers should have to pay for the entire harm they cause, in order

that injurers take appropriate precautions and that prices and participation in risky activities are proper. Thus, ff there is a component of

lx9 For example, cour~:~ have awarded punitive damag~ in contract cases in which there exists
a =special relationship between the pattie&" x SCHLIIETER & I:~DDEN, Sul0~ note 74, § 7.3(A), at
388 (internal quotation marks omitted). These relationships inciude: =bm~k and depositor,
p]oyer and employee) Ira~chiser and franchisee, lawyer and client, public utility and customer,
and security broker and customer.~ Id. § 7.3(A); at 386 (footnotes omitted). The courts argue that
punitive damages are appropriate because one party hes g~eater bargeining power. See
§ 7.3(A), at 385. But this superior position, in and of itself, does not suggest that the party with
Lhe upper hand will escape liability for a breach of contract.
z2o See Chapman & Trebiicock, ~up~a note ]2~ at 768-59 (suggesting that punitive damages
~erve as a means of compensating for dignitary Io~)~ Ellls~ xupra note ~2, at 3 (noting that
per,~ating victims for otherwise uncompensable los~_s and paying the plaintiff’s Iegal fees are re~sons often cited by legal commentators and courts for imposing punitive damages); Dorsey D.
Ellis, Jr., Puni~i~ Damag~ in Io~a La~: A Critical Assessm~nt~ 66 Iowa L. REV. ioo3, ~0o7,
Io~o (x98~) (noting the use of punitive damageS as compensation for nonpecuniary harms);
tan, sup~ note 3, at 4o-83 (emphmizing that compensatory damages generally should be augmented to reflect otherwise missing elements of harm); David G. Owen, PuniH~e Dar~ges
Products Ligbilgy Litigation, 74 MxcH. L. P~V. ~257~ x~95-96 (~976) (°[P]uvdtive ri~m~.ges do
indeed play an important-- even if mually residual -- compe~atery role.~).
221 See ! SCH~IJETER & I~EDDEN, .wz~:~ note 7~ § 2,~) at ~7- For example, in Connecticut,
Uexemplary damages cannot exceed plaintiff’s expenses, and therefore~ in fact and effect are considered compensatory,v Id. § ~.2~ at ~7 n.x (~iting Doroszka v. Lavine, r~o A. 69~, 692~93 (Conn.
~93o); and Craney v. Donov~, ~to~ A. 640, 641 (Conn. 19~7)). In M.ichigan, =exemplary damages
are granted to compensate the plaintiff and not to punish the defeudant-" Id. (citing Oppenhuizen
v. Wennersten, x39 N.VL~d 765, 770 (Mich. Ct. App. x966)).
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harm that otherwise would be omitted, a policy of including it in the
form of punitive damages would seem to be beneficial3z2
Notwithstanding this point, employing punitive damages as a substitute for missing components of compensatory damages is problemafie. Namely, a component of harm might be excluded from compensatory d~mages because of the difficulties and expense that wouId be
encountered in estimating it. Consider, for example, the pain and suffering experienced by the friends of a person who dies. If this category
of harm were included in compensatory awards, the number of claimants in cases of wrongful death could become quite large, and the cost
of litigation would also increase as a result of parties contesting the
magnitude of their psychological losses. It may be best, then, for the
law to exclude from compensatory damages many such speculative,
difficult-to-determine elements of harm, even though these elements
are real and their omission does undesirably dilute deterrence,zz3
If a component of loss is excluded from compensatory damages for
these reasons, it arguably should be excluded from punitive damages
as well. The disadvantages of attempting to ascertain the missing
component of harm would not be lessened just because it is calculated
under a different bead of damages. It will be no easier to determine
the pain and suffering due to the death of a friend just because this
loss is imported into punitive damages. Indeed, the accuracy of measurement of this loss would be expected to be worse because the calculation of punitive damages is not disciplined by the procedures and
evidentiary requirements common to the determination of compensatory damages.2~*
Of course, if a component of loss should have been included in
compensatory damages despite the costs of doing so, the natural response is to rectify the mistake by incorporating it in compensatory
damages. If the component of loss is instead included as part of punitive damages, not only will it be less accurately measured for the reason noted in the previous paragraph, but there will also be another
problem: the component will be omitted in the large majority of cases,
those in which only compensatory d~mages are awarded. Specifically,
2zz More preclse]y, the principle would be to include a multiple of the missing component, with
the multiplier determined by the defendant’s chance of escaping liability.
zz~ The costs of e~timating such elements of harm on a cv.se-by-~ase b~is could be ]argeIy
avoided, however, if courts were to use a table listing s~and~d values of the missing components.
This method would be an inexpes~ive (essentially cosfless) way to include missing companents of
damages~ and it would be preferable to excluding them.
224 Juries are given broad discretion over the award of punitive damages. See ~ GHIARDI &
KIRCHEa, S~F¢~ note ~o3, § 5.38, at z3~ ("It is a generally s~eepted ruIe that once a court deter°
mines that the evidence merits submission .of the punitive damages issue to the jury, it is entirely
within the dhcretian of the jury to determine whether those damag~ ~hould be awarded and to
determine the amount which should be awarded.~); ~ SCH1.OETER & REDDEN~ ~’~ note 74,
§ OJ(A), at 33~ (referring to the jury a~ "less restricted in awarding punitive dam~ge~ than in
awarding compensatory damsge~).
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the component will be omitted in the approximately ninety-four percent of cases in which punitive damages are not awarded.22s
M.

Economic Loss Versus Personal Injury

Several courts have expressed the view that the level of punitive
damages should depend on whether the plaintiff’s harm involved personal injury or was entirely economic.226 For example, much was
made of this distinction in Gore, in which the United States Supreme
Court contrasted the ~purely economic" harm inflicted by the defendant with instances of "reckless disregard for the health and safety of
others," implying that the latter acts should be subject to higher punitive damages.2~
Does it make sense for punitive damages to be influenced by
whether the harm consists of a personal injury, as opposed to an economic loss? The answer is basically no. If the amount that courts
award as compensatory damages in personal injury cases is proper,~2s
the formula that we have advanced for the determination of punitive
damages should apply without modification: the level of compensatory
damages for the personal injury should be multiplied by the inverse of
the probability of being found liable.
We recognize, however, that the level of compensatory damages
awards in personal injury cases may be too low in practice to accomplish proper deterrence.2~9 For example, it has been calculated that in
~ See EBeuberg, Goerdt, Ostrom, Rottman & Wells, supra note 3, at 633 (~ng ~at p~ifive d~a~ ~ aw~ in appro~a~ly 6% of ~e ~ ~ which p!~ preyS).
~6 Se~ e.g., Lighting v. ~way Exp--, ~c., 6o E3d ~$5~, ~559 (~ Cir. ~995) ~ d~
~ning ~e ~onablen~ of ~ awed of punitive ~ag~, cou~ should co~der whe~er
... ~e m~eonduct card pe~nfl ~ju~ or merely dmage to proper~ .... ~; E~rt v. G~enberg ~fing & Sheet Me~ Co., 3x4 N.W.~d ~6, ~9 ~n. ~98~) (sm~g ~at ~e natme of
pl~’s ~u~ "may re~onably be ~en ~ account in deci~ng where pu~five dmag~
be fllowed .... ~ere ~at inju~ ~ ~mi~d ~ prope~ d~age, ~e public ~r~t in p~ishment ~d dete~ence ~ l~gely sa~fied by ~e plMnfiff’s ~co~ of compemato~ d~ages.~;
SC~UETER & ~DDEN, ~a nO~ 74, ~ 9-5(A), at 536 ~[C]ou~ ~h be~een whe~er
prop~ d~a~ or person~ ~ju~ w~ ~e r~t of ~e ~end~’s w~ngdo~g.~.
2~ B~ ofH. ~., ~c. v. Gore, xx6 S. C~ ~589, x599 (~6).
~zs ~ ~ con~ by ~e proper ~ount of comp~satow d~a~, we m~ ~e ~ount of
d~ ~at inducm a po~nfifl ~j~er ~ ~e opfim~ precaufiom to prevent pe~on~
This ~ount mi~f not com~ma~ ~e ~cfim for ~ ~ju~ -- ~deed, such compe~fion might
be impo~ihle, ~ in ~e ~e of l~ of life. Thus, ~e ~ ~’comp~a~ d~ag~
m~nomer ~vhen spoiled W pe~onfl ~j~m, b~t we employ it b~ame it is ~ to d~fibe
usu~ level of
229 No~bly~ compensa~ d~ag~ ~ wron~ut dea~ ~ ~e generflIy c~cula~
~vor’s fin~d~ lo~. S~ C~ES T. McCo~c~ ~BOOK O~ ~ LAw OF D~ES
$~ 93-I~, at 33~-74 (x93S). T~ ~ount ~ly ~11 not le~ ~ proper dehisce. For
pie, if a chad or a non-wor~ng s~e ~ MI~, ~e ~d~ loss ~11 be low, but ~e event ~!1 be
one for which ~ive prev~five me~ur~ ~e jus~ed to r~uce ~k. Such m~ur~ may not
be ~en ff ~ ~ b~d sole~ o~ ~e finest lo~. For ~c~ion of ~s ~d rda~d
poin~ about ~e ~cfion between op~g com~afion for ~on-mone~ Io~
dehisce, see S~, su~ no~ x4, at 2~35; Phifip J. Cook & D~el A. Gr~, Th~ De~nd for I~nrg ~d Protediom" The C~e of I~~ C~modi~i~, 9~ Q.J-
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wrongful death cases, the amount that an injurer should pay is between $3 million and $5 miIlion,z~° whereas actual awards are usually
substantially lower,m* ~f compensatory damages are too low in personal injury cases, they should be raised appropriately.2~2 Punitive
damages should not be awarded to correct for inadequate compensatory damages, for reasons analogous to those discussed in the previous
section.2~s

Externalization of Risk Through Independent Contractors
An effect of imposing liability that we have not yet discussed is
what we will call externalization of risk. By externalization of risk, we
mean the ability of potential injurers to avoid liability by hiring independent contractors to undertake risky tasks that they would otherwise perform themselves. The motive to externalize risks results to
some extent from the threat of compensatory damages alone, but it is
accentuated ff punitive damages are awarded. To our knowledge,
courts do not consider this factor in the determination of punitive
damages.2a4
In this section, we discuss two socially undesirable consequences of
externnllzafion of risk. First, the number of accidents that occur tends
to be higher because the independent contractors who are engaged
generally do not operate as safely as the firms hiring them. Second,
x44-$5 (z977); a~d A. 1VI~cb~l Spence, Con~umcrMi~pcree#~ior~, Produ¢l Failure, and Produaer
LiabiH¢y, 64 ~v. ~CON. STy. $6,, $63-7~ (x977).
~0 Se~ V~cv~ su~ note ug, at xo8 (using ~v obeyed dsk~ollm ~adeoff o[ blu~coll~
wor~m ~ ~cu~ ~at ~e implicit v~ue of fife ~ ~tween $~ million ~d $fi milllon)i ~ehael
J. Moo~ & W. ~p ~c~i, Th~ Qu~i~y-Adj~ted V~ue ~ L~, ~6 ECON. INQmR7 369~ 386
(~988) (~ng ~ impHdt v~ue of ~e of $6 million).
231 ~e¢~ e.~, J~ S. ~ E~E~ M. ~G~ ~CHAEL ~YNER~ PAT~C~ A.
~fitu~ for Ci~ Justs, ~ Co~., No. R-34~-ICJ, z988). ~ ~ stu~ of~ major ~rline
a~n~ oc~ng be~een x97o ~d z984, ~e~ id. at 4, ~e au~o~ c~cula~ ~at ~e average
comp~sfion for ~rl~e ac~dent deR~s s~ $3~x~3~ from x97o to ~976, ~d ~o8~£oo from ~977
to ~98~ (me~ur~ ~ ~t z9~6 dol~s), #~e id. at ~o. Se~ ~ ~d~l ~ Bovbjerg, F~k A.
Slo~ & J~ F. BluiSh, V~ulng L~e and Limb in T~t: Sehedullng aPaln and S~edn~’,
Nw. ~. L. ~v. ~8, 9~$ (,989) (su~e~ng Fto~da ~d K~s~ Ci~ ju~ ver~c~ ~d finding
¯ e me~ lore of ~e awed to be ~o,~, ~d ~e me~ Io~ of life awed ~ be $*~uu4,~).
u~u We here p~umv ~at proble~ ofimpl~on~ or con~dem~o~ of cos~ do not subvert
¯ ~ ~co~endafion. ~ do, a~ble ofs~d~d v~u~ for ~e~ent ~ ofperson~
could be ~d ~. See ~u~ no~
~ ~ough ~e cond~ion of ~ scion ~ ~a~ Wen ~e goal of de~ence~ ~e awed of
punitive d~ag~ should not ~nd on whe~er ~e pI~nfiff’s h~ involved pe~onal ~ju~ ~e
concl~on mi~t be ~ferent ~ ~p~t to ~e pun~t objective. No~bly, when
~ju~ occ~, members of so~eW may wall ~fience a sL-on~r d~ire to ~e ~e defend~t pun~ed ~ when ~e h~ ca~ed by ~e d~end~t ~ purely economic.
~ For ~ple, ~e ~ue of ~m~g ~k ~ not mentioned in ~y of ~e reCent major
preme Cou~ c~ ~c~g p~five d~ag~. See B~V of N. Am., ~c. v. Gore, zx6 S. CL
z~89 (,996); Honda MoOr Co. w Obey, 5~u U~S. 4z5 (x994); TXO ~od. Co~. v. Alli~cv ~so~c~ Co~., S~ U.S. ~3 (~993); P~c Mu~ L~e ~. Co. v. H~Hp, 499 U.S. x
Bro~g-Fe~ ~d~., ~c. v. ~lco Dhp~, ~c., 49u U~. u$7 (*~9).
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society sacrWmes the economic benefits that would have accrued if the
firms had carried out cert_a_i~a tasks themselves instead of having them
performed by independent contractors. We conclude that when externalization of risk is a relevant factor, it argues for lower punitive damages than would otherwise be appropriate.
Let us amplify on these points. It is well recognized that fLrrns often can avoid liability by hiring independent contractors to undertake
risky tasks33s For example, a firm that is transporting its toxic waste
in its own trucks may be able to hire another company to transport the
waste and thereby avoid liability for spills?~6
However, the incentive of a firm to transfer liability to an independent contractor is more complicated than may at first appear because, if an independent contractor assumes liability by undertaking
risky tasks for a firm, the contractor will charge the firm more for performing these tasks. An independent contractor that is hired to haul a
firm’s toxic waste clearly will charge the firm an amount reflecting its
expected damages for spillage of the waste. Thus, the firm might in
the end pay for the accident risks it creates even though it hires an independent contractor. It is apparent, therefore, that the firm will want
to hire an independent contractor only if the contractor would charge
the firm less for assuming liability than the firm would have borne itself.
In fact, an independent contractor might be willing to charge a
firm less. The reason is that an independent contractor might not
have assets sufficient to cover the full liability it may incur, so that its
effective expected damages would be lower than the firm’s -- assuming that the firm has sufficient assets to pay the full judgment it would
have faced, or at least more assets than the contractor. For example,
suppose that potential damages are $to million and that the risk of an
accident and liability is five percent. I~ a firm with assets of Sxo million undertakes the risky task itself, its expected d,mages would be
$5oo,ooo (= 5% × $~o million). However, if the firm hires an independent contractor with assets of only $I million, the contractor’s expected damages would be $5o,ooo (= 5% x $x million). Hence, the in23~ See RE~ATEMENT (SECOND) OF TO~ ~ 409 (~965) ff~]mployer of ~ ~dependent con~r is not Hable for ph~i~ h~ ca~ to ~o~er ~ ~ act or oration of ~e con~ac~r or

his ~.~ ~oss~R ~ ~To~ ON ~ LA~v O~ TOR~, su~a no~ 30, ~ 7~ at 5o9 ~For
~e ~ of ~ ~dep~dent con~r, ... R h~ long been s~d ~ be ~e gene~
no ~ous HabiliW upon ~e ~pl~er.~.
2~6 Ho~vever, ~ s~ m~y not ~wa~ wor~ For ~ple~ ~ K~nn~ v. S~ient~c, I~.,
497 A.2d I3IO ~J. Super. CU Law Die. x985), ~e ~u~ held ~e defend~t liable for ~ ind~
pendent con~ctor’s U~o~fion of ~c w~. Sa~ i& at x3~3~4. The co~ s~ted ~at
comply w~ch cr~ ~e F~kens~ mons~r of abno~y d~emus w~ ~hould not
pect ~ be reH~ed of accoun~b~ for ~e ~predafio~ of i~ creature mealy ~ca~e ~e comply en~ ~e mom~r’s ~ ~ ~o~er, even ~ ~dep~dent con~r." Id. at
Not~g su~ exception, we ~a ~d~ si~afio~ ~ w~ it ~ po~ible ~ sh~ Habi!iW by hiring ~ independent con~actor.
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dependent contractor only needs to add $So,ooo to the price it charges
the firm to be compensated for its expected damages. Accordingly, the
finn could in effect reduce its expected damages from $Soo,ooo to
$So,ooo by hirh~g the independent contractor,z~7
We have explained that firms might benefit by externalizing their
Iiability risks to independent contractors with assets Iess thwn the harm
resulting from accidents. It should be emphasized that because firms
secure an advantage by de~ling with such contractors, they will seek
them out and favor them over contractors with greater assets, other
things being

equai.2as

The externalization of risk to potentially judgment-proof contractors has an important implication. These contractors will tend to conduct their activities with less care than will actors with more at stake.
~ the example above, the independent contractor with assets of only

Sz million clearly wilt not have as great an incentive to invest in precautions as the firm that couId pay $io million.~a9 Therefore, the fre~
quency of accidents wi!l increase as a result of the externalization of
ri~k.24o
~7 The point of this example holds even if the firm does not have assets sufficient to pay for the
fulI $~o million in damages; as long as its assets exceed those of the independent contractor, a potential gain to the firm still exists from externalising the rlsk to the contractor. For instance, suppose that the firm has assets of only $S million. Its ~xpected liability would then be
(= 5% x $5 million), which still exceeds the independent contractor’s expected liability of Sso,o~o.
Thus, the firm will continue to have an incentive to externalize its risk. {The general condition
for when it will be advantageous to the firm to use an independent contractor to extzrnal|ze its
risk is twofold: the contractor’s assets must be less than the firm’s, and there must exist a positive
probabiliW that the judgment will exceed the contractor’s a~setsJ
~s Evidence f~om the oil industry is consistent with the view that firms haw an incentive to
externalize some of their liability risks to less welI-capitalized independent contractors. For example, after the Exxon Va]dez oil spill, Shell shifted some responsibility ~or the transport o£ oil
from its own tanker fleet to vessels owned by independent contractors. ~qee William ]. Cook, An
Eaxy Way 0,~ ~fThi# Me~$, U.S. N~tvs & ~,VoRLD R~P., June ~;, ~99o, at xS~ Caleb Solomon &
Joann S. Lublin, Ta~er Fir~ ]~ai~e$ Serios$ Que.#tlon.~ Abmz~ Liabilities in Oil $~i1f~ Off ~.~
WALL ST.[., June ~2, ~99o, at A3. Such contractors, who might own just a few supertankers (or
even only one), generally are vastly smaller than the major oil companies. See Eric Nalder, Oil
Firms Trying to Shield As$e~s f-mrn Liability for Cosily S#ills, SEATTLE "1~1~, Sept. ~6, r99~, at
A6 (stating that the assets of independent transporters ~are about ~5 times smaller than the holdings of the oil giants’). One can think of many other indastrie.% including those involved in the
transport or disposal of hazardous materials, in which risks can be externalized to independent
contractor~ that are much smaller than the firms that hire them.
~3~ For instance, consider a safety device that would reduce the magnitude of harm from an
accident from Sxo million to $~ million. This device would be of value to the firm if the firm is
exposed to liability, because it would reduce the fa-m’s expected damages by half; however, the
d~ice would be o~ no value to the independent contractor, for the contractor is only capable of
paying Sx million. Similarly, consider a safety d~cice that reduces the likelihood of a $xo million
accident by ~%. This device will be worth $~vo, ooo to the firm (= ~% x Sto mil]ion), so the
will pay up to $~oo, voo for the device, but it will be worth only $~o,ooo to the independent contractor (ffi ~% x Sx million), so that the contractor might not buy the device when the firm would
have.
z4o In the oil industry, for example, it is pIausible that tankers owned by independent contractors are more prone to accidents than tankers owned by large oil companies. CmnlO~re Cook,
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An increase in the number of accidents is not the only socially tmdesirabIe consequence of the extern~llzation of risk. The economic
advantages firms gain by undertaking certain tasks themselves, rather
than contracting with others to perform the tasks, will be lost ff firms
hire independent contractors to avoid liability. In our example, the
advantages that the firm would lose ff it hires an independent contractor might include its ability (given its superior knowledge of its own
situation) to purchase the most suitable truck for transporting its waste
and the opportunity to schedule waste disposal more efficiently,z41
The two problems caused by the externalization of risk -- the increased number of accidents and the loss of economic efficiencies -are exacerbated by the imposition of punitive damages, for such damages increase the desire of firms to externalize their risks. Moreover,
the judicial tendency to impose higher punitive damages on wealthier
firms24z has the perverse consequence of increasing the incentive of
such firms to externa.lize risks despite their being more likely to take
appropriate precautions (because they are less likely to be judgmentproof). Our conclusion, therefore, is that the increased externalization
of risk induced by punitive damages argues for a lower level of punitive damages than would otherwise be appropriate.
O.

Encouraging Market Transactions

In some circumstances a potential injurer can communicate with a
potential victim before causing harm, for example, when a firm deliberately infringes on another’s copyright, or when an individual regularly trespasses on someone’s property. ~ prior communication is possible, a potential injurer could negotiate in advance with the potential
victim to purchase the right to engage in the harm-creating conduct,
rather than first causing the harm and then paying damages. The firm
contemplating a copyright violation could secure a license to use the
copyrighted material, or the trespasser could obtain an easement. Obviously, the greater the level of damages that would be imposed on an
injurer who causes harm without having purchased the right to engage
in the harm-creating conduct, the greater the incentive to purchase the
right_ In this sense, punitive damages can be said to encourage market

pra note ~38, at I5 (describing independent tankers as ~clunkers° operating under ~lax standardsa
with ~badly trained crews"), ~i/h Daniel Southerland, Mobilizing the Fleet: Oil Giant Hopes Empkasls on Tanker Sofegy Also Will Produce P~of!ts, WiLSH. POST, June 23, r996, at Hx (emphasizing the high safety standards maintained by Mobil’s shipping subsidiary).
24~ For a discussion of the advanta~s of performh~g tasks within a firm, rather than delegating
them to independent contrw:tors, see, for exzmple, P,.H. Co~se, The ~¢ature of th# Firm,
ECONOMICA ~86, 390-92 (~937); OLFVER HART, FIRMS, CONTRACTS, AND FINANCIAL
STRUCTURE 1--92 (~99~); and JEAN TIROLE~ THE T’rI~ORY OF ]IWOUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
6o (xggS).
242 ~e suprs pp.
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transactions. To our knowledge, courts rarely mention this effect of
imposing punitive damages.24s
In this section, we explain that it may be desirable to impose punitive damages in order to encourage market transactions. The reason
in essence is that inducing potential injurers to bargain may better lead
them to take harm into account and may reduce parties’ wasteful
forts to try to to.ke and protect property. Additionally, market exchange may be cheaper than litigation. A qualification to this discussion, however, is that imposing punitive damages when the parties are
not easily able to bargain may overdeter injurers. Note that the
tionale for punitive damages discussed in this section does not presume
that a party who causes harm is able to escape liability with positive
probability. In other words, the present rationale is independent of the
escaping-liability rationale for punitive damages that has been the focus of our Article.244
To elaborate, suppose that compensatory damages alone are employed and that they are underestimated. A potential injurer then
might cause harm when doing so is socially undesirable -- because the
benefit to the injurer might be less than the harm done but greater
than the low estimate of compensatory damages.24s In general, as we
observed above,z46 an excessive amount of harm will be caused if
damages are too low.
Additional undesirable repercussions, similar to those associated
with the theft of property, may arise when compensatory damages are
underestimated. If injurers can take property from victims without
having to pay for its full value, potential injurers will devote effort to
identifying and taking such property, and potentiaJ victims will expend
effort to prevent their property from being taken. Copyright violators,
for example, will devote resources to copying others’ protected material, and copyright owners will take steps to stop such illicit copying.
Such efforts are socially wasteful.
z43 The only re/erence to this effect of which we are aware is in ~e~ne~y
(Tth Cir. ~996), in which Chief Judge Posner noted in dictum that ~’[p]unitlve damages are neces-

sa~ in some cases to make sure that people channel transactions through the market when the
costs of voltmtmy transactions are low." Id. at 34.
2,~ The point that inducing market transactions may better lead potential injurers to take harm
into account was made by Guido Calabresi and A. Dougla~ Me]amed. See Guido Calabresi & A.
Douglas Melamed, Proper~y Rules, Liability Ru~s, and Inalienability: One View of ~he Cagh~draf,
85 HAzy. L. R~V. ~o89, x]x5-z4 (z97~). This point has been developed by others..qee Biggar~
supra note ~2; Haddock, McChesney & Spiegel, s~pra note ~; Louis Kapiow & Steven Shaveil,
Properly Rules Versus Liability Rules: d~ ll¢onor~i~ Analysis, ~o9 I-IA~v, L, RgV. 7x3 (x996);

Landes & Posner, supra note
245 In these circumstances, a potential victim wouId have an incentive to pay a potential injurer

not to cause harm. Such a payment might aot occur, however. For example, if there are many
potential injurers, paying one not to cau~ harm wouid not forestall others from causing harm.

See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 244, at
246 ,~ee Sgpra p. 879.
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The foregoing problems -- an excessive amount of harm and
wasteful efforts to take and protect property -- can be avoided if punitive damages are imposed. If punitive damages are set so that total
damages substantially exceed the value of the attractive property, a
person who might otherwise simply take the property will instead bargain with its owner, because it would be cheaper to pay an agreed-on
price than to pay d~rnages. Consequently, property will be exchanged
only if the buyer values it more than the property owner, and the incentive to take and protect property whose value might be underestimated by compensatory damages will be eliminated.
Another possible reason to employ punitive damages in order to
encourage market transactions concerns administrative costs. If compensatory damages are used alone, exchange often will be mediated
through the legal system by the bringing of a lawsuit; the cost of ex~
change then will be the cost of litigation (though this cost is frequently
reduced because of settlement). But if punitive damages are used in
addition, exchange will be much more likely to occur through voluntary transactions, which may be much less costly than litigation.
The arguments that we have discussed in favor of using punitive
damages to promote market exchange obviously do not apply if bargaining between parties is not possible or there are substantial impediments to bargaining. Suppose, for instance, that a hiker lost in the
mountains discovers an unoccupied cabin. The benefit he would obtain from using the cabin and consuming the food in it presumably
would exceed the loss borne by the cabin’s owner. But because there
is no opportunity for the hiker to bargain with the owner, the effect of
punitive damages might be to discourage the hiker from using the
cabin. Hence, when parties cannot bargain, it may be better to employ
compensatory damages alone (despite the possibility of errors in estimation); punitive damages would tend to overdeter injurers’ conduct.
Moreover, even if bargaining is feasible, there may be other impediments to efficient exchange -- such as bargaining failures due to strategic behavior -- that a!so could justify relying solely on compensatory
damages.~47
We conclude that punitive damages may sometimes have appeal
when it is possible for a potential injurer to communicate with a potenfiai victim before causing harm, in order to encourage market
transactions. As we noted above, this rationale for punitive damages,
when applicable, is independent of the escaping-liability rafionaie.~4s
247 For example, suppose a seller holds out for a high price and ultimately refuses to sell to a
potential buyer who places a much greater value on the item at issue. In such circumstances, it
may be better to set dama~s equal to harm and allow the ’°ouyer" to take the item and p~y damages than to encourage baxgai~ag. S~e Calabresi & Melamed, ~u~m~ note ~44, at i x06-o7.
~4s I! there is a probability of escaping liability, the punitive damages amount that is appropriate for the purpose of encouraging market a-ansactions should itsel~ be inflated according to the
mulfipller forratda that we developed above. See ¢u~ra section ]LB.
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PUIXFISHMENT

By the punishment objective we refer to society’s goal of imposing
appropriate sanctions on blameworthy parties,a49 We equate blameworthiness with the reprehensibility of a party’s conduct, that is, with
its maliciousness or the extent to which it reflects disregard for the
well-being of others.2s° We assume that the punishment objective derives ultimately from the pleasure or satisfaction people obtain from
seeing blameworthy parties punished2s~ (although our essential conclusions do not depend on this assumption252).
When the defendant is an individual, the connection between the
imposition of punitive damages and the accomplishment of the punishment objective is conceptually straightforward: if, after assessing
the blazneworthiness of an individual’s act, appropriate punitive damages are levied, the punishment objective is achieved,zsz
However, when the defendant is a firm, the relationship between
punitive damages and the punishment objective is more complex. In
this regard, we will develop three points. The first is that there axe
different ways of viewing the objective of punishment: the goal may be
to punish firms as e~¢tigies, that is, independently of whether blameworthy individuals within the firms are penalized; or the goal may be
~49 See GEOR6E E FLETCHER~ I~ETI~NI,~NG CRI2MINAL LAW ~ 6.3.~, a~ 4~7 (~978)
f~der h du~-bo~d to suffer pun~hmen~ for ~s offen~ ¢rea~ ~ Jmb~ce of benefi~ ~d
burdens ~ ~e socieP~ ~ a whole.~ (d~g HE~E~ MO~S, ON G~LT ~ ~OCENC~ 34-36
(~976))); W~R MOB~Y, ~g ET~CS OF ~S~ 95 (x968) (s~fing ~at, und~ a re~bufive ~eo~, ~pu~hment sho~d sere bo~ ~ ~p~ ~d to deepen ~e honor ~fi~ which
~n ~ of a~on ou~t to be reg~; HE~T L. PAC~x, Tn~ L~I~ OF
C~ S~ON 37 (z968) (UThe re~bufive ~ew tar punishment] r~ on ~e id~
fight for ~e ~cked ~ ~ p~hed: b~ause ~ is ~po~ible for ~ actions, he ough~ to
h~ j~t d~D; C~. T~N, C~, Gm~T, ~ ~S~: A ~LOSOPm~L
~o~o~oN ~ (z987) ~n~ment Wolves ~e infliction of some unple~e~ on
fender ..~ m~e ~ exp~ ~appro~l or condemnation of ~e offender’s conduct which is a
bre~ of what ~ ~ed ~ a d~ble ~d ob~ga~ s~d~ of
~so It ~ not nec~ for our pu~ ~ sere on a mo~ refined definition of blmawor~in~s
or c~pab~g%
~s~ A 1o~ ~re~fion of ~ ~empfion ~ ~at ~ individu~’s utility de~n~ on, ~d
~c~ ~, ~e ma~itude of a v~able ~at me~u~ ~e ~tent ~ which a ~ty who ¢ommit~ a ~prehe~ble act is appropfia~ly pushed. ~o d~cd~ ~ v~abIe ~ c~l
more pr~el% let S deno~ ~e level of ~e ac~ s~cfion, let R be ~e ~prahensibility of ~e act,
~d Iet S(R) reprint ~e id~ pu~hmen[ Wen R. Then V ~ higher ~e cl~er S is ~ S(R).)
Be~e s~ we~m depen~ on ~dufl welf~, socifl ~lfm is adv~¢ed by punishing
rep~h~bl~ p~ appropda~ly.
The r~afio~p between ~a pun~hment objective ~d ~e deference objective is d~cussed
~low. See ~ no~ ~7~-~73 ~d ac~mp~ng
~sz It ~li be e~dent ~aL for ~e most p~ our ~umen~ xfill ~o hold if ~e punishment
obje~ve defiv~ i~ fo~ not from in~dufl ple~ure ~d ~fisfacfioa at ~eing bl~ewor~y
p~ p~hed, but f~m ~ abs~t philosop~c~ p~dple oll~g for reMbufion.
~Sa A question to ~ s~men/con~ ~ffi~ ~u~ce. ~ ~e punished p~ty
sured, ~e de~ to w~ch he ~ p~hed de~n~ on ~e extent ~ which his cowrage ~ ~complet~ ~eca~ of, for ex~ple, deducfibl~ or coi~urance) ~d ~a posslbiliW ~at his premiums
~I1 ~e ~ ~e ~ture.
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to punish firms only as a means of punishing culpable individuals in
the firms. Our second point is that the imposition of punitive damages
on firms may not lead to the punishment of blameworthy individuals
within them; thus, the goal of punishing blameworthy employees may
not be well promoted by imposing punitive damages on firms. The final point is that the imposition of punitive damages on firms often penalizes individuals who axe unlikely to be considered cuIpable, namely,
shareholders and customers. We conclude that, to the extent that the
goal is to punish culpable individuals within firms, and not firms as
entities, the utility of punitive damages in achieving the punishment
objective is significantly attenuated.
Consider the possibility that the punishment objective might be
furthered because people obtain satisfaction directly from the punishment of a blameworthy firm as an organization, without regard to
whether anyone within the firm behaved inappropriately or is punished.2s4 We find this conception of the punishment goal unappealing
both because it requires a definition of blameworthiness of a firm that
is divorced from the behavior of any individuals who are affiliated
with it, and because it necessitates believing that people would, after
reflecting on the matter, want to impose a penalty on what ultimately
is an artificial legal construcL The notion that individuals would want
to punish fL~rns per se sLrikes us as not entirely different from the idea
that individuals would want to punish inanimate objects for causing
harm (such as trees that fall on people),zss
Hotwithstanding these reservations, it is possible that individuals
do want to personify firms and punish them as entities, and the reader
can make up his or her mind about the importance of this way of defining the punishment objective. To the extent that it is important, the
~4 A number o[ authors have dlscussvd the punishment rationale in relation to corporations as
entitie~. See, e.g, Albert W. Alscbuler, Anclen~ Law and the Punishment of Corporations: Of
Frankpledge and Deoda~d~ ?r B.U.L.P.~--v. 3o7, 3z~ (~99a) (arguing that corporate criminal respansibility is the unwise result of a "superstitious" hatred of the inanimate corporation); V.S.
Y~Jaanna, Corporate Criminal Liability: What Pwrpose Does IS Serve?, ~o9 ~v. L. RI~v. ~477,
z494 n.gz (~996) (describing "[tJhe notion that society has a retributive need so great that it must
punish nonhuman entities and label them criminal° as "implausible°); Dcvatopmentz in the Law ~
Corporate Crime: Regulating Co.orate Behavior Through C~mlr,al Sa~ctlo~, 9~ I-I~v. L. t~v.
z±~7, x~37 (x979) (uEven though deterrence clearly plays a cri~ieal role in the justification of corporate criminal sancfion~ the argument that retribution cannot be involved, i~ unconvincing.~).
As Christopher Stone notes:
Corporate per~alfies o[ten impose losses in circumstances when no one appears blv.meworthy .... True, we alIow some of these same innocents to suffer.., when corporate agents
wrongfully break a contract or commit a tort .... But it seems one thing to make a
blameless investor help absorb ordinary damages.., and quite another thing to reduce his
investment further by imposing a penalty.
Christopher D. Stone, The Place of Enterprise Idabil[ly ia the Control of Corporate Conduct, 9o
~s$ For a similax reaction to the idea of corporate punishment, see Alschuler, cited above in note
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imposition of punitive damages on a blameworthy firm directly promotes the punishment objective, much as it does when the defendant
is a culpable individual.2s6
Now consider the alternative reason for punishing firms -- to punish blameworthy individuals within them. Supposing that this is the
purpose of punishment, we turn to our second point, about the extent
to which the imposition of punitive damages on firms will actually result in the punishment of blameworthy employees. Because firms
clearly have an interest in discouraging culpable conduct by their employees that could give rise to punitive damages, they can be expected
to seek to control such conduct through the use of internal sanctions,
such as demotion or dismissal. However, two considerations suggest
that the imposition of punitive damages on firms ~vill lead to less punishment of blameworthy employees than might at first be supposed.
First, culpable employees may not be punished by firms because
the fh-ms may have difficulty identifying them. Such individuals may
be able to obfuscate their role in decisionmaking or conceal their behavior in a variety of ways. For example, an employee responsible for
checking a safety valve on a tank storing dangerous chemicals that
subsequently explodes because of a defective valve may claim that he
performed the inspection even if he did not, and may place a false entry in his record book attesting to the inspection. A manager ~vhose
judgment is impaired by alcohol and who gives oral instructions to a
subordinate that lead to an accident may deny ever having told the
subordinate to do what the subordinate did.2s7
Second, even if culpable individuals within a firm can be identified
and punished by the firm, imposing punitive damages on firms often
will have little or no marginal effec~ on their punishment. That is, the
internal sanction imposed on such employees may not be much (if at
all) greater as a result of the firm’s bearing both punitive and compensatory damages than if the firm had borne compensatory damages
alone. When a firm incurs high compensatory damages because of the
blameworthy conduct of an identifiable employee, it may ~vant to levy
whatever sanctions on him that it can; imposing punitive damages on

2~6 Because the punishment objective is, according to our approach, derived from the desire of
individuals to punish culpable parties, the importance of the view that corporations per se should
be punished is an empirical manet, dependent on how many individuals hold this position and
how strongly. We would not be surprised to find that many individuals firmly believe that it is
proper to punish corporaaons as entities, hut we also suspect that, were these individuals to consider seriously the distinction between that goal and the goal of punishing only culpable employees, they would soften, if not reverse, their position.
zs~’ Although firms may have difficulty identifying culpable employees for the reasons discussed
in this paragraph, imposition of punitive damages might induce firms to take additional steps to
discover such individuals. If punitive damages have this effect, their imposition could help to
satisfy the punishment objective.
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the firm then would not result in additional punishment of the
pIoyee.2sa
The preceding discussion presupposed that there exist culpable
employees in the firm. But in some situations there may not be any. If
a significant delay occurs between misconduct and the manifestation
of harm and litigation (as was the case, for instance, in connection
with the use of asbestos in products), blameworthy individuals may
have changed jobs, retired, or died.zs~ Also, because decisions in firms
often are made by many individuals, it may be that no one individual
has the requisite knowledge of risk and of the consequences of his
havior to be considered culpable. One person may decide to put a
toxic liquid in a storage tank, believing that the tank can never leak,
and another person may leave the tank in a state in which a leak can
occur, thinking that the liquid in the tank is not toxic, so that a leak
would not cause harm. Here, each decision considered by itself may
not be blameworthy because each person believes that what he is doing does not create a risk of a harmful accident.2~°
Let us now consider the third point, concerning how imposing punitive damages on firms often penalizes the firms’ shareholders and
customers. Shareholders, as residual claimants of a firm’s profits, obviously will be made worse off when punitive damages are levied on a
firm.2~I Indeed, they usually can be expected to bear a major fraction
of the burden of punitive damages.2~2 Given that shareholders are
punished by punitive damages, the question whether they are blameworthy must be considered. If a shareholder owns a significant fraction of a firm’s stock, participated actively in the firm’s decisions and
acted egregiously, his position would be much like that of a blamewor2Ss It may be ~vorth elaborating on this point. ~ employees are risk neutral (which we assume
here for simpliciW), a firm would seek to make an employee pay for any damages he caused the
firm to [mar; such a practice would make the employee’s incentives to prevent harm correct from
the firm’s perspective. Thus, if damages are $iooo, the employee would pay this amount to the
firm. But because an employee’s assets are limited, the fwm’s ability to punish an employee will
be ex_hausted as soon as the judgment against the firm exceeds the employee’s assets. Thus, if the
employee’s assets are Sin,non, no marginal effect of higher damages will occur once the total
damages exceed Sxo,ooo. (The situation just described ignores other possible responses of the firm
to higher damages. For example, firms might increase their efforts to detect employee misconduct
and thereby increase the e~-pocted punishment of emptoyees. But our basic point would still apply.)
aS9 However, indlviduEds who have changed jobs or retired might be subject to punishment by
their former employer because the employer might be able to sue them for acts done when employed.
260 Of course, some other person within the firm may have been responsible for directing the
flow of information, but that person a/so may not have acted culpably.
26~ Other stakeholders of the firm also will suffer, such as unsecured creditors who are less
likely to be repaid if the firm’s assets are diminished because of the payment of punitive damages.
~6z Because blameworthy employees generally will bear only a small part of a punitive damages
judgment (on account of their limited assets), shareholders and customers will suffer the ma~or
part. Under certain circumstances, moreover, customers will not bear much of the burden of punitive damages. S~e itzfra note 264.
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thy employee with decisionmaking power; each would be culpable.
But if a shareholder owns a minuscule fraction of the stock of the firm
and was a passive investor with no direct involvement in the firm’s
decisionmaking processes, his degree of blameworthiness would be
small, if not nonexistent.~6~
A firm’s customers also will be made worse off as a result of the
imposition of punitive damages on the firm ff such damages cause the
prices of the firm’s products or services to rise. Firms may regard punitive damages as an additional cost of doing business -- a cost that,
with a positive probability, will be borne by them in addition to their
ordinary costs. To cover the added cost of punitive damages, firms
will tend to raise their prices, which will cause the welfare of their customers to decline.264 Customers, however, would not ordinarily be
considered blameworthy, because they do not exert direct control over
the actions of firms that pose risks to other persons.~s Consequently,
to the extent that customers pay higher prices as a resuIt of the imposition of punitive damages on firms, innocent parties are penalized,z°~
We can summarize our discussion of the punishment of firms as
follows. The view that a firm should be punished per se -- ~vithout
reference to the punishment of individuals within it ! is a possible
view, but one that we find problematic. Another vie~v is that the punishment goal is promoted only by punishing blame~vorthy individuals
within firms. We have explained, however, that imposing punitive
d_~._mages on firms often will not result in the punishment (or at least
any additional punishment) of blameworthy employees, so the use of
such damages might not advance the punishment goal very much.
Moreover, imposing punitive damages frequently will penalize shareholders and customers, parties who are not likely to be considered
blameworthy. This adverse consequence of punitive damages must be
weighed against the beneficial effects of such damages in furthering
the punishment goal.
Having addressed punitive damages and punishment in general
terms, we now briefly consider how the reprehensibility of the defen263 If one does believe that each shareholder is slightly blameworthy, the fact that each bears a

small portion of punitive damages might be thought to be desirable.
264 5, however, a particular firm bears punitive damages for a reason not generally applicable
to other firms in its industry, these other firms would not have a reason to raise their prices. ConsequentJy, the firm paying the punitive damages would not be able to raise the price of its produc~s (because cousumers would purchase from the other firms).
265 ~-~owever~ it might be ~ought that customers are partially blameworthy for harms caused by
firms because, in the absence of customer interest in firms’ products, production and harms would
rtot occur.

266 For a complementary discussion of the effects of corporate sanctions on a FLrm’~ shareholder~, be~dhoider~, employee~, and customer~, ~ee John C. Coffee, Jr., "~Vo Soul to Damn: I~o Body
to Kick’:- An Un~andal~zed Inquiry into ~he Problzrn of Corporate Punishment, 79 bitCH. L. l~v.
386, 4oz-02 (rgS~). Coffee observes that ~the co~ts of [corporate] deterrence tend to spill over

onto parties who cannot be characterized as culpable." Id.
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dant’s conduct and the wealth of the defendant should influence punitive damages with respect to the punishment objective.267 Regarding
reprehensibility, we merely observe that the punishment objective will,
by definition, be met if sanctions are imposed on those who have acted
reprehensibly. I:Ience, determining the reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct is intrinsic to satisfaction of the punishment objective,
and the law’s focus on reprehensibility obviously makes sense given
this objective. In the case of firms, however, the connection between
reprehensibility and punishment may be attenuated for reasons discussed above -- the imposition of punitive damages on a firm may not
result in the punishment of individuals within the firm who acted reprehensibly.
Concerning defendants’ wealth and the appropriate level of damages from the perspective of punishment, consider first the situation
when defendants are individuals. In this case, the common belief that
punitive damages should be higher for wealthier defendants can be
justified. The punishment goal is furthered ff a proper punishment is
imposed-on a cuIpable individual, which we interpret to mean reducing the individual’s utility by a particular amount. To accomplish this,
it is generally necessary to assess a higher penalty if the individual is
wealthy than if he is poor, because money is worth less to him if he is
wealthy26s
When the defendant is a firm, the relevance of the defendant’s
wealth depends on whether the punishment goal is viewed in terms of
punishing the firm as an entity or punishing culpable individuals
within the firra. Under the first view, the firm’s wealth might be
thought to be relevant to the proper level of damages for punishment
purposes.26v Under the second view, however, the fkrm’s wealth generally would not be relevant: the level of damages needed to induce a
firm to punish its culpable employees ordinarily would not depend on
its wealth. A Szoo million firm and a $zo million firm would both be
expected to impose the same sanction on an employee for misconduct
that resulted in a punitive damages award of a given amount. The
reason is that, as we have said, rational firms will develop a policy of
267 We wilI not, however, re-examine the uther topics in Part HI in relation to punishment. For
the most part, what can be said abont these topics is clear. Consider, for example, the issue of the
tax deduetlbility of punitive damages. Allowing punitive damages to he deductbIe would reduce
their sting, and. so might be undesirable in terms of accomplishing the punishment objective.
Likewise, allowing liability insurance coverage against punitive damages also might be undesirable ~rom the perspective of punishment.
268 We mentioned this point above. See sup~ note x38 and a~ompanying text. How much the
penalty must rlse will be determined by the rate at which the marginal utility of money declines
with wealth for the individual. In particular, there is no re,on to believe that the proper penalty
for purposes of punishment would be proportional to wealth.
~69 We say "might" because the first view is not well articulated, and therefore it is unclear
what this view would imply about the proper relationship between the level of punitive damages
and a corporation’s wealth.
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punishing employee misbehavior to lower their liability expenses. This
policy should depend on variables other than the firm’s wealth -- notably, the damages that the firm will bear as a result of employee misbehavior,z~o To the extent that the internal sanctions that firms impose
on culpable employees do not depend on the firm’s wealth, the punishment objective will not be advanced by making punitive damages
depend on its wealth,zn
V.

CONCLUSION

In this Article, we have discussed the two fundamental purposes of
punitive damages -- deterrence and punishment -- and have come to
conclusions regarding each objective that we now briefly review.
Our central conclusion about punitive damages and deterrence is
conceptually simple. Punitive damages should be imposed when deterrence otherwise would be inadequate because of the possibility that
injurers would escape liability. In particular, punitive damages should
be set at a level such that the expected damages of defendants equal
the harm they have caused, for then their damage payments will, in an
average sense, equal the harm. This impIies a simple formula for calculating punitive damages, according to which harm is multiplied by a
factor reflecting the likelihood of escaping liability. If punitive damages are calculated according to this multiplier formula, precautions
will tend to be optimal -- neither inadequate nor excessive m as will
product prices and the incentive to participate in risky activities.
These conclusions about punitive damages, and the importance of the
role of the defendant’s chance of escaping liability, flow from the standard and well-accepted theory of deterrence. We also discussed a deterrence rationale for punitive damages that is not based on the possibility of escaping liability: that punitive damages may be needed to
offset the socially illicit ufiliW that individuals obtain from committing
malicious acts. This rationale, as we noted, does not apply to firms.
The theory of deterrence not only yields a multiplier formula for
computing punitive damages, but also provides guidance regarding a
range of important doctrinal and policy issues concerning punitive
damages. Notably, we discussed the point that the reprehensibility of
a party’s conduct generally should not be a factor in the assessment of
punitive damages (except in the case of an individual’s malicious act),

zTo The reasoning behind this statement is essentially that used above when we explained that a
firm’s wealth will not a~fect its incentive to invest in safew precautions, ..gee ~u#ra section HI.B,
z~l We have not addressed in th~s Part the institutional question of who should determine the
proper level of damages for purposes of promoting the punishment goal of punitive damages. For
an interesting empirical examination and discussion of this question, see Cass IL Sunstein, Daniel
Kahneman & David Schkade, Assessing Puni~iv~ Damage~ (W~h No~es on Cognition and Valua|~on in Law), xo7 Y-~ LJ. (forthcoming May
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as well as the point that the wealth of a defendant usually should not
influence punitive damages (subject to the same exception).
A corollary of our analysis is that the imposition of punitive dasnages when they are not justified on deterrence grounds generally has
socially detrimental consequences. These consequences can take the
form of excessive precautionary measures and inappropriate discouragement of participation in socially beneficial activities. In the case of
firms, the latter effect may manifest itself in the form of undesirably
high prices and the withdrawal of products from markets.
With respect to the punishment objective, we observed that the
connection between punitive damages and punishment is relatively
straightforward if the defendant is an individual, or if the defendant is
a firm and the goal is to punish firms as entities (although we found
this latter goal problematic). We came to a different conclusion, however, when the defendant is a firm and the objective is to punish culpable employees. Because the imposition of punitive damages on
firms may not result in the punishment of blameworthy employees, but
often will penalize shareholders and customers -- parties who are not
likely to be blameworthy -- the ability of punitive damages to advance
the punishment goal in the case of firms is limited.
We have not yet commented on how the level of punitive damages
should be determined when the objectives of deterrence and punishment have different implications for the proper measure of punitive
damages. It is evident that the best level of punitive damages should
be a compromise between the levels that are optimal when each objective is considered independently.2~z (The quantities of punitive damages that are separately optimal with respect to the two objectives
should not be added to each other.27s) The weights to be used in the
z72 For example, suppose that the level of damages that is best with respect to dete~ence is
million and that the amount that is best with respect to punishment is $2 million. The optimal
amount~ tak~g account of both obj~tlves, must be between Sr and $2 million. As damages are
increased from $r million to $~ million, overdeter~ence occurs, but punishment is better prometed. It is optimal to stop raising damages when the marglnzl social loss from overdeterrence
begins to outweigh the margin~ social gain from better punishment. (To complete the explanation, observe that optimal damages cannot be less than $~ million or more than $2 million: were
damages less than Sx million, the outcome would be worse with respect to both the deterrence
and the punishment goals than if damages were Sz million; and were damages in excess of$~ milllon, the outcome would be worse with t~spect to both goals than if damages were $~ million.)
For further discussion regarding the choice of the level of punitive damages that best balances the
deterrence and punishment goals~ see Diamond, Punishment and Efficiency~ supra note x~, at
~Ts In essence, the amounts should not be added because the punitive damages amount that is
proper for the purpose of deterrence also punishes, and the punitive damages amount that
proper for the purpose el" punishment also deters.
It is easy to se~ in the example in the preceding note that it would not be correct to add the
million amount that is best for dete~e~ce to the $~ million amount that is best for punishment
mad impose damages of $3 million. To amplify on what we stated parenthetically in that note, if
damages of $~ million axe bezt with respect to puuishment, then damages of $3 million would
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determination of the compromise will reflect the relative importance
accorded to the goals of deterrence and punishment.
Whatever are the weights that pollcymakers, judges, or juries place
on these two goals, we hope that the conceptual framework developed
in this ArticIe will aid them in determining the appropriate amount of
punitive damages.
punish excessively and thus would be worse than damages of $2 million; that is, damages of $2
million are superior to $3 million in terms of punishment. AIso, damages at" $2 million are superior to damages of $3 million in terms of deterrence, for $3 million overdeters more than $2 million overdeters. Hence, damages of $3 million cannot be optimal: damages of $2 million are superior from the perspectives of both punishment and deterrence (and, as we argued in the preceding
not~, the o~tinud level of damages must be between Sz million and $2 million).
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APPENDIX: ~/~ODEL

JuRY

957

~qSTRUCTIONS

The following model jury instructions encapsulate many of the
conclusions of our Article. Three sets of instructions axe presented: for
individuals who have not committed malicious acts; for individuals
who have committed malicious acts; and for firms. With regard to the
instructions for firms, we have assumed that the goal of punishment is
to penM~ze blameworthy employees, not to punish firms as entities.
(The instructions can be modified to reflect a different assumption.)

FOR INDIXr£DUA.LS WHO HAVE NOT COIVIMITTED MALICIOUS ACTS

These instructions apply to defendants who have not committed
malicious acts. An act is malicious only ff it was done for the purpose
of causing harm.
In considering the imposition of punitive damages on the defendant, you should determine three dollar mounts: (A) an amount to accomplish deterrence; (B) an amount to accomplish punishment; (C) a
final amount -- your punitive damages award -- between the first two
amounts.
A.

Deterrence

I. Punitive damages fuifill the deterrence objective to the extent
that they serve as a message and warning to the defendant and to
other similarly situated individu~s to take appropriate steps in order
to prevent harm in the future. But punitive damages will not fulfill
the deterrence objective if they cause individuals to take wasteful steps
to prevent harm or if they cause individuaIs to refrain from engaging
in socially desirable activities.
2. Your principal task is to estimate the likelihood that the defendant might have escaped having to pay for the harm for which he or
she should be responsible. Thus, for example, if the harm was noticeable and likely to lead to a lawsuit, your estimate of the like~ood of
escaping liability would be relatively low. But if the harm might not
have been attributed to the defendant, or ff the defendant tried to conceal his or her harmful conduct, your estimate of the likelihood of escaping liability would be relatively high.
3. You should use the Table below to determine the punitive
damages multiplier that corresponds to your estimated probability of
escaping liability. Then multiply the compensatory damages amount
by your punitive damages multiplier. The resulting number is the base
punitive damages amount.
4- The base punitive damages amount should be lowered if the
defendant has paid other private judgments or settlements, or public
penaities, for the harm at issue in the present case. If the defendant
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has made such payments, the base punitive damages amount should
be lowered by the amount of these payments.
5. The base punitive damages amount should hog be adjusted because of any of the following considerations:
(a) reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct;
(b) net worth or income of the defendant;
(c) potential harm, that is, the harm that might have been caused
by the defendant’s conduct;
(d) gain or profit that the defendant might have obtained from his
or her harmful conduct;
(e) litigation costs borne by the plaintiff;
(f) components of harm that you did not include in compensatory
damages;
(g) whether the harm included personal injury.
B.

Punishment

I. Punitive damages fulfill the punishment objective to the extent
that they per~,Iize blameworthy defendants for reprehensible behavior.
You should determine the amount of punitive damages that you believe will accomplish proper punishment.
2. In considering punishment, keep in mind that the defendant’s
payment of compensatory damages already punishes the defendant to
some extent_ The amount of punitive damages that you believe will
accomplish proper punishment should be what you think must be
added to compensatory damages to accomplish the punishment objective, if any additional damages are necessary.
C.

Determination of Punitive Damages

Punitive damages shouM be an amount between the amount that
you found appropriate for the purpose of deterrence and the amount
that you found appropriate for the purpose of punishment_ If you attach greater importance to the deterrence objective, punitive damages
should be closer to the amount that you found best to promote deterrence. If you attach greater importance to the punishment objective,
punitive damages should be closer to the amount that you found best
to promote punishment.

Fort INDIVlDIIALS WHO HAVE COMMITTED MALICIOOS ACTS
These instructions apply to defendants who have committed malicious acts. An act is malicious if it was done for the purpose of causing
harm.
In considering the imposition of punitive damages on the defendant, you should determine three dollar amounts: (A) an amount to ac-
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complish deterrence; (B) an amount to accomplish punishment; (C) a
final amount -- your punitive damages award -- between the first two
amounts.
A.

Deterrence

~. Punitive damages fulfill the deterrence objective to the extent
that they serve as a message and warning to the defendant and to
other similarly situated individuals not to commit malicious acts in the
future. But punitive damages will not fulfill the deterrence objective ff
they cause individuals to take wasteful steps to avoid possible liability
or if they cause individuals to refrain from engaging in socially desirable activities.
2. Your principal task is to estimate the likelihood that the defendant might have escaped having to pay for the harm for which he or
she should be responsible. Thus, for example, if the harm was noticeable and likely to lead to a lawsuit, your estimate of the likelihood of
escaping liability would be relatively low. But if the harm might not
have been attributed to the defendant, or ff the defendant tried to conceal his or her harmful conduct, your estimate of the likelihood of escaping liability would be relatively high.
3- You should use the Table below to determine the punitive
damages multiplier that corresponds to your estimated probability of
escaping liability. Then determine the amount that you believe is
equivalent to the gain that the defendant obtained from his or her
conduct. MuttipIy this amount by your punitive damages multiplier.
The resulting number is the base punitive damages amount.
4. The base punitive damages amount should be lowered if the
defendant has paid other private judgments or settlements, or public
penalties, for the harm at issue in the present case. If the defendant
has made such payments, the base punitive damages amount should
be lowered by the amount of these payments.
5- The base punitive damages amount should not be adjusted because of any of the following considerations:
(a) potential harm, that is, the harm that might have been caused
by the defendant’s conduct;
(b) litigation costs borne by the plaintiff;
(c) components of harm that you did not include in compensatory
damages.
B.

Punishment

x, Punitive damages fulfill the punishment objective to the extent
that they penalize blameworthy defendants for reprehensible behavior.
You should determine the amount of punitive damages that you believe will accomplish proper punishment.
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z. In considering punishment, keep in mind that the defendant’s
payment of compensatory damages already punishes the defendant to
some extent. The araount of punitive damages that you believe will
accomplish proper punishment should be what you think must be
added to compensatory damages to accomplish the punishment objective, ff any additional damages are necessary.
C.

Determinctgion of Punitive Damages

Punitive damages should be an amount between the amount that
you found appropriate for the purpose of deterrence and the amount
that you found appropriate for the purpose of punishment. If you attach greater importance to the deterrence objective, punitive damages
should be closer to the amount that you found best to promote deterrence. If you attach greater importance to the punishment objective,
punitive damages should be closer to the amount that you found best
to promote punishment.

FoR F~s

In considering the imposition of punitive damages on the defendant, you should determine three dollar amounts: (A) an amount to accomplish deterrence; (B) an amount to accomplish punishment; (C) a
final amount -- your punitive damages award -- betxveen the first t~vo
amounts.
A,

Deterrence

L Punitive damages fulfill the deterrence objective to the extent
that they serve as a message and warning to the defendant and to
other similarly situated firms to take appropriate steps to prevent
harm in the future. But punitive damages will not fulfill the deterrence objective if they cause firms to take wasteful steps to prevent
harm, ff they cause the prices of products and services to rise excessively, or if they cause firms to withdraw socially valuable products or
services from the market.
2. To achieve the deterrence objective, your principal task is to
estimate the likelihood that the defendant might have escaped having
to pay for the harm for which it should be responsible. Thus, for example, ff the harm was noticeable and likely to lead to a lawsuit, your
estimate of the likelihood of escaping liability would be relatively low.
But ff the harm might not have been attributed to the defendant, or ff
the defendant tried to conceal its harmful conduct, your estimate of the
likelihood of escaping liability would be relatively high.
3. You should use the Table below to determine the punitive
damages multiplier that corresponds to your estimated probability of
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escaping liability. Then multiply the compensatory damages amount
by your punitive damages muItiplier. The resulting number is the base
punitive daraages amount.
4. The base punitive damages amount should be lowered if the
defendant has paid other private judgments or settlements, or public
penalties, for the harm at issue in the present case. If the defendant
has made such payments, the base punitive damages amount should
be lowered by the amount of these payments.
5- The base punitive damages amount also may be lowered if the
plaintiff was a customer of the defendant. If the plaintiff was a customer and you believe that customers are, or will become, aware of accidents of the type at issue in this case, the base punitive damages
amount should be lowered. The more knowledgeable customers are,
the more the base punitive damages amount should be lowered.
5. The base punitive damages amount should not be adjusted because of any of the following considerations:
(a) reprehensibility of the defendant’s conduct;
(b) net worth, revenues, or proi’~ts of the defendant;
(c) potential harm, that is, the harm that might have been caused
by the defendant’s conduct;
(d) gain or profit that the defendant might have obtained from its
harmful conduct;
(e) litigation costs borne by the plaintiff;
(f) components of harm that you did not include in compensatory
damages;
(g) whether the harm included personal injury.
B.

Punishment

~. Punitive damages fulfill the punishment objective to the extent
that they cause defendants to penalize their blameworthy employees for
reprehensible behavior.
2. In considering punishment, you should keep in mind that the
defendant’s payment of compensatory damages already may lead to
the punishment of blameworthy employees to some extent.
3- In considering how well the imposition of punitive damages
will fulfill the punishment objective, you should also bear the following in mind:
(a) the extent to which you believe blameworthy, employees can be
identified and penalized by the defendant. The easier this identification is, the higher should be the level of punitive damages.
(b) the extent to which you believe that innocent parties will suffer
as a result of the imposition of punitive damages on the defendant;
such parties might include shareholders as well as customers, who may
have to pay higher prices for the defendant’s products or services. The
more likely it is that innocent parties will be punished, the lower
should be the level of punitive damages.
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4. In the light of these considerations, you should determine the
mount of punitive damages that you believe will accomplish proper
punishment.
C.

Determination of Punitive Damages

Punitive damages should be an amount between the amount that
you found appropriate for the purpose of deterrence and the amount
that you found appropriate for the purpose of punishment. If you attach greater importance to the deterrence objective, punitive damages
should be closer to the amount that you found best to promote deterrence. If you attach greater importance to the punishment objective,
punitive damages should be closer to the amount that you found best
to promote punishment.

TABLE~74

Probability of
Escaping Liability
0%

Punitive Damages
Multiplier
O

~o%
2o%
3o%

,43

4o%

.67
I.O0

6o%
7o%

~.33

8o%

4.00

90%

9.00

z74 The multipliers in the Table are derived as follows. Let P be the probability of being found
liable; thus, the probability of escaplng liability is 1 - P. The multiplier then equals (1 - PgP.
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